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PREFACE

The present volume of the Geographical Year-book of the Eötvös 
Loránd University, Budapest has mostly been written by the members 
of the Department of General Economic Geography. The papers found 
in this volume are therefore accounts of studies in economic geography 
representing some lines of the research work carried on at the Department.

The first two papers (by Iván Illés and Zoltán Antal, resp.) are of
theoretical nature and deal with questions of regional development and rati
onal production location. The paper written on the regional policy of the 
Soviet Union suggests that considerable attention is being paid in the 
Comecon countries to economic geographical studies concerning the 
Soviet Union, since the intensive economic growth displayed by the 
Soviet Union has a strong effect on the development conceptions and 
possibilities of the other member countries.

The next six papers present some results of the economic progress 
in Hungary made after World War II in general and from the point of 
view of the regional location of production forces.

Viktor Kulcsár’s paper points out that agriculture in Hungary and 
particularly the main branches of crop production (wheat, maize, fruit) 
have reached the international standards for yields and production costs.

Zoltán Antal’s paper on chemical industrv calls attention first of 
all to the fast rate at which the former backwardness of chemical industry 
in the Comecon countries is being remedied; up-to-date and many-sided 
petroleum chemistry has been established everywhere. In this process 
the advantages of international labour division are fully utilized.

The paper written by Zoltán Antal on the development of communi
cation in Hungary deals with traffic policy conceptions with special regard 
to railwav development. The paper points out that economic growth 
involves improvements in the infrastructure (network of public roads 
and railways). Attention is worth being paid to the vast transshipment sta
tion at Záhony with its annual traffic of some lő million tons. This station 
plays a role in the economic relation of the Soviet Union to a number of 
West-European countries too.

Ilona Dragon’s paper on joint enterprises established in capitalist 
countries with Hungary holding an interest in calls attention to the up
swing and recent forms of economic co-operation between East and West.



A joint work by Zoltán Antal and István Koós-Hutás is connected 
with the qualitative development of construction industry in Hungary, 
and with the remarkable increase of the demand for more valuable 
facing materials. Although the paper deals with sites of minor importance 
in the trim stone industry of Hungary, together with reports on other 
areas of the country to be published in subsequent volumes it will help 
in forming a clear picture of the decline of trim-stone industry in some 
regions and its upswing in others. Present paper describes declining areas.

The paper by Zoltán Antal and Károly Nagy discusses demographic 
policy, a question topical in other countries too. A slowing down in the na
tural increase of Hungary’s population has resulted in taking complex 
demographic policy measures (women are given support by the state to 
raise their children at home up to the age of 3; the family allowance increa
ses progressively with the number of children; housing provision is 
made for families with many children free of charge or upon payment 
of a small sum).

The subject of Ferenc Probáld’s paper is related again with a prob
lem of international concern: the protection of urban atmosphere.
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by
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Introduction

In the recent literature of regional development and economic 
growth much attention has been given to the question of infrastructure. 
Its role has been emphasized in two important respects. First, the estab
lishment of certain elements of the infrastructure may represent a neces
sary precondition for the development of a particular region. This may 
be of crucial importance for resource exploitation in undeveloped and 
isolated areas and for the development of backward agricultural regions. 
Second, and perhaps more important, an existing infrastructure system 
exerts a strong attractive influence upon the location of economic activity. 
Moreover, this attractive force may continue to exist even after the origi
nal locational advantages of the area have disappeared. Generally, this 
phenomenon can lie explained in terms of three features which are cha
racteristic of infrastructure. The first is the long life span of infrastructure 
systems, relative to that of productive equipment in general. The second 
is the high capital cost of infrastructure systems. These two characteris
tics account for the fact that new plant and equipment (for replacement 
purposes) is frequently located at the site of the old, due to the existence 
and operation of the infrastructure; this enables enterpreneurs to attain 
significant economies. The third characteristic is the collective-good 
nature of infrastructure systems and the numerous associated external 
effects. This factor may permit enterprises to externalize a portion of the 
costs of operation and some of the undesirable effects of production.

These considerations are well-known and are frequently stressed. 
However, the deterministic effect of infrastructure on regional develop
ment is sometimes overemphasized, and regional structure is regarded as 
rigid, immobile and unchangeable. There are, however, opinions of the 
opposite extreme and in Hungary these have arisen in the elaboration of 
long-range plans for settlement systems and regional development poli
cies. The exponents of this view argue that the volume of investment 
funds available within the next 25 to 30 years will permit a complete 
rebuilding and relocation of infrastructure. They therefore regard regio-

* The au tho r is associated w ith the Central P lanning Office, B udapest, H ungary .



nal policy decisions to be totally free of in-built inflexibility. However, 
the representatives of this view do not take into account the fact that 
investment funds will be accumulating over the course of several decades 
and at any one time there will only be a relatively small amount of funds 
available. Consequently, regional policy decisions may be regarded as a 
temporal series of decisions. Viewed in these terms, regional policy deci
sions may be subject to a certain inflexibility. Until recently no attempt 
has been made in Hungary to construct a model which could evaluate 
the possibilities for regional shifts, taking into account the existence of 
“durable” infrastructure systems. In this paper an attempt will be made 
to develop an aggregate growth model of an interregional economic sys
tem. Naturally, the model will be subject to many simplifying assump
tions. After the model has been derived, certain conclusions will be offered 
concerning the optimal rate of regional shift.

Assumptions of the. model

Consider a continuously growing economy in which both the net 
and gross rates of investments are constant. Production requires a given 
quantity of fixed capital stock, i. e. a certain number of machines, buil
dings, roads, railways, and indirectly homes, schools, social and cultural 
facilities. These elements are assumed to have fixed quantitative propor
tions in relation to output and thus in relation to each other. Under these 
assumptions there can be neither a shortage nor a surplus in any of the 
groups of elements of social capital in relation to the others. It is assumed 
that there exists a linear relationship between social production and the 
individual elements of social capital. The elements of social capital can 
be arranged in series according to their life spans. Let the individual
life spans be T v T2........ Tr T!4l, T l+2, . . . .  Tn. These components of
social capital are assumed to contribute to production at a uniform rate 
during their lifetime and are assumed to be fully replaced at the end of 
their lifetimes. It is further assumed that if an element of social capital 
has reached the end of its life span Tt and is to be replaced, the new 
element or facility can be located at the site of other existing facilities 
which have life spans longer than T t. These other existing facilities permit 
the operation of the new, replacement elements (machines, factories, etc.) 
without additional cost for the remainder of their life spans, i. e. for the 
periods T i+2 — Ti, . . . ,  Tn — T t. Thus a new machine can be
installed in an existing factory building; a new factory can be located on 
an existing railway line, and so on.

These definitions and assumptions make it possible to extend the 
model beyond the simple relationship which exists between production 
and infrastructure. I t embraces all relationships between groups of 
social capital elements which have lifespans of differing length, e. g. the 
relationship between machines and buildings. Having assumed that there 
exists a fixed and linear proportion between the individual components
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and groups of social capital and social output, there would be no reason 
to differentiate between the elements of social capital according to their 
productivity. Thus the only differentiating factor is the life span. Until 
now the question of distribution of life spans has been left open. There 
is little information on the life span distribution of the social capital 
stock and in order to simplify the model, exponential distributions have 
been applied. Obviously, this represents a crude approximation, parti
cularly since the social capital stock is not a homogeneous mass. Ne\ er- 
theless. such an approach permits a significant simplification of relations
hips: see Bródy (1969).

Assume that for a component of fixed capital stock (a machine, a 
building, etc.) the probability of surviving the time r is e_<1 !Τ)τ· The 
exponential density function is (l)T/c-<,/T)r· and the life span expecta
tion value T can be expressed as

a n  i n t e r r e g i o n a l  m o d e l  o f  s o c i a l  r e p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  g r o w t h  7

( 1 )

The major aspects of economic growth and social capital stock depend on 
this assumption. The volume of investment 1 in year l at growth rate r 
(assuming that in the first year the volume of investments is equal to 
unity) can be expressed as

(2)

(3)

The volume of scrapping R and the corresponding value of depreciation 
is as follows:

(4 )

( 5 )

where P equals the volume of production. The incremental capital output 
ratio is

The gross investment rate is assumed to be constant, that is.



The rate of economic growth can be expressed with the aid of the above 
defined values. From equations (4) and (5), we can express the value of 
P  and IP as follows:
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(6)

(7)

(X)

and

so that

(»)

(10)

so that

Substituting the values of / and R from (2 ) and (3) in equation (8), we 
have

We have thus derived a simple equation which expresses the relationship 
between the growth rate on the one hand, and the incremental capital 
output ratio, the life expectancy of social capital stock and the gross 
investment rate, on the other.

Introduction of the spatial dimension

The previous expressions were derived for an economy without 
spatial dimension. In what manner do locational shifts and regional chan
ges influence the values of the above described variables ? For a given 
interregional spatial structure the economy has a given capital-output 
ratio, i. e. a given level of productivity. Let the latter be characterized 
by the inverse of the incremental capital-output ratio 1/Y. It is assumed 
that because of the discovery of new natural resources and the conse
quent change in spatial economic structure, there now exist new regions 
in which capital has an increased productivity so that F’< V and 1/F ’> 
1/F , where V — the incremental capital-output ratio in regions already



being exploited and V' - the incremental capital-output ratio in the 
new regions. Since the possibility of development via excess capacity 
in the infrastructure is excluded from the model, there is no factor which 
would attract net investment to the earlier spatial structure. The case of 
replacement (i. e. investment financed from a depreciation fund) is quite 
different. If the replacing capital element is located at the site of the 
obsolete one, the existence of facilities (e. g. buildings, infrastructure 
systems, etc.) which have longer life spans than that of the replaced 
capital element will permit the new, replacement capital element to be 
operated without additional investment. If. however, the new replacement 
capital element is located in a new location, it will then become necessary 
to provide these facilities too. This involves the necessity of undertaking 
significant additional investment. The positive aspect of this case is the 
productivity-raising effect of such investment at the new location.

If the model were formulated for a two-region case, the increasing 
productivity would be accompanied by an increasing growth rate only 
for the period of the regional shift; at the end of this period the growth 
rate-raising effect would also cease. However, we assume that a regional 
shift is not an occurrence which occurs once and temporarily; rather, it 
is assumed to be a constant, stable process. Technical progress changes 
locational criteria and new factors tend to be important. Therefore, it is 
assumed that Z, the rate of regional shift, is a constant flow which is 
characterized by the rate

A N  IN T E R R E G IO N A L  M O D E L O F  S O C IA L  R E P R O D U C T IO N  A N D  G R O W T H  9

i l l )

( 12)

where / ’ is that part of total investment which differs from the original 
spatial structure and which is placed in a new location that is characteri
zed by higher productivity and the lack of infrastructure. The value of 
Z is not less than the net investment rate a,since in the absence of any sur
plus capacity in the infrastructure net investment will be located in 
regions with higher productivity. Obviously, Z cannot exceed gross in
vestment rate. Therefore

We shall search for the optimal value of Z, i. e. the optimum rate of 
the spatial (interregional) redistribution process. Optimality here implies 
the maximum rate of economic growth at constant gross and net invest
ment rates. How does Z influence the rate of growth? It exerts an influ
ence by modifying the values of the parameters V and T  in equation (10). 
The effect exerted upon V is unambiguous. Having assumed that V’ < V. 
it follows that the greater the rate of regional shift (the spatial redistribu
tion process), the higher the productivity of investment. Thus we have

( 1 3 )

where



and

(17)

(18)

where p equals a coefficient representing the intensity of the producti
vity-raising effect of Z, the rate of regional shift.

The problem becomes more complicated when the average life 
expectancy of fixed assets is taken into account. If the rate of regional 
shift Z exceeds the net investment rate, it causes certain fixed assets to 
be withdrawn from use which would still be usable for some length of 
time. However, these assets would have to be rebuilt in the same quantity 
at another location. Since ß. the gross investment rate, is assumed to be 
stable and unchanged, these additional investment requirements cannot 
be met by increasing ß. This means that a spatial shift will involve an 
increase in the share of the replacement rate within the rate of gross 
investment and a decrease in the share and level of net investment. It 
does not imply, however, that replacement exceeds depreciation. In a 
dynamic economy, with the exception of a few lifetime distributions of 
fixed assets, depreciation always exceeds replacement requirements. A 
demonstration of this is provided by Domar (1957 : pp. 159 - 194). ( ibviouslv, 
at the same time, the average life expectancy of social capital will also 
decrease, since one group of social fixed capital assets will have been 
withdrawn from use before the end of its theoretical life span. We have 
assumed that these facilities and establishments are spatially immobile.

However, we are not concerned with reductions in the life spans of 
these few capital elements, but rather with the effect exerted on the life 
expectancy of the total capital stock. This effect depends on the lifetime 
distribution of the capital stock. Consider first a uniform distribution (if 
the heterogeneity of fixed capital stock is taken into account, even this 
assumption cannot be ruled out in advance). Γη this case the life ex
pectancy of the total capital stock will decrease in linear proportion to the 
life span reduction, actually by one half of the decrease of the total life 
span interval, that is,

(16)

10  I. IL L É S

and

(14)

(15)

and there is some evidence for the assumption that Г is a linear function 
of Z, the rate of regional shift. Thus



where:
Μ(ζ) = original expectation value;

Μ ’(ζ) = modified expectation value due to the reduced life span 
interval:

a = lower limit of life span interval; 
h = original upper limit of life span interval; 

h — d = reduced upper limit of life span interval.
In the case of an exponential distribution the decrease in life expectancy 
can be obtained in the following way:

A N  IN T E R R E G IO N A L  M O D E L  O F  S O C IA L  R E P R O D U C T IO N  A N D  G R O W T H  Ц

(19)

(2 0 )

and

( 21 )

(22)

(23)

where

and

where m is the reduced upper limit of the life span interval and 1 /л is the 
original life expectancy of the capital stock. This implies that while the 
upper limit of the life span is decreasing from infinity to m, the life expec
tancy of the total capital stock is decreasing bv c~>m(m+ 1Д).

The rate of regional shift exerts a direct influence only on the upper 
limit of the life span interval of fixed assets. It modifies the life expec
tancy of the total fixed capital stock by decreasing this upper limit. 
Denoting this upper limit by m , we have

(24)

where q equals a coefficient representing the reducing effect of the regio
nal shift Z upon the upper limit of the life span interval of fixed assets. 
Substituting q!Z for m and T  for 1/A in (20), we obtain the following 
statement of modified life expectancy T' in terms of rZ:

and since wmax involves no regional shift, the relationship between rZ and 
m can be approximately expressed by equation (24) as follows:
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( 2 5 )

(26)

(27)

Results

If  we now substitute our results into equation (10) and express V 
and T  as variables dependent on the rate of regional shift Z, denoting 
them by V' and Τ ’, and the rate of growth by T , we have

or

Although the expression has become more complicated, it has the advan
tage of demonstrating the direct relationship between a change in the 
spatial structure and the rate of growth. The Z influences growth in two 
ways. First, it increases the growth rate by increasing the value of 
ß(Vtn.lx — pZ),i.e. by increasing the productivity of the capital stock. Se
cond, it reduces the growth rate by reducing the life expectancy of the 
capital stock and increasing the share of replacement in gross invest
ment. The final effect exerted upon growth is the resultant of these two 
opposing effects. However, these depend on the values of the two con
stants p and 7, which characterize respectively the unit intensity of the 
productivity-raising effect and the life expectancy-reducing effect of Z. 
the rate of regional shift.

In order to investigate this effect, some of the variables in equation 
(27) need to be held constant. Assume that the rate of gross investment 
ß is 0,25. Let the original capital-output ratio be three and let the origi
nal value of T  be 50 years. It must be emphasized here that our example 
is only one possibility out of an infinite number of feasible combinations. 
Assigning other values to these parameters would probably change the 
results significantly. However, the present aim is merely to demonstrate 
the mechanism of interactions between the variables. This aim is served 
by a numerical example, the results of which are presented in Table 1. 
These results clearly demonstrate that the influence of the rate of spatial 
shift upon the rate of growth is highly significant. While Z is increasing 
from 0,10 to 0,25. the growth rate is also undergoing significant changes 
in most cases. It is difficult to determine the order of intensity of the two 
effects referred to in the previous paragraph. Nevertheless, from this and 
from other examples it seems that the favourable effect upon the growth 
rate is stronger than the unfavourable effect. This conclusion is supported 
bv the fact that at intermediate and equal values of p and 7 (with p = q = 
— 8), a higher level of Z  generally involves a higher growth rate.



Table 1.

Relationship between Rate ot Spatial Shift 7  and the Rate of Growth for Different Values
of p  and q

A N  IN T E R R E G IO N A L  M O D E L O F S O C IA L  R E P R O D U C T IO N  A N D  G R O W T H  13

Conclusions

Summarizing our results, we can state that in a dynamic economy 
the reinforcing effect of “durable” fixed assets upon the spatial structure 
may not be of decisive importance if a significant rise in productivity can 
be attained by spatial shifts. It seems that those who stand for greater 
freedom and flexibility in regional development are for the most part 
correct, although at first glance there seems to be less justification for 
this viewpoint. The basis of the tendency for fixed capital assets to per
petuate existing S2>atial patterns does not appear to be primarily macro- 
economic (although our derivation and example has illustrated its im
portance), but rather microeconomic. It is microeconomic factors which 
influence the locational behaviour of individual firms and influence the 
level of external economies. From a long-run macroeconomic point of 
view, a dynamic economy should be able to afford the abandonment of 
old inefficient railway lines and the stock of unoccupied housing in small 
villages. By the same token, such an economy should also be able to 
afford the decentralization of large overcrowded agglomerations without 
endangering the rate of growth already achieved. However, there is a 
precondition for this which involves the control of externalities and the 
adjustment to them. In Hungary this problem has yet to be solved. In 
the model presented here an attempt has been made to link macroecono
mic growth theory and regional theory without expressing space explieit- 

e. in the form of two or more locations, regions, etc. In the model, 
the notion of regional shift is employed as a macroeconomie variable such

Z-value j»-value q = 10 Q -  Я 1 = 5

0.10 10 9.2 8.3 5.0
0.15 10 11.5 9.9 3.0
0.20 10 17.5 14.5 3.3
0.25 10 39.5 35.3 17.8

0.10 8 8.1 7.2 3.9
0.15 8 8.8 7.1 0.2
0.20 8 10.4 7.4 - 3 .S
0.25 8 14.5 10.3 - 7 .2

0.10 5 6.6 5.8 2.5
0.15 5 G.O 4.3 - 2 .0
0.20 5 5.0 2.0 - 9 .2
0.25 5 3.8 - 0 .4 -1 7 .9



as investment, saving, income, etc. The inadequacies of such an approach 
are realized but it is hoped that this new concept of spatial development 
might prove to be a useful tool in spatial analysis in the future.
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РЕЗЮМЕ

ИНТЕРРЕГИОНАЛЬНАЯ МОДЕЛЬ ОБЩЕСТВЕННОГО 
ВОСПРОИЗВОДСТВА И ЕГО РОСТА

Исследование занимается изменениями пространственной структуры произ
водства и связанным с ним ростом экономики и стремится промоделировать эту 
зависимость.

Для новых районов, располагающих природными ресурсами, которые могут 
быть эффективно использованы, обычно характерна недостаточно развитая инфрас
труктура. В ранее развитых районах новые производственные предприятия могут 
базироваться на уже имеющуюся инфраструктурную сеть, что означает опреде
лённую экономию.

Мы имеем перед собой два противоположных фактора эффективности: исполь
зование новых экономических районов с одной стороны ведёт к росту эффектив
ности на основе более благоприятных условий получения сырья; с другой стороны 
-отсутствие в этих районах инфраструктуры ведёт к понижению эффективности 
производства за счёт дополнительных затрат на её создание. В исследовании дела
ется попытка сконструировать -  или же создать -  такую модель, в которой 
отразилось бы сопоставление этих двух  противоположных воздействий на эконо
мическое развитие. На основании результатов целой серии расчётов делается 
вывод, что использование новых районов только в том случае означает ускорение 
темпов экономического развития, если между использованием ресурсов старых 
(освоенных) и новых районов действительно имеется значительная разница в 
эффективности; в противном же случае создание инфраструктуры оттянет o.'.ai от
варное влияние ресурсов нового района на длительное время.
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THEORY AM) PRACTICE OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN TRE
SOVIET UNION

by
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H ungary
Received: 31. 12. 1975.

Through the realization of the economic- and regional development 
objectives during the nearly 6<> years existence of the Soviet State the 
production structure, specialization, development level, population 
density, supply and utilization of natural resources in the economic 
districts of the Soviet Union have changed to a great extent. Parallel 
to all this a levelling of the development level of production forces and 
of the living standards and life conditions of the population has been 
achieved.

In the mid-twenties the economic regions of the Soviet Union were 
still very different as regards the level of industrial development. Accor
ding to the per capita industrial production value industry in the Kazakh 
S. S. R. was more than thirty times behind the most developed Central 
Industrial Region, and was almost as backward in Eastern and Western 
Siberia too. The development level was similarly low (30 — 40 per cent of 
the national average) in the Central Chernozem zone, Central Asia and 
Bielorussia. By the beginning of the seventies these differences de
creased so that the industrial development level was below 72 per cent 
of the national average (Trans-Caucasus) in none of the 18 large economic 
districts, and even in the most developed ones only exceeded it by some 
20 — 2.5 per cent. The rate of development was the fastest in the earlier 
most backward economic regions. Γη the Kazakh S. S. R. e. g. the indus
trial development level in 1926 was 7 per cent, while at present it is 82 
per cent of the national average. The development level of industry in 
Western- and Eastern Siberia is at present 110 and 95 per cent of the na
tional average compared to 10 and 20 per cent in 1926, respectively. 
The level of industrial development in the Central Chernozem zone, 
Central Asia and Bielorussia is today 93, 80 and 101 per cent, respecti
vely, compared to the national average. Industry has made considerable 
progress in all eastern economic districts, consequently the level of in
dustrial production in them is behind the average of the western econo
mic districts only by an average of some 14—15 per cent.

The industrial development levels of the eastern economic districts 
show a smaller extent of scattering than the districts of the European
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part of the Soviet Union, and it is not in them but in the Trans-Caucasian 
district that industry is on the lowest level of development compared to 
the national average.

The more than thirtyfold difference of the mid-twenties between the 
large economic districts in the level of industrial development was redu
ced bv the early seventies to 1.5- 1,6-fold.

Agricultural development played an important role in the decrease 
of regional differences in the economic level and living standards. Com
parative data on changes over a longer period are not available, neverthe
less. agriculture having become more complex especially in districts 
less developed even today (Kazakh S. 8 . R.) and the increasing regional 
specialization have certainly contributed to a levelling. However, in the 
equalization of the de velo] »ment of production forces and living standards 
of the population, industry, construction and often even the communication 
have a more dynamic part than agriculture, since production in the latter 
sector can be increased much more slowly than in the former ones, besi
des, the structure of production and productivity of labour are influenced 
by natural factors to a much greater extent, as seen in Table 1.

The Table throws light upon a number of points. First it is clear 
that the differences in the level of development are much greater in the

Table 1.
(■ ross re turns from sales per 100 ha agricultural a rea  in the economic districts ol the 

Soviet Union (1.000 roubles)
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District
1970 197Λ

roubel development
le\el roubel de\e!opment

le\el

Soviet U n io n ............................... 15.9 1.00 17.9 1.00
N orth-w estern ........................... 20.9 1.69 2S.9 1.61
C e n tra l .......................................... 29.(1 1.86 32.4 1.81
V olga-V iatka ............................... 24.S 1.55 28.4 1.58
Central Czernozem zone ......... 31,3 1.96 36.3 2.02
Volga b a s i n ................................. 16.8 1.05 18.6 1.03
N orth -C aucasian ........................ 20.5 1.66 30.8 1.72
U ra lia n .......................................... 15.S 1.00 10.5 0.92
W est-Siberian ............................. 13.2 0.83 14.4 0.80
East-Siberian ............................. 9.6 0.60 10.5 0.5S
F a r-E a s te rn ................................. 17.2 1.08 17.0 0.94
Donee-Dneper basin ............... 41.5 2.61 49.1 2.74
S o u th -w es te rn ............................. 53.7 3.37 63.4 3.54
Southern ..................................... 41.4 2.60 49.0 2.73
M oldavian S. S. I t ....................... 63.6 4.00 79.6 4.44
B a l t i c ............................................ 46.0 2.89 48.3 2.68
Bielorussia» S. S. R .................... 45.0 2.S3 51.9 2.89
T rans-C aucasian ........................ 30.1 1.S9 32. 1 1.79
Central Asian ............................. 8.6 0.54 9.4 0.52
K azakh  S. S. I t ............................ 3.0 0.18 3.5 0.19
E astern  d is tr ic ts ........................ 10.3 0.64 11.0 0.61
W estern districts

(U ral included) .................... 35.2 2.21 40.3 2.25

2 ANNALES — Seetio Geographica — Tomus X.



agricultural than in the industrial sector. Between the most developed 
south-western region and the least developed Kazakh S. S. R. (with the 
Moldavian S. S. R. left out of consideration) the difference was nearly 
eighteenfold both in 1970 and 1973. Secondly, the Table reveals that apart 
from the effects of natural factors the development has been rather 
uniform, as suggested bv the fact that the results attained in agriculture 
were good medium in 1970 and remarkably high in 1973. The favourable 
precipitation conditions in 1973 increased the returns from sales per 100 ha 
rather evenly, and resulted in negligible differences between the regions 
placed first and last (17,9 and 18,1, respectively). A low rate of differentia
tion occurred in the first place in the western parts of the Soviet Union 
where the soils are better and the st ructure of product ion is more complex.

Subsequently we give the main features of development and produc
tion structure in the 18 large economic regions of the Soviet Union accep
ted in 1963, in accordance with the situation characteristic of the first- 
half of the seventies.

( )n the basis of L. N. Telepko’s calculations we first present the order 
of economic regions according to the general development level of pro
duction forces (Table 2.), then analyse the characteristic features of 
production structure in the economic regions from two aspects: the pro
duction of national income and the sectoral distribution of those employed 
in material production.

The development level of the economic regions means in a broader 
sense the development level of production forces and living standards 
of the population. The comparison must thus include both the level of 
production and productivity and the living standards of the population. 
The major indices of the population’s living standards range within 
relatively narrow limits, the percentage fluctuations can be ex pressed 
bv one-digit whole numbers or decimals. The fluctuation of indices for the 
development of production forces, on the other hand, may be multiple.

Within the concept of production forces the development level of 
industry and agriculture, and the infrastructure belonging to them should 
be first defined. Any comparison of them is made difficult by the differen
ces in the conditions of the regions (natural geographic conditions, mate
rial-, energy- and labour-intensity, population density etc.).

The production forces, while different in the individual economic 
regions, are identical as to their economic content. The basic elements 
of production forces (sources of labour and indices of their exploitation, 
supply of production means, exploitation level of production means, 
net output of material goods, per capita production etc.) can be compared 
in regional aspect too.

When defining the development levels of economic regions we cannot 
always use the methods found suitable to determine the economic level 
of a country. The indices of per capita production of e. g. steel, electric 
energy, plastics and cement are highly characteristic of the nat ional level 
of economic development, but in the ease of a region of the country they 
are of limited importance — if any. Characterization of the development
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level of the regions by kinds of goods is less successful, since specialization 
is one of the essential features of the economic regions. Nevertheless, by 
averaging many indices data indicative of the level of development can 
be obtained within a country too. The country and the economic region are 
related with one another as the whole and a part. Therefore the total 
process of social reproduction cannot be disclosed in the regions, there is 
no direct connection between the produced national income, t he consump
tion and accumulation. Personal consumption cannot be more than the 
produced national income in any of the economic regions, but in the 
interest of the national economy they may consume more than that — in 
machines and investment goods. Latter has an implication of national 
and regional optima of production efficiency, where priority is always given 
to the former.

The development level of economic regions is determined by a multi
factorial analysis, usually on the basis of the following indices. 1. Per capi
ta  value of fixed assets (or national wealth). 2. Value of per capita social 
product. 3. Per capita national income*. 4. Development indices of sphe
res in material production. 5. Economic structure of regions by employ
ment proportions. 6. Indices of labour force resources and their exploita
tion level: indices of productivity. 7. Size of the area and the related 
indices, respectively.

This analysis joins up various indices (value indices and tho.se un
affected bv prices) which complete each other. The indices have different 
effects on the development level, therefore they have to be weighted. 
The economic growth and development level of regions are fundamen
tally determined by the level of industrial development.

The development level of the regions can be defined by relative 
indices, on the basis of the mentioned indices, related to the respective 
national averages taken for 100. In the categories of production and 
national income per capita and per worker values are usually calculated. 
From the places taken by the economic regions during the evaluation 
the order of general development level can then be established.

Table 2.
Order »! succession »! the IS larare economic regions of the Soviet Union according to the

level o! development

1. Central 10. Far-Eastern
2. N orth-w estern 11. Xorth-Caucasian
3. V olga-Vyatka 12. Central Czernozem zone
4. Uralian 13. South-western
5. Baltic 14. Volga basin
0. Doniec-D nyeper basin 15. East Siberian
7. West Siberian 16. K azakhstan
S. Bielorussian 17. Central Asian
9. Southern 18. Trans-Caucasian

* In the cas«? of economic area w ithin a republic: estim ated national income.
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The above list is the result of synthetization and only gives a rough 
pattern. With the part components taken into consideration a different 
order of succession would be obtained.

The development levels of the regions were obviously modified 
during the period of the Ninth Five-Year Plan between 1971 and 1975, 
e. g. West »Siberia certainly advanced (through an intensive industriali
zation process in the Kuznieekv basin and Tyumeny-oblasty).

Some development indices are considerably influenced -  lowered -  
by the extreme dimensions of some regions, e. g. railway lines/km2. 
Further considerations are required to decide whether or not to include 
the different types of communication (aerial-, water-, public road- and 
railway) in the factors of development. The conditions of economic re
gions with immense territories -  e. g. Far East. East Siberia — can be 
much better characterized by natural geographic terms. In these vast 
regions economic activity is only carried on in some smaller contiguous 
parts of the area. Therefore in making comparison not the entire area, 
only smaller parts showing a higher economic density are taken into 
consideration. That is why in the European part of the Soviet Union 
the economic regions can be considered stable as far as their boundaries 
are concerned, and little change is expected to take place in them in the 
near future. The eastern regions, on the other hand, are in the phase of 
active development. The per capita development indices are not, natu
rally, altered by the size of the area.

Development and the development indices of the economic regions 
are from time to time influenced and modified by a number of economic, 
production-structural and natural factors. When, for example, the raw 
material prices of agriculture and mining arc fixed low (below value), 
then the value indices of diversely developed regions importing such raw 
materials will rise, because the prices of finished products are higher than 
the actual values. The indices of the regions are differentiated by the 
price ratios of agricultural and industrieal products, i. e. by the difference 
in productivity between industrial and agricultural work. In the latter 
differences in the natural conditions and in the technical level of work 
have some part. With an identical number of workers and intensity of 
work assumed, all these cause differences in the indices of per capita 
national income, etc.

Behind the totalled development indices of economic regions areas 
with considerable differences in development level are found within the 
regions. The indices of large economic regions compared to the national 
average conceal the actual development levels of the individual autonomic 
republics (oblasts) which show a much higher rate of scatter relative to the 
national average. In regions where the indices expressing the overall 
stage of economic development are high (e. g. Bielorussia and Ukraine) 
many areas are found to have made a poor economic progress (the wes
tern parts of both regions mentioned). The Volga region is placed low in 
the order of general development due to the poor conditions of the Kal
muck S. S. R. and the Lower Volga area and to deficiencies in the impor-
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tant infrastructural elements of the region. At the same time, t he Kuibi- 
shev agglomeration is among the most developed sub-regions. Develop
ment indices are also relatively low in certain parts of the following areas: 
Central Asia, Trans-Caucasus, Kazakhstan, Ural and many other regions. 
Reduction of differences in the development level is being realized by 
analysing and improving the conditions of the economic regions. Estab
lishment of economic regions is of very great importance if the latter 
group of questions (which are not only economic but political questions 
too) is to be solved.

Having surveyed the general questions of development let us have a 
look on the structures of the economic regions, on the basis of national 
income production (Table 3.) and employment ratios (Table 4.).

Table 3.

Struc ture  ot economic regions in 1908 according to the  sectoral proportions ot the na tiona l
income

(Total national income in the region =  100 per cent)

T H E O R Y  A N D  P R A C T IC E  O F R E G IO N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  IN  T H E  U S S R  21

National income production in
Ratio of 
industry, 

construction 
and

agriculture
Economic regions

industry construction agriculture
other sectors 
of material 
production

Ratio of 
industry and 
agriculture

Soviet U n io n ................ 51.9 9.7 21.4* 17.0 2.4 2.8
N orth- western ........... 1)4.3 10.4 0.8 18.5 9.4 10.9
Central .......................... 07.6 8.5 10.0 13.9 0.7 7.6
Volga-Viatka .............
Central Czernozem

02.6 0.8 17.0 13.0 3.5 3.9

zone ........................... 40.3 8.4 34.0 10.7 1.1 1.4
Volga region.................. 50.0 9.9 23.0 10.5 2.1 2.5
N orth Caucasian . . . . 42.0 9.S 29.3 18.9 1.4 1.7
Uráli an ........................ 62.7 8.9 13.2 15.2 4.7 5.4
W est-Sihoriin ........... 55.3 10.7 10.0 17.4 3.3 4.0
K ast-Siberian ............. 48.4 12.5 1 (5.0 23.1 3.0 3.8
Soviet Far-E ast .........
Donieck-D nyeper

49.0 13.7 8.8 28.5 575 7.1

re g io n ........................ 55.5 9.5 19.0 15.4 2.8 3.3
South-w estern............... 41.(5 777 33.7 17.0 1.2 1.4
Southern .................... 41.7 8.8 29.0 20.5 1.4 1.7
B altic ........................... 57.2 9.5 15.7 17.0 3.0 4.2
T rans-C aucasian ......... 41.2 12.0 29.1 17.7 1.4 l.S
Central Asian ........... 28.0 10.5 43.9 17.0 0.0 0.8
K a z a k h s ta n .................. 35.0 13.0 30.7 21.3 1.1 1.5
Bielornssian S. S. K. . 47.0 8.5 29.7 14.8 1.5 1.8
Moldavian S. S. R. . . . 20.7 7.3 49.2 10.8 0.5 0.7
E astern  regions .........
W estern regions

42.0 11.8 25.1 20.5 1.7 2.1

(U ral included) . . . . 54.3 9.0 20.5 10.2 2.0 3.0

• In the Soviet statistics tire national income is given at retail prices. Therefore the turnover tax — 
as a part of the net income -  is mostly realized in the prices of industrial products. With the turnover tax 
distributed among agriculture and industry the national income will increase in the agricultural- and decrease 
in  the industrial sector.



From Table 3. important conclusions can be drawn. I. Γη all regions, 
except Central Asia, industry is the leading sector of material production. 
2. The importance of industry is rather varying, the difference between 
the regions placed first and last, respectively, is 1.9-fold with, and 2.4-fold 
without the building sector. The contribution of construction to national 
income production is the highest in the northern. Trans-Uralian and 
some southern regions — generally speaking in the earlier backward re
gions. This phenomenon appears to be a permanent tendency and express
es a levelling up of productive forces. 3. It is only in one large economic 
region where agriculture is the leading sector of economy. 4. The importance 
of agriculture in the production structure of the large economic regions 
shows a much greater scatter (G.4-fold) than that of industry, which can 
be traced back mostly to differences in the natural conditions. Substantial 
differences between the regions in the importance of agriculture will 
lessen but slowly. In the eastern regions the weight of agriculture is above 
the average. This is in accordance with the whole story of economic 
development. 5. A comparison of industry and agriculture reveals that

Table 4.
Sectoral distribution in the different regions of those employed in material  production in

19d8 (% )

2 2  Z. ANTA!»

Pu»portion of those employed in Ratio of
Joint ratio

Region
industry construction agriculture other

sectors
industrial to 
agricultural 

workers

and const
rue tion to 

agricultural 
workers

Soviet U n io n ............... 37.3 9.9 20.1 23.7 1.2 1.0 ·
N orth-w estern ........... 4S.9 11.3 13 0 20.8 3.7 4.0
C e n tra l .......................... 40.4 9.8 18.2 22.0 2.7 3.2
\'<>lga-Viatka region 
C entral Czernozeni

43.2 7.3 20.4 20.1 1.4 1.7

zone ........................... 28.5 8.3 41.0 21.3 0.6 0.8
Volga region.................. 38.1 10,6 20.0 22.1 1.3 1.0
N orth-Caucasian . . . . 30.7 9.9 33.0 25.5 0.9 1.1
U ralian ........................ 60.0 9.8 18.7 21.5 2.0 3.1
W est-Siberian............... 41.2 10.8 24.0 24.0 1.7 2.1
East-Siberian ............. 39.2 12.3 19.9 28.0 1.9 2.5
F ar-E astern  ...............
Donieek-Dniepe r

40.1 12.8 12.3 34.8 3.2 4.3

re g io n ........................ 42.5 10.0 25.7 21.8 1.0 2.0
S o u th -w es te rn ............. 25.9 7.3 44.5 22.3 0.5 0.7
Southern ...................... 27.3 8.5 37.4 20.8 0.7 0.9
B altic  .......................... 38.2 9.3 28.3 24.2 1.3 l.G
T rans-C aucasian ......... 29.9 11.4 35.8 22.0 0.8 1.1
C entral A sian ............... 21.9 10.9 45.4 21.8 0.4 0.7
K azakh  S. S. К ............. 27.5 13.0 32.5 27.0 0.8 1.2
Byelorussian S. S. R. . 29.1 8.0 43.1 19.8 0.0 0.8
M oldavian S. S. R. . . . 18.7 Ó.8 53.8 20.7 0.3 0.4
E astern  regions .........
W estern regions

32.7 11.8 29.7 25.8 1.1 1.5

(Ural inclusive) . . . . 38.5 9.5 29.3 22.7 1.3 1.0



in most of the large economic regions industry is of much greater signifi
cance than agriculture. The difference between the relative numbers is 
sometimes nearly 16-fold (».4 : 0.6). Between the eastern and western 
regions, on the other hand, the difference of relative numbers is only 
1.5-fold (2.6 : 1.7). From the share of the two leading sectors of material 
production in the national income production it is obvious that there are 
substantial differences in sectoral structure between the large economic 
regions.

On the basis of the sectoral distribution of workers a different order 
of succession is obtained, and different conclusions are drawn.

First thing to read from the Table is that sectoral differences in the 
proportions of those employed in material production are generalv 
smaller than in the production of national income both on a national 
scale and between the regions, though this difference is continually 
growing, because the proportion of the agricultural workers is decreasing 
while that of the industrial workers increasing. The proportion of ag
ricultural workers on a national scale is 29.1 per cent* compared to the 
21.4 per cent share of agriculture in national income production. In this 
respect industry surpasses agriculture only in 10, while on the basis of the 
national income in 17 of the 18 regions. Besides, the proportion of those 
working in agriculture even exceeds the joint proportion of industrial 
and construction workers (Central Czernozem-zone, South-western-, 
Southern-. Central Asian- and Bielorussian regions).

O n  a national scale industrial and construction workers only exceed 
the proportion of agricultural workers 1.0 times, while according to the 
national income production the difference is 2.8-fold. Tn the relation of 
industry to agriculture this figure is 1.2, and on the basis of national 
income production 2.4. It follows that the corresponding relative num
bers of the regions are substantially lower in this regard than when com
parison is made on the basis of the national income.

Relative numbers calculated on the basis of employment ratios 
indicate hardly any difference between the western and eastern regions 
(1.5 —1.6 , and 1.1 - 1.3 . respectively), while with the national income 
production considered, they are much higher (2.1—3 and 1.7 —2.8. res
pectively).

On the basis of employment ratios the amplitude decreases within 
the agriculture too. The difference between the regions showing the lowest 
and highest ratios (Soviet Far-East and Central Asia) is nearly 3.7-fold, 
compared to a 6.4-fold difference pointed out on the basis of national 
income ratios.

All these differences can be attributed to the higher productivity of 
industrial compared to agricultural work, to the different structure of 
fixed funds and industrial production. Tt can be established that the 
ratios of the number of workers have no decisive role in the production 
of national income.

* In 1973 25 jier cent.
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It is also я fact that in the economic regions placed high on the basis 
of the overall development level the joint proportion of industrial and 
construction workers is generally high, essentially higher than the propor
tion of those employed in agriculture. Γη regions in the middle and at the 
end of the list the proportion of workers decreases in the industrial and 
increases in the agricultural sector. There is no linear correlation, how
ever, between the general level of economic development and the propor
tion of those working in industry. On the basis of the proportion of indus
trial and construction workers e. g. the Uralian- and North-western 
regions are superior to the most developed Central region. The Volga- 
\ iatka region, third in the list according to the overall level of economic 
development, is only placed eighth on the basis of the joint proportion 
of industrial and construction workers. The Southern region which on the 
basis of the overall economic development level stands ninth on the list 
only takes the sixteenth place according to the joint proportion of indus
trial and construction workers. The Soviet Far-Kast placed tenth by the 
general development level of economy stands fourth on the basis of the 
joint ratio of industrial and construction workers, etc. Thus, the general 
economic development level of the economic regions is not decisively 
determined by the sectoral employment ratios either.

Beyond the above many other aspects of the economic regions 
are analysed in order to disclose their natural and socio-economic condi
tions. through them to determine the directions of development most 
suitable from a total federal point of view, and promote the levelling up 
of economic conditions and living standards. The place taken by a region 
on the list is greatly influenced e. g. by the development level of the 
infrastructure (public roads, railways, transmission lines, telecommunica
tion, communication within the settlements etc.). According to rough 
calculations differences in this respect between the economic regions of 
the Soviet Union range at present within a ratio of I : 25 (without the 
northern areas of the Asian part of the Soviet Union). Γη the eastern 
regions the relevant indices fall far behind other indices.

\\ eighting is influenced by the complexity of economy in the regions 
too. One-sided management (specialized for a few sectors of production) 
keeps the region back, while a diversified economi- places it high in the 
order of general development, it is all the more so because the producti
vity of social labour — which can be measured by the value of per capita 
net product — is one of the decisive indices of the regional level of econo
mic development. The size of this index is in direct relation with the eco
nomic struct ure of the region (republic). The more kinds of goods reaches 
the state of finished product within the region the higher its index of 
value of per capita net social product will be. Production cannot naturallv 
be organized in this way for its own end, this would be inconsistent with 
the reasonable social division of labour. Trade between the regions of the 
Soviet l nion affects at present some 50 per cent of the commodity pro
duction. that is the place of finished product output mostly does not 
coincide with the place of cost input during the process of production. A
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regional division of labour develops for the very reason that every region 
has special natural and economic conditions which from the point of 
view of national economy are best suited for the production of certain 
goods. The exploitation of such conditions is an important factor in 
raising the productivity of work and the national income level.

Major features of regional development policy in the Soviet Union. 
Regional planning.

In elaborating and carrying into effect a regional development policy 
(definition of objectives, system of means, methods of analysis etc.) 
as well as the theory and methodology of regional planning wide experien
ces have been obtained in the Soviet Union.

Regional development policy forms an integral part of social policy 
(economic policy) just as regional planning has become part of the natio
nal economic planning.

Subsequently we give a brief summary of the major features of the 
theory and practice of regional development and planning in the Soviet 
Union. With these questions we must emphasize that regional questions 
of economy are only considered after the demands have been satisfied, 
but at a certain point of economic growth a number of regional problems 
have to be solved in any case if social labour is to be efficient at all.

The claim to developing the economies of regions inhabited bv natio
nal minorities at a faster than average rate was formulated as early as at 
the beginning of the twenties. This perfectly agreed with the principles 
of Lenin’s policy towards the nationalities and was also instructive for 
other countries. After their political equality had been ensured the natio
nalities became economically equal too.

The process of levelling the intellectual life and establishing new 
centres of intellectual activity started in the early twenties. This meant 
the transfer of experts from developed Russian cultural centres to cultu
rally less developed Russian regions and to those inhabited by nationali
ties on the one hand, and an active improvement in the cultural level of 
the nationalities, on the other. The Tashkent University was established 
on Lenin’s order in 1022 and specialists were sent from Moscow to orga
nize and help the work of the new university. In Murmansk a research 
institute for oceanography was set up in 1022, and we could enumerate 
dozens of various high and medium level educational institutions and 
other cultural establishments organized in the twenties and thirties in all 
parts of the Soviet Union, especially in the capitals of the federal and 
autonomous republics, oblasty centres and larger towns. The establish
ment of new centres of intellectual life is a continuous process, since with 
the changing regional dimensions and structure of economic life social 
demands on them are arising from time to time. The new centres of 
intellectual activity have been and are followed bv the infrastructure 
of intellectual life (printing houses, experimental establishments, libra
ries etc.).
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Production extension before World War ΙΓ was mostly carried out 
in regions even then at a higher level of economic development. This 
practice was justified by the fact that at a lower level of economic deve
lopment — when material resources, total and per capita national income 
etc. were restricted — the cheapest ways of production increase were 
reasonably chosen. And this was possible — mostly by the extension of 
plants — in those places where intellectual capacity, working expe
riences and infrastructure were already present. The improvement of 
productive forces in traditionally developed regions (Central region. 
Leningrad and its neighbourhood. Donieck-Dnveper region. Ural etc.) 
gradually made it possible to supply other regions with up-to-date techni
cal facilities or establish new economic centres and start the levelling of 
regional differences. This practice did not exclude that from the begin
ning of the socialist industrialization new plants were also established, and 
in certain industries (earlier missing or underdeveloped) production 
could not even be economically increased in any other way but by new 
industry location. The question is connected with enterprisal and national 
economic efficiency which often do not coincide, and in this case national 
economic efficiency forms the basis of action. As to the investment ratios 
of traditionally high level and recently developed economic centres, the 
latter has been increased from the beginning of the fifties. From the 
above character of economic development it is clear that the regional 
development policy — though highly influenced — is not determined 
by the economic laws. Production location is considerably influenced In
direct political and historical factors which — often combined with the 
factor of time — restrict the economic efficiency. The virgin land prog
ramme e. g. had been realized before the conditions of irrigation could be 
created. Regional development was under the pressure of conditions 
during World War ΤΓ and the after-effects were still long felt in the 
development of economy. I t follows that the regional differences existing 
in the level of economic development and standards of living may even 
increase for some time. Regional differences in population growth have 
the same temporary or permanent consequences.

In the methods of regional development reconstructive development 
and new location occupy an important place. In certain sectors of eco
nomy there are periods when new sites are not required to extend the 
production, because the current national economic demands can be 
satisfied by the improvement of technologies and extension of existing 
industrial establishments Economic development phases involving 
reconstruction and new location, respectively, may either alternate or 
coincide.

The economic history of the Soviet Union offers examt 'e in abundan
ce of the so called extensive (based mainly on increased labour force) and 
intensive (increased mechanization) phases of economic development. 
Extensive development was characteristic of the early phase of socialist 
industrialization, because the large number of labour force released from 
agriculture ensured a permanent supply for industrial development.
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Later in some regions the resources of labour force were reduced, the 
restratification of industrial workers began. This process is going on; there 
are regions where the possibilities of extensive development are given, 
and there are ones struggling with serious labour shortage. The term 
“extensive” mainly refers here to the labour supply, because its abun
dance does not exclude the application of modern technics (in Usbegistan 
cotton harvesting is being mechanized at a high rate in spite of the rela
tively low utilization of labour resources).

The means of regional economic development include various state 
subsidies and preferences. On the distant northern areas e. g. preferential 
wages and worktime systems are widely applied. Similar supports are 
given to workers in many branches of occupation (railmen, sea-fisher
men). Stringent measures (e. g. withdrawal of credits, high rates of inte
rest, higher tariffs and taxes etc.), on the other hand, serve to restrict 
the practice unfavourable for national economy. Such measures are 
necessary e. g. to reduce labour intensive production in regions struggling 
with labour shortage or prevent regions poor in water from growing 
crops with high water demands, etc. Preferences and restrictions mean — 
in a broader sense — the framing of an economic incentive system of 
regional development policy with the social interests in view. The elabora
tion of correct economic regulators is today of increasing importance, 
since the producing enterprises of the Soviet Union have become semi
independent, the proportion of budgetary financing is reduced in the 
investments, being assigned instead to investments of the highest all
unimi importance. Development from enterprisal resources and the credit 
demand of enterprises, respectively, are increasing proportionately. These 
conditions can be made good use of in realizing a location policy with 
the interests of national economy in view (bv differentiated interest on 
credit, preferences given, refusal of applications for credit etc.).

Considering the vast area of the Soviet Union, analyses of the regional 
distribution of population and influencing, planning and organization of 
its migration with social interests in view play a highly important role in 
the practice of regional development. For the utilization of new energy 
and raw material resources as well as of agricultural areas experts of 
various professional qualification have to be provided for. The resettle
ment of the population requires adequate housing conditions and other 
elements of infrastructure. This problem is partly connected with the 
question of preferences. In the practice the attraction exercised by the 
infrastructure of population on the labour force is continuously increasing 
with a parallel increase of demands which follows the rising average 
incomes. The retention of labour by the infrastructure of population 
becomes more and more effective by its complexity (by the presence of a 
wide range of tertiary sectors). The regional distribution and migration 
of population is increasingly influenced by the regionally well organized 
management of male and female labour. The question is naturally connec
ted with the correlation between the economic efficiency and infrastruc
tural level of a region. An efficient natural geographic environment and
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developed economy can afford the infrastructural costs better. The in
creased complexity of economic regions is thus favourable for both the 
utilization of natural conditions and improvement of infrastructures.

Γη the regional development practice of the Soviet Union efforts are 
made to create a harmony between the production apparatus and 
infrastructure and the infrastructure of population required for them. 
It is particularly necessary in regions freshly connected with the economic 
circulation, where the infrastructures of production and population gene
rally are built uj) before the productive activity starts.

In the regional organization of economy a further essential point is 
the development of the settlement system. This is a complex task of the 
regional development policy composed of many problems to he solved. 
One of them is the gradual liquidation of the historical settlement struc
ture, the elimination of the contrast between town and village, which is 
realized through the process of urbanization, the rapid growth of the 
number and proportion of urban population on the one hand, and the 
improvement of the life conditions in the villages, on the other, in a word: 
through the levelling of urban and rural life. The other question is to 
determine the functions and role of the settlement in the best possible 
way from a social point of view, as it will greatly influence its further 
development and future, and its relations with other settlements.

The concept of the new socialist city, and at the same time one of the 
main development lines of the settlement system took shape during the 
process of socialist industrialization. With the extension of the socio
economic activity hundreds of new socialist towns have been built, 
which with the comfort and services offered by the modern cities exercise 
attraction on the population. The life (progress or decline) of the settle
ments is primarily determined by the economic activity displayed in 
them, therefore the Soviet Communist Party and the Soviet government 
have always paid great attention to the location of productive forces. 
The development policy conceptions are. naturally, influenced by the 
historical situation, the attained level of economic development, the 
regional distribution of population, the settlement structure and many 
other factors. We only have to think of the decision made by the XXIII. 
Congress of the Soviet Communist Party to locate industries mostly in 
settlements with less than 250 00(1 inhabitants. The XXIV. Congress 
insisted on restricting the development of big towns and urged industry 
location in small towns and worker’s settlements. We cite here of the 
decision of the XXIV. Congress:

“Further improvement in the location of productive forces must be 
ensured and the regional economic relations brought to perfection. The 
role of federal republics and local councils in solving the questions related 
with the location of productive forces must be increased. A reasonable 
co-ordination of sectoral and regional planning must be provided for.

In connection with the location of productive forces and improvement 
of the regional proportions of national economy the increased exploita
tion of natural resources, their utilization in the economic management,
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and the development of the economic potential in the eastern regions of 
the Soviet Union should be regarded as highly important tasks. Conside
ring the presence of cheaper sources of energy in Siberia. Kazakhstan and 
Central Asia, the new energy intensive branches of industrial production 
should be located mostly in these regions. In the eastern regions building 
material and construction industries should be developed at a faster 
than average rate.

Restriction of the growth of big towns should be consistently kept in 
view: in general, the location of new industrial establishments should be 
discontinued in these towns with the exception of objects connected with 
the servicing of the population and urban management. The smaller 
specialized plants and the branch establishments of factories working 
in big towns should be located in small towns and workers’ settlements. 
The location of production branches in the industrial centres has to be 
carried out with the reasonable utilization of male and female labour 
force taken into consideration.”

The development of the settlement system is an extremely complex 
problem. The amortization of certain elements (e. g. flat) of the infra
structure of population takes a very long time, its utilization is a social 
interest. Therefore when locating productive occupations the attraction 
of the existing infrastructure is thoroughly considered, whereby further 
costs of infrastructural investments can be saved.

From the practice of settlement development in the Soviet Union 
we wish to speak hereof the upper limit of settlement size which has been 
a much discussed question. The opinions are rather divergent, but accor
ding to the international experiences cities with a population of 10 -11  
million do not develop further. The lower limit is also problematic, as 
below a certain number of inhabitants infrastructure required for a 
civilized way of living cannot be economically built up.

l'lie system of communication and information forms an integral 
part of the regional development policy. Considering the great distances, 
the extremely high level of air transport and the intensive railway con
struction in regions recently drawn into the economic activity are re
markable features of the development of communication in the Soviet 
1 nion. The tariff of passenger transport is very low and decreases with 
the distance in all communication facilities. It is again by the great dis
tances that the low tariff of using the apparatuses of telecommunication 
(telephone, telegraph etc.) is motivated. As regards information and 
communication, in the practice of the Soviet Union many questions had 
to be solved which have arisen in few other countries. The big towns of 
East-Siberia (Bratsk, Norilsk, Yakutsk etc.) are outside the densely 
populated areas well supplied with radio- and television broadcast
ing stations, so these towns have to build up their own broadcasters. At 
present many Settlements can only be reached bv airplane, therefore 
the number of “local” air-lines is very large.

Го lay the foundations of an efficient regional development of 
economy the natural potential must be assessed from many sides (quan-
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tit y and quality of minerals, quant ity and quality of land, forest and waters, 
climatic conditions etc.) especially today when science and technics are 
developing at an extremely fast rate. Of the industrial expenses some 7n 
per cent is spent on fuel and raw material in the .Soviet Union. The 
decrease of costs and increase of the efficiency of social labour greatly 
depend on the quality and rational regional distribution of production 
bases. There are many examples of high economic efficiency attained 
even with large transport costs if the natural conditions are favourable 
and production is organized at an up-to-date technical level, from this 
large group of problems let us consider now the question of land. I here is a 
limit to available lands, so its rational utilization is a major social in
terest. At first sight lands seem to be available in abundance in the Soviet 
Union, why, it was not so long ago that large areas of virgin land were 
broken up. A closer examination reveals, however, that (both for natural 
and social reasons) there are great differences in efficiency between the 
lands. In Centra! Asia e. g. where the natural conditions are favourable 
for cotton production, any irrigable land used for house-building and in- 
dustrv location represents a quite different value from a social point of 
view than -  shall we say — the water deficient land of Western Kazakh
stan exposed to the extremes of a continental climate and to erosion by 
wind, all the more so because the costs of water supply also vary from 
region to region. At the same time, owing to the rapid growth of popula
tion industry location in Central Asia seems justified, with the conse
quence of lands necessarily withdrawn from cultivation for the purpose of 
construction. Tn this question a conflict of social interests is felt, all 
the more so because local industrialization hinders labour migration from 
regions with an excess of labour to those rich in natural resources but- 
struggling with labour shortage. This example shows what a manifold 
synthetizing activity is required to evolve the right policy of regional 
development. Many similar examples could be given by making a compa
rison between the steppe zone and other regions as regards the social 
value of lands and the area requirement of industrialization in them. In 
the practice of the Soviet Union such natural resources as land and water 
were for a long time (up to the early sixties or so) regarded as gratuitous 
allocations, the value of land property to be built up was not taken into 
consideration in the comparative efficiency trials of industry location. 
The appraisal of land is thus necessary from the point of view of a) regio
nal specialization of agricultural production, and h) social effectiveness of 
industry location. In appraising cultivated lands and any kind of area 
(urban centres and outskirts etc.) the Marxian theory of land rent forms 
the basis of land appraisal differentiated by natural geographic zones and 
other regional units.

The increasing economic potential of the Soviet Union after World 
W ar ΤΓ made it more and more possible that economic development was 
realized not only through a few large plants but often in the form of 
groups of industrial units. Such groups of plants are based on large energy 
or raw material resources, or on the combination of the two, and form a
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so c-alled regional production complex. Together they result in a remar
kable economic growth and make their effect felt on an area of 100 — 200 
thousand km2. Such investments, besides ensuring economic advantages 
through up-to-date technics, good organization and co-ordinated opera
tion, result — according to the experiences — in considerable savings 
in area, cheaper development of the common, or partly common produc
tion and social infrastructures, and finally, as a conswquence of all this, 
in labour saving compared to individual locations. The conclusions drawn 
from this practice will in the long run be of extreme importance for 
the whole world.

The establishment of regional production complexes runs together 
with the scientific and technical progress and its regional implications. 
The latter is the most complicated question, most difficult to forecast in 
achieving the optimum of regional development. In certain branches of 
production the unit output of the equipment and the average size of 
plant constantly increase (iron metalurgv etc.), which means further site 
demands, more complicated co-operative relations and increased use of 
the natural geographic surroundings etc. The scientific and technical 
achievements render it possible to extend the processes of production in a 
broad sense of the word (towards the inside of the Earth, in a water 
deficient and anyway unfavourable natural geographic environment 
horizontally, economies of areas at a great distance from one another are 
connected through various systems of conduction etc.). The teehnico- 
scientific progress offers a possibility to change the regional organiz
ation of production in agriculture as well (agricultural- and agro-industrial 
associations). Essential consequences of the technieo-scientifie progress 
are the extension of the social division of labour, the constant change of 
the occupational structure and the decreased demand on live labour. In 
connection with this the establishment of large energetic centres (thermo- 
and hydroelectric stations), the electrification of the production processes 
play an increasing role. The question is related with the demographical 
changes too (improvement of sanitary conditions, higher average age 
etc.). In the course of the technico-scientific progress new energv carriers, 
raw materials and materials become predominant and the economy of 
areas favourable for their production may change to advantage.

In the arsenal of regional development those elements as reckoning 
with the effects of socialist international labour division and foreign trade 
have gradually strengthened since World War If, especially in the wes
tern and eastern economic regions of the Soviet Union.

Further, it can be observed that the regional development conceptions 
take into consideration the number of inhabitants on a given area. Prio
rity is given in general — both economically and politically — to regions 
with a larger number of inhabitants. Experiences obtained in the Soviet 
Union suggest that with the rising living standards the economies of 
certain areas and certain occupational branches (fruit and flower produc
tion etc.) are thrusted forward.
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Beyond the above many other characteristic features can be found 
in the regional economic policy of the Soviet Union e. g. the regionally 
differentiated management of environment protection. The final pur
pose of the principles and methods applied is to ensure the efficiency of 
social labour from the side of the regional proportions of production too. 
and eliminate the differences in economic level and living standards 
between the regions.

Considering that the great differences earlier existing between the 
regions in the level of economic development and living standards of 
population have been substantially reduced, the further approaches 
require more refined techniques and improved planning methods. Beyond 
this demand the improvement of regional planning was promoted by the 
fact that scientific investigations were needed to determine the order of 
succession in establishing new economic centres rich in natural resources. 
The same effect is exercised bv the fast rate of teehnioo-scientifie progress 
in consequence of which the regional relations are quickly rearranged. 
Last but not least, the improvement of regional planning is evoked in the 
Soviet Union by the increase of population, the rapid economic growth and 
the intensive urbanization. Appropriate regional planning — which has 
to ensure the socially optimum regional proportions of productive forces 
— is thus at present an important element of the efficiency of social 
labour, and will be even more so in the future. Γη connection with the 
above questions we can establish that since the beginning of the sixties 
the science of regional economics which analyses and synthetizes the 
factors related with the short-and long-range regional development of 
economy has been assuming a more and more definite form in the Soviet 
Union. The best known representative of this special field is academician 
N. N. Nekrasov.

The economists who carry on investigations into the constantly 
changing proportions of the regional distribution of population and 
economy have elaborated models for five and fifteen years ahead, and 
from different variations decide the socially optimum solution. The 
importance of prognostics preceding the preparation of plan is generally 
increasing. The medium- and long-range regional models of the economic 
development greatly promote the solution of national level economic 
tasks — and within them the question of efficiency -  , the elimination 
or reduction of differences in economic level and living standards between 
the regions, the rational use of natural resources, the fullest possible 
employment of people of working age. the rationalization of economic 
relations between the regions, the tasks of environment protection etc.

Medium- and long-range regional planning (modelling) is built on a 
manifold analvsation of the economic region, and it is this that best 
expresses the difference of sectoral — and regional planning. The complex 
and harmonious development of productive forces badly needs the ela
boration of development conceptions most favourable for the national 
economy. It is obvious that for the elaboration of such conceptions all 
conditions of the area in question (natural potential, labour situation,
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historically evolved production structure, development level and main
tenance costs of infrastructure, geographical situation relative to other 
economic regions etc.) must he taken into account, which apparently 
cannot he the task of sectoral planning. Moreover, the work of sectoral 
planning and -development is highly influenced and often determined 
by these development principles. For example, one of the main points of 
economic development in the Soviet Far-East is to adjust the production 
structure to the present state and expected improvement of economic 
relations with East- and South-East Asia. The guiding principle of deve
lopment in East-Siberia is to locate production branches requiring much 
energy and water in this region. Tn the West-Siberian economic region 
one of the basic development objectives is to build up the large produc
tion and processing centres of primary energy sources (petroleum, natu
ral gas, coal).

The regions in the southern part of the Soviet Union have many 
special tasks in the production of agricultural raw material and food 
which other regions could fulfil only at higher costs if at all. Tt is thus to 
the interest of the whole national economy neither to reduce nor to 
replace them by other production processes even if the latter seem to serve 
the local purposes better. Such regional economic development objec
tives naturally affect the interregional economic relations too.

It can be seen even from what has been told so far that compared 
to the sectoral planning economic planning bv regional units means a 
perfectly new approach to economic life. Namely, beyond a certain point 
sectoral planning is unable to follow and influence the interrelations with 
other sectors of economic life. In other words, the sectoral development 
plans cannot size up what their joint effects on the labour-, energy- and 
raw material market will be. what demand they will raise on the infra
structure (housing, public road, railway etc.), whether or not they will 
be interested in and capable of a proportionate development of the rela
ted economic branches on the same area etc. The co-ordination of local 
(regional) development is realized in the regional plans.

One of the most difficult tasks of the sectoral planning work is to 
adjust the sectoral development conceptions (necessarily containing 
variants least expensive for the sector) to the interests of the national 
economy in co-ordination with the regional aspects.

Sectoral and national economic interests often do not coincide in 
this respect. From the point of view of national economy e. g. Central 
Asia would be the most suitable region for the development of the textile 
industry. However, owing to the restraints put by tradition on employ
ment and deficient skill of the labour force (resulting e. g. in the low 
machine utilization) this objective can lie realized but gradually. Siberia 
and Soviet Far-Fast are far from the natural sources of certain textile 
raw materials, still in some regions of heavy industry textile factories 
are established to ensure the employment of female labour and fulfil the 
market demands.

3 ANNALES — Sectio ОеоцгарЫга — Tomus X.
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Even this short exposition makes it clear that planning by economic 
regions is an integral part of national economic planning, with separate 
functions which cannot he replaced by other methods. Sectoral and 
regional planning are complementary to and indispensable for each 
other, they together ensure the proportionate development of national 
economy. Sectoral plans provide for the balance of production and con
sumption during the extended reproduction, while regional plans ensure 
the optimum regional proportions of production. It is obvious that the 
latter objective is realized as a tendency in which a considerable role is 
played by the current level of productive forces, the quantity, quality 
and geographical situation of the explored natural resources, the number, 
educational level and regional distribution of inhabitants, one or more 
special national economic objectives resulting from the historical cir
cumstances etc. The regional economic development plans, just like the 
sectoral ones, are prepared for short, medium and long periods depen
ding on the above listed and other conditions.

The large economic regions are officially divided into many sub- 
regions, but their description can be neglected without any danger of 
leaving essential points out of consideration. Some work is done with 
regions divided differently from the 18 large economic regions for certain 
special purposes. The northern part of the Soviet Union compared as a 
whole with other regions e. g. reveals the important socio-economic- 
features of the northern areas which are thinly populated but rich in na
tural resources.

The theoretical and practical activity concerning the economic 
regions of the Soviet Union had a great effect on the theory and practice 
of the other socialist countries. Due to the similarity of the socilalist 
economies many features of regional development appeared in the same 
way, or at least similarly. Within the development of old and new econo
mic centres e. g. emphasis was laid at the beginning on the traditional re
gions in all socialist countries, although owing to the changed historical 
and technical conditions they realized the increased importance of new 
centres in a shorter time. Namely, they entered the phase of intensive 
economic develo pment sooner. Each socialist country elaborated its 
own regional development policy and the system of means required for 
its realization, and adjusted them to its own special conditions. The flow 
of experiences from the Soviet Union rendered it easier in this regard 
too to make use of the advantages offered by the socialist system.
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РЕЗЮМЕ

ТЕОРИЯ И ПРАКТИКА ТЕРРИТОРИАЛЬНОГО РАЗВИТИЯ В СССР

В первой части своего исследования автор на основании самых последних 
литературных советских источников (Л. Н. Телепко, В Ф. Павленко, А. А. И ван
ченко и др.) демонстрирует порядок крупных экономических районов СССР с точки 
зрения их развитости, тенденции к сближению их экономических уровней, а также 
способы, используемые для расчёта уровней их экономического развития.

Во второй части исследования автор показывает, как развивалась и станови
лась многогранной политика территориального развития СССР. Он отмечает, что 
территориальное планирование стало неотъемлемой частью всего советского эконо
мического планирования. Автор указывает, что появившаяся в Советском Союзе 
теоретическая и практическая деятельность, связанная с планированием терри
ториального развития страны, и разбивкой её территории на экономические районы, 
имеет большое влияние на подобную же деятельность, возникшую позднее в соци
алистических, а также в развитых и развивающихся капиталистических странах.
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1. The situation of agriculture before World W ar II.

Before 1945 — though Hungary was decidedly an agrarian country 
— the level of agriculture was far below that of the developed European 
countries, as shown by the low crop results, lack of technical facilities 
and the shortage of power machines and implements. Production was 
mostly carried out by animal (horse, cattle), and manpower.

The structure of plant cultivation was characterized by the predo
minance of cereal production (more than half of the arable area was sown 
to cereals). Here too the yields were low: on the average of 1931 — 1938 
the yield average of wheat was 13,7 q/ha.

As to the quality of lands under cultivation, more than 500.000 ha 
were saturated with native soda and 1.7 million ha occupied by sandy 
soils. No attention was, however, paid to amelioration work. Between the 
two world wars only 5000 hectares were made irrigable.

Stock-breeding was also in a backward condition. The cattle was 
widely used for draught work. The main draught power basis of agri
culture (in 95 per cent) was represented by horses and draught-cattle. 
The breed composition of the live-stock was not favourable either. Up-to- 
date stock-breeding corresponding to the conditions of those days was 
carried on only in a few places of the country.

Between the two world wars one of the main characteristics of 
Hungarian agriculture was its continuous production for export in spite 
of the moderate level of yields. This can be attributed in the first place to 
the low level of domestic consumption. The living conditions of great 
masses of workers and peasants were very poor and production was thus 
dependent to a great extent on external markets.

Before World War II a considerable part of the agricultural land in 
Hungary was possessed by a relatively low number of big owners. No
where in the surrounding agricultural countries had the large estate as 
much weight as in Hungary. Estates larger than 60 ha occupied nearly 
half of the present area of the country, and were owned by not quite I 
per cent of the total number of landowners. At the same time, three- 
quarters of those possessing landed properties had less than 3 hectares. 
The latter owned, however, only 10 per cent of the area of Hungary.



After the first world war it was unavoidable to follow the example 
of the surrounding countries and enact land-laws. The bill passed in 
1920 was, however, far behind even the most moderate measures of the 
neighbouring countries.

In 1941 nearly 40 per cent of the agricultural population — that is. 
in fact, every fifth Hungarian citizen — had no land. The largest masses 
of landless agricultural proletarians lived in the (beat Hungarian Plain 
and in the northern and north-eastern counties.

On the large estates large-scale farms corresponding to the technical 
level of those days did not develop owing to the feudal restrictions and 
for lack of indispensable material means, etc. The extremely cheap labour 
did not urge the big landowners to improve the production technics. Λ 
considerable proportion of the agricultural population did not find employ
ment in agriculture. К ven those working on large estates were unemployed 
in most part of the year.

Before World War II the peasantry could acquire land only by 
buying it. and wanted to create safe conditions of farming by increasing 
its land area. Land for sale was, however, scarce and its price conti
nuously increased. The debts of the agricultural population increased 
parallel to this process. First of all the peasant owners of small- and dwarf 
holdings ran into debt, their lands went over into the proprietorship of 
banks. Year by year thousands and t housands of peasant holdings failed 
and the former owners became agricultural proletarians.

2. Improvement of production conditions in agriculture

The democratic transformation following the end of World War ΓΪ 
radically changed the conditions of the Hungarian peasantry. As a result 
of the development process starting then Hungary has today a socialist 
large-scale agriculture working with modern technics.

The place and role of agriculture in the national economy of Hungary 
have thus significantly changed, and so have its technical level and 
efficiency. The major aspects of the transformation can be summarized as 
follows:

After World War II the structure of landed property fundamentally 
changed. The earlier large estates ceased to exist. After they had been 
distributed, alarge part of the agricultural area passed into the peasantry’s 
hand while on the rest state-owned large-scale farms were established. 
The forest area of Hungary became almost infull asta te  property. Co-ope
rative farms were formed, and through voluntary association stabilized; the 
land area of the former small holdings became a co-operative property, 
jly utilizing the possibilities offered by the frames of large-scale mana
gement the production structure and level of Hungarian agriculture 
changed and the technical conditions of production suddenly improved. 
The number of those working in agriculture substantially decreased, the 
productivity of agricultural work increased, the income conditions and 
living standards of agricultural workers improved.
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These changes did not — naturally — take place without problems 
and conflicts.

Within the framework of a general democratic development a land 
reform was carried through. The land reform was justified by a number 
of factors. I t  was not only the direct consequence of a previous socio
economic development of the country, but was also necessary to lay the 
foundation of a worker-peasant alliance, the main guarantee of further 
democratic development. Land reform was needed to start the agricultu
ral production too. The high economic importance of the land reform lies 
in the fact that it raised the living standard of peasantry to a great ex
tent on the one hand, and with the upswing of production a better food 
supplv of the country could be ensured, on the other.

Bv the land reform more than 260,000 former agricultural labourers 
were given 2.8 ha. almost 110,000 former farm-servants 5.0 ha, 214,000 
dwarf-holders 2.2 ha and some 33,000 small holders 2.5 ha land on an 
average. These figures prove that the land was given to those who were 
in need of it. and who did cultivate it. The working peasants were given 
the land as their private property.

The land distribution affected in the first place the estates of big 
landowners, including naturally the church, the industrial and bank 
capital and the share companies. The National Council of Land Redistri
bution disposed of 3.2 million ha arable and forest area of which, howe
ver, only 1.9 million ha was distributed among 642 000 claimants. Of the 
rest 75,000 ha was retained for the purposes of various model- and state 
farms, and 60,000 ha for house plots. The forest area was not distributed; 
800,000 ha forests -  together with original state-owned forests -  be
came the land basis of state forest management. Most of the remaining 
area was used as common pastures.

After the land reform 3 — 12 ha was the dominant size of landed 
property. Nearly 60 per cent of the arable area of Hungary was occupied 
by this type of holding. Feudalism was done away with.

The land reform increased interest in production, a considerable part of 
the unemployed family labour became utilisable, thus as a result of the 
new owners’ work the restoration of war damages in agriculture showed 
a rapid progress and the supply of the population constantly improved.

The reserves of the essentially extensive way of development were, 
however, quickly depleted, which proved that it was not with the sclf- 
supporting small commodity producing peasant farms that the future 
development of Hungarian agriculture lay. Small farms like that could 
not use the modern means of production, were not able to increase the 
yields, so the level of productivity remained low. Any further develop
ment could only be expected from a socialist type agriculture.

The co-operative movement of the Hungarian agriculture can be 
divided into the following phases:*

* Ferenc Erdei: L en in  és a m ag y a r te rm előszövetkeze ti m ozgalom  (L en in  an d  th e  
H u n g a ria n  co -opera tive  m o vem en t). A Szövetkeze ti K u ta tó  In té z e t  É v k ö n y v e  1671. 
K özgazdaság i és Jog i K ö n y v k iad ó  B u d ap est.
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— The initial phase of socialist transformation (1949-1956) cha
racterized — besides partial results — bv the distortions of co
operative policy and the resulting difficulties.

— The final phase of socialist transformation (1957— 1961), when a 
politically and economically well established co-operative policy 
was effective, and in consequence the socialist transformation of 
agriculture came to an end.

— The period of co-operative stabilization (1962—1967). The struc
tural and organizational frames were fixed, the principles of 
co-operative democracy and independent management gradually 
brought into effect and the varying local forms of waging and 
work organization evolved, etc.

— The period of up-to-date large-scale farming (from 1968). Modern 
cultural practices have been introduced, the advantages of 
large-scale farming utilized.

Putii the end of 1949 some 1,300 co-operative farms were formed, 
with an average size of 130— 140 ha. The number of members was very 
low, the livestock small and the equipment extremely deficient. During 
the following years the rate of organization accelerated, in the middle 
of 1953 the number of co-operative farms exceeded 5,200. Hardly more 
than a quarter of the arable area of Hungary was then under co-operative 
cultivation and their share in the livestock did not even reach 10 per 
cent.

The socialist transformation of agriculture was not adequately 
prepared at that time. Less than 15 per cent of the total national econo
mic investments in the first Five-Year Plan period was spent on agri
cultural development and even of this nearly half was used by state 
farms. Owing to the unsatisfactory preparation the co-operative move
ment came to a halt in 1953, several co-operative farms were wound up, by 
the end of 1954 the number of members and the arable area decreased by 
about 40 per cent. However, in spite of the difficulties a part of the co
operative farms got strengthened and continuously improved their far
ming activities. After the temporary set-back, in 1955 and 1956 further 
co-operative farms were formed, but the counter-revolution in 1956 
caused a new crisis in the co-operative movement.

After the defeat of the counter-revolution the Hungarian Socialist 
Workers’ Party elaborated its agricultural policy, whose main principle 
was to widen the co-operative movement, to promote the overall accep
tance of a socialist large-scale system of farming. A new pattern of state 
support for the co-operative farms was evolved with the following main 
features:

-  The co-operatives, while receiving a more substantial help than 
so far from the state relied in the first place on the resources and 
efforts of the co-operative peasantry.

— Any support and preference depended on the conditions whether 
it promoted the growth of the co-operative production.
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— A major purpose of the state subsidization was to increase the 
volume of commodity production parallel to the growth of pro
duction.

— Subsidization had to promote the utilization of own resources in 
developing the collective farm.

The consistent application of these principles greatly contributed 
to the fact that the co-operative farms became stronger and even in the 
years of socialist transformation the volume of agricultural production 
and commodity production grew.

As a result of these processes the socialist production relations assu
med dominance in the agriculture as well. Γη 1974 30.5 per cent of the 
total area of Hungary was the property of the state. Within this three- 
quarters of the forest area was cultivated bv state forestries; 14 per cent 
of the arable. 23 per cent of the orchards, 24 per cent of the pastures, 
54 per cent of the reeds and 69 per cent of the area withdrawn from culti
vation were possessed by the state. The co-operatives (agricultural and 
other) owned 63.5 per cent of the total area: 80 per cent of the arables, 
82 per cent of the meadows, 75 per cent of the pastures. Socialist proprietor
ship was thus extended to 94 per cent of the lands. The population posses
ses 6 per cent of the total area as private property. A considerable part 
of the latter is occupied by gardens, vineyards and orchards. Half of 
the total garden area, 23 per cent of the vineyards and 16 per cent of the 
orchards form the private property of the population.

The management system that serves to direct the agriculture of 
Hungary, organize the production and ensure the supply of population 
made also a progress in the past three decades.

At the beginning of the fifties for the small peasant- and co-operative 
farms the line and extent of production — as regards the major indices — 
were centrally determined and broken down to administrative units, with 
the needs of the country taken into consideration. When breaking down 
the plans the local conditions of production often were left out of con
sideration.

After 1957 planning and management in agriculture were placed on 
perfectly new bases, the number of compulsory plan indices sharply 
reduced, and indirect means of achieving the aims (buying-up system, 
price policy, tax policy, etc.) gradually came into prominence.

Changing over to more developed forms of the buying-up system 
taking into account the stimulative effect of market too, as well as a more 
acceptable price level fixed for the agricultural products made the produ
cers interested in increasing the production in general, and producing 
commodities ensuring higher profitability in particular.

3. Development of production in Hungarian agriculture

When looking back to the three decades that have passed since the 
end of World War II we can say that in spite of the different periods of
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set-back occurring now and then, agriculture and both plant cultivation 
and stock-breeding within have made a great progress.

Nevertheless,radical change in the level of production only occurred 
when the advantages offered bv the socialist large-scale management of 
agriculture could already be made use of. the structure, technology and 
technical level of production showed a permanent change, important 
role was played in all this by the agricultural policy introduced in 1957 — 
1958 and carried through consistently, which ensured the reliability of 
production and made the agricultural workers materially interested in 
increasing the volume of production.

The trend of development is shown by the data of the following 
table too.

Tal,l·· i .

Gross production indices of ag ricu ltu ra l products

(A verage o f  1951 -  1955 = 100% )
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• Compared to 1950

The annual average growth of agriculture in Hungary between 1951 
and 1970 was 1.9 per cent. This rate of growth is somewhat lower than 
that in world agriculture. An increase in the rate of growth can be pointed 
ont for 19(5(3— 1970: the annual average growth was then 2.8 per cent.

Co-operative management having developed and structurally 
strengthened in the first half of the sixties began to yield outstanding 
production results of increasingly higher technical level.

The two main branches of agriculture, plant cultivation and stock- 
breeding developed at different rates: the volume of plant cultivation lias 
been exceeding the pre-war level since 1963 only, while the gross value 
of stock-breeding has done so every year from 1954 on.

The ratio of the two main branches has also changed, and that in 
favour of stock-breeding. The ratio was 63 : 37 in 1938, while in 1972 44 
per cent of the agricultural production originated from stock-breeding.

The internal structure of plant cultivation has altered. In essentials, 
the intensive lines developed at a faster rate, so the inner proportions also 
shifted into this direction. Among others the extensive orchard planta
tion also played a considerable role in this. This trend of development is 
proved by the data of Table 2, too.

Year Plant cu lth a tio n Stock-breeding Total

1 9 5 0  19(50 ............................ 105 120 111
19(31 - 1 9 0 5  ............................ 108 135 I I S
190 0  1 9 7 0  ............................ 127 154 13 s
197 0 *  ......................................... 135 101 140
1973*  ......................................... 172 173 172



Ciilti\ntinii line
1038 1973 1973 acreage as a

as percentage of the total area 1938 acreage

A rable  ......................................... 60.4 54.0 90
G a r d e n ......................................... 0.8 1.0 204
O rchard  ...................................... 0.5 1.8 35s
V in e y a rd ...................................... 2.2 2.3 105
M e a d o w ...................................... 6.9 4.3 63
P a s tu re  ...................................... 10.4 9.5 91

T o ta l a g r ic u ltu ra l area: 81.2 73.5 90

F o rest ......................................... 11.9 16.0 135
0.3 0.3 106

T o ta l p ro d u c tio n  area : . . . . 93.4 89.8 96

A rea w ith d raw n  from
c u lt iv a t io n : ............................. 6.0 10.2 155

T o ta l a rea : ............................. 100.0 100.0 100.0

While the proportions of garden-, orchard- and vineyard areas in
creased, the total agricultural area decreased.

Within arable cultivation the sowing areas of wheat and rve de
creased by 800 thousand ha compared to the average of the thirties. The 
production area of potato has also been reduced. The areas of vegetables 
and industrial plants are now larger than before the war. The total area 
utilized by fodder production is smaller, but the proportion of the area 
sown to more valuable fodders has grown within.

The decrease of the sowing area did not definitely mean that the 
amount of yield was also reduced. For example, the average yield of 
wheat was 2.2 and 2.5 million tons in the thirties and sixties, respectively, 
while in 1973 4.5 million tons of wheat were produced already. The maize 
area has hardly grown, but the amount of maize produced has increased 
nearly threefold: from 2.2 to 6.0 million tons.

Table 2.
D istribution ol tin· a rea  by cu ltivation  lines
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Changes of such trend and nature can be explained b v the subst antial 
increase of yield averages. The yield average of wheat increased from 
13.7 to 34.8 q/ha, that of maize from 18.7 to 40.5 q/ha and the average 
potato yield from 68.6 to 109.4 q/ha compared to the yield averages of 
the thirties. By the use of up-to-date cultural practices the yield averages 
can be further increased.

The production of horticultural plants (including the field vegetab
les) has made a substantial and unbroken progress compared to the 
pre-war level. Not only the sowing area has become larger but also the 
value of crops has increased. Thus the structure of plant cultivation has



properly changed; plants more valuable for the domestic and internatio
nal markets as well as the most important fodder crops have come into 
prominence.

Tn World War II  the livestock branch suffered enormous losses. More 
than half of the war damages of the Hungarian economy afflicted the 
agriculture and 43 per cent of this the stock-breeding. In consequence of 
the war the livestock fell below the level of the years of 1850; 55 per cent 
of the 1038 livestock perished. And perhaps the extent of qualitative 
deterioration was even greater.

The post-war trend of development was not uniform in the livestock 
branch. Its characteristic features were the following:

After the war the different animal species reached the pre-war num
ber in different years: the cattle in 1047 — 1948, the pigs in 1950, the 
slice]) in 1953. After several years of increase the horse-stock decreased 
again, but no longer fell to the 1038 level. In the first years following the 
end of World War ΓΓ the new landowners were also enthusiastic about 
developing the livestock. Γη the fifties the livestock continued to grow.

After the socialist reorganization of agriculture the new large farms 
sorted out a considerable proportion of the animals kept in the former 
small farms, the poor quality or draught animals. These animals were 
not numerically replaced, but important qualitative changes took place 
instead.

In the structural change of the livestock the greatest problem is 
represented by the sharp reduction in the number of cows. While in 1935 
the number of cows was 058,000 in 1073 763,000 cows were found in 
Hungary. Even the total number of cattle hardly exceeds the 1935 level. 
The quality of the cattle stock is, however, much more favourable than 
it was earlier. With a view to promoting the cattle branch a government 
programme has been elaborated which grants a substantial material 
support to the farms which improve their cattle units. As a part of the 
programme many specialized cattle farms have been established with 
high level zootechnics.

The growth of the pig-stock was neither uniform nor satisfactory 
until recently. However, in 1073 a total of 7 million pigs were raised in the 
Hungarian farms as compared to 4.7 million in 1035, as a result of the 
pig breeding programme. This number fully satisfies the domestic demand 
for pork plus a considerable volume is exported.

The sheep-stock was characterized in the years following the war by a 
quick, while in the fifties by a slow growth. In the sixties the rate of 
growth accelerated again, and in 1973 the sheep-stock consisted of 2.3 
million animals, one and a half times as many as in 1935.

The most remarkable and relatively the most efficient change occur
red in poultry breeding. Within the poultry branch the breeding of gallina- 
ceans was especially efficient; the number of animals has redoubled and a 
significant qualitative change has also occurred. As regards broiler 
chicken- and egg production Hungary occupies a distinguished place on 
an international scale.
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In Table 3. below the development of stock-breeding is characterized 
by some specific indices.

Table 3.
D evelopm ent ut stock-b reed ing
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• 1978 (lata.

The indices of the tabic show the specific qualitative efficiency of 
stock-breeding. They suggest a great improvement in this respect too, 
though in many fields further developments are anticipated.

As to meat production per 100 ha agricultural area e.g. Hungary 
stands international comparison, but with the production and marketing 
possibilities of the country taken into account Hungary has geeat tasks 
in developing the livestock branch — including the meat production. 
This particularly refers to the introduction of up-to-date production 
techniques and suitable breeds.

There are not great differences between the counties in the develop
ment level of agriculture. If for this purpose we use the index of national 
income produced per unit agricultural area, then we find about fifty 
per cent difference between the most developed county Csongrád and 
the lowest level Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén (excluding the data of Budapest). 
Of course, smaller districts show a much greater dispersion, since the 
counties are in some cases rather different concerning the natural con
ditions. We can see that the level of agriculture is much higher in those 
parts of the country where the natural conditions (soil quality, topo
graphy) are favourable (Great Hungarian Plain, the Plain in North
western Hungary, Fejér and Tolna counties). In the hilly Transdanu- 
bian and northern counties with less favourable soil conditions the level 
of agriculture is lower. The agriculturally developed counties produce 
two-third of the national income deriving from agriculture on somewhat 
more than half of the area of the country. Their role increased in the past 
ten years owing to the faster rate of growth they displayed. Besides the 
favourable conditions this was due to the fact that they had a larger 
share from the agricultural investments as well.

The post-war export volume of agriculture and food industry 
reached the average of 1934— 1938 in 1960. From 1963, after the organi
zation of co-operative farms had been completed, the food export began 
to grow rapidly, and in 1968 was almost twice the prewar volume. Today

Designation 1950 1900 196 Γ» 1972

P e r  c a p ita  m ea t p ro d u c tio n , k g ........................ 07 82 92 122*
M ilk prof 1 net ion p e r cow, kg  ............................. 1243 1803 1903 2211
P e r  c a p ita  to ta l  m ilk p r ., kg  ............................. 138 166 155 l« l
P e r  c ap ita  egg p ro d u c tio n , piece ................... 107 185 23« 309



24.2 per cent of the total export is made up by agricultural products. 
The importance and tendency of the proportion of agricultural and food 
products within the total exports of Hungary is shown by the following 
figures: the share of food industry material, living animals and other 
foodstuffs in exports towards socialist countries was 15 per cent in 
I960 and 17 per cent in H)72, while in those to other countries 40 and 
37 per cent, respectively.

Compared to the period before World War II. the inner structure 
of agricultural- and food exports has greatly changed. The proportion 
of animals and animal products to the total exports was 43 per cent in 
1938, and rose to 48.4 per cent by 1972. that is, it showed but a slight 
increase. On the other hand, the share of vegetables and fruits (both 
fresh and processed) substantially grew: from 5 to about 30 per cent. This 
is obviously the consequence of agriculture having taken a direction to
wards intensive production, as also proved by the fact that the share of 
the cereal exports has fallen from 29 per cent in 1938 to 1 per cent by 
now. The export of horticultural products has increased first of all in a 
socialist relation; exports to capitalist countries consist mostly of animal 
products. Here the ratio of animal- to plant origin products is 2/3:1 /3. 
while in the exports to socialist countries the reverse of this.

1. Land and technical level in agriculture

(n the past three decades the agricultural area decreased in Hungary 
too, by some 10 per cent. More than half of these areas have been affo
rested. Some 35 per cent of the land withdrawn from cultivation has been 
used for industrial, communal and traffic purposes, while the rest for 
agricultural establishments (farm centres, fish-ponds, storage-lakes, etc.). 
As a further characteristic feature of area reduction, in many cases not 
the poorest quality, but economically utilizable lands were withdrawn 
from cultivation. Thus the problem, that there are large areas of very low 
quality soils whose amelioration does not give sufficient results has been 
left unsolved. Intensive soil amelioration could only start after the es
tablishment of socialist large-scale farms. So far more than one-third of 
this task has been completed.

Besides the improvement of soil fertility an urgent problem of these 
days is to determine the right ways of utilizing the poor quality agricul
tural areas so as to decrease the demand for means and labour but ensure 
an adequate economic efficiency. Some of these ways are: afforestation, a 
very simple arable cultivation, increased grassland management, etc. 
However, these production lines require, in general, a low labour input 
and ensure a relatively small income for those living there. Therefore to 
change the way of life and raise the living standard of these people cannot 
exclusively be the task of agriculture, but it decisively requires central 
intervention.

The agricultural investment policy of Hungary in this past period 
can be characterized as follows:
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The volume of investments was larger than before the war and showed 
an increasing tendency both per unit area and per capita.

The agricultural investments exceeded the extent of replacements 
and resulted thus in the extension of agricultural production. Most of the 
investment means were concentrated in the state sector. From these 
means were established earlier the machine stations and irrigation plants 
supporting the work of the co-operatives.

In the period following the organization of co-operative farms the 
volume of agricultural investments substantially increased. The results 
are clearly seen in Table 4. which shows the changes of the machine stock 
in agriculture.

Table 4.

Stock <>t m ore im p o rtan t machines availab le  for ag ricu ltu re
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The increased utilization of machines resulted, on the other hand, 
in an essential rise in the mechanization level of major works. In 1973 
94 per cent of the cereal harvesting, 84 per cent of the sugar-beet lifting 
and 54 per cent of the corn snapping (and within this 100 per cent in 
the state farms and 87 per cent in the collective farms of agricultural co
operatives) were performed by machines.

Nevertheless, mechanization of many labour processes is still below 
the desirable level. The development of mechanization besides improving 
the crop results meant considerable labour saving for the farms and 
greatly influenced the professional education of those working in agricul
ture.

After World War If fertilizer consumption substantially increased 
in the agriculture. On the average of the years 1951 — 1956 fertilizer con
sumption calculated in active agent was 14 kg/ha arable, garden, orchard 
and vineyard, while in 1973 the same figure was 216. In several European 
countries, however, the level of consumption is higher. The situation is 
the same with the plant protectives. Parallel with the introduction of 
up-to-date cultural practices the irrigated area in the socialist large-scale 
farms constantly grew. Tt was 95,000 ha in 1960 and 311,000 ha in 1973. 
The highest rate of growth was shown in the ( b eat H ungarian Plain. From 
197Π to 1973 the irrigation area grew from 4.2 to 39.3 thousand ha in 
Hajdu-Bihar county, from 2.2 to 15.6 thousand ha in Szabolcs— Szatmár 
county, from 18.8 to 66,9 thousand ha in Szolnok county. The remarkable

T ractor M otor lorry H arveste r-th rasher
Y ear

1.000 1.000 trai to r 
unit 1.000

19 3 5 7 .0 (1.3
I 9 6 0 13.4 12.7 — 0.1
19 « « 4 1 .0 4 7 .9 3 .0 4 .2
19 7 0 0 7 .5 109 .5 13 .5 1 l .S
1973 0 3 .5 1 17.5 17.5 13.0



progress was made possible by the two barrages built in the river Tisza 
and the related system of canals.Sixty percent of the irrigated agricultural 
area is supplied with water by the Tisza and forty per cent by the Danube 
and its affluents.

Analysis of the structure of material consumption in agriculture re
veals an increase in the proportion of industrial origin materials due to the 
application of modern cultural techniques ami means. The proportion of 
material cost other than agricultural origin within the total material 
consumption was 17 per cent in 1960 and 53 per cent in 1973. Γη latter 
vear the structural composition of non-agricultural origin material cost 
was: industrial fodders: 25 per cent; industrial fixed assets maintenance: 
26 per cent: fertilizer: 16 per cent; propellant. lubricant and illuminant: 
9 per cent; materials for plant protection and animal hygiene: 10 per cent; 
other: 14 per cent.

The wide application of up-to-date cultural practices promoted the 
process of concentration and specialization in the agriculture of Hungary 
as well. The main characteristics of specialization are: simplified produc
tion structure and large volumes of cheap commodities produced. This 
led in Hungary to the development of specialized production systems — 
to the so called industrv-like agricultural production.

Γη Hungary industry-like production systems were first introduced 
in cereal-, maize-, sugar-beet-, sunflower- and vegetable production, 
but have been adopted bv the livestock branch (cattle-, pig- and poultry 
breeding) too. Γη the livestock branch emphasis is laid to high yielding 
animals and the related specialized fodder production, to the building 
system, keeping technology and animal hygiene measures, all embraced 
by a high level organizational framework. In 1973 the number of speciali
zed livestock farms was 374 in cattle breeding and 270 in pig breeding.

The general introduction of specialized production systems is the 
consequence of the technico-scientific revolution and ensures the applica
tion of international-scale agrotechnics. Γη this field Hungary made a 
particularly great progress in the past three decades.

5. Changes in the number and composition of agricultural workers

The number of those active in agricultural production is decreasing 
in Hungary too. This phenomenon can be traced back to the fact that a 
considerable proportion of the agricultural wage-earners made use of the 
possibilities offered by the tendency of economic development and found 
employment in other branches of national economy — mainly in the 
manufacturing and building industries —, that large numbers of the 
rural youth begin to work outside the agriculture, and that many of the 
elder workers retired after the socialist reorganization of agriculture. 
Labour force is released by the modern production techniques introduced 
in agriculture as well. This process either takes place with an unbroken 
development of agriculture, or involves a temporary set-back.
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Changes in the numbers of agricultural workers are shown in 
Table 5.

Table  -5.
N um ber and proportion  ul active earners in ag ricu ltu re
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I he decrease was not uniform in the different regions of the country. 
Two-third of the workers leaving the agriculture and finding employment 
in other sectors of national economy were men. Since the agricultural 
active earners were mostly replaced bv women, the proportion of the 
latter within the agricultural workers considerably increased.

From the beginning of the fifties socialist industrialization required 
large numbers of new labour in Hungary too. However, the technical 
level of agriculture was then not so high that the loss of labour could have 
been made up for in every respect, so in certain fields a labour shortage 
occurred.

Between 1040 and 1965 the number of those working in agriculture 
was reduced l>v more than 900,000. (Γη 1975 the population number was 
10.5 million in Hungary.) Agriculture was — naturally -  a source of 
labour not only for the industry but for other sectors of national economy 
too. After 1965 the rate of decrease in the number of agricultural workers 
slowed down.

All this made its effect felt in the agricultural workers’ composition 
by age-groups. Since most of the workers leaving (he agriculture belonged 
to the younger generation, and a consideratile proportion of the rural 
youth did not go to work in agriculture either, the average age of the 
agricultural workers increased. I hus, the number of voung people sus
ceptible to the modern technics and the new methods of production 
decreased. The number of agricultural co-operative pensioners, on the 
other hand, substantially grew.

I he efforts made to improve the age composition of agricultural 
workers have recently produced apparent results. Two-third of the new 
members having entered the co-operative farms in the seventies were 
younger than forty.

The development of socialist large farms and the up-to-date produc
tion methods applied in agriculture replaced the former family-work 
organization of production by a specialized large-scale labour division. 
Increasing emphasis is laid to skilled and semi-skilled labour which takes 
the place of the earlier “all-round” farmer.

4 ANNALES — Sect io Geographica — Tomus X.

Year
Agricultural workers

percentage to 
total earners total number .000

1949 ............................... 55.2 2 190.9
1956 ............................... 43.0 1 990.1
19 ( i d .......................... 37.7 1 784.1
1970 . . . . 24.0 1 193.7
1973 .................................... 21.9 1 110.0



6. Development and characteristic features of socialist large-scale farms

After the land reform agricultural state enterprises were organized 
on the state-owned lands. In the autumn of 1945 08 state farms functioned 
already, generally on small areas. Only three of them were large: those at 
Mezőhegyes, Bábolna and Kisbér; latter were famous state-owned estates 
even before the war. In 1949 the number of state farms was :U4. with a 
total area of 320,000 ha.

In the state farms the conditions of large-scale production began to 
develop in the early fifties. Production mechanization was started and 
several new, modern farm buildings were built. The frames of the present 
state farms, and the bases of the further rapid progress only developed 
bv 1959. Γη I960 333 state farms functioned on an average area of about 
2940 ha. The share of the state farms in the total area of the country was 
then 10 per cent, and has not substantially changed ever since. As a 
result of a process of concentration in agriculture the number of state 
farms fell to 172 by 1973, while their average area grew to 5770 ha.

One of the main tasks of the state farms is to supply the population 
with food and increase the volume of exports. This task has been, in 
essentials, fulfilled by the state farms from the beginning, in spite of the 
difficulties, since their share in the agricultural commodity production is 
twice as much as their share from the arable area.

Today they play a highly important role in the seed-, propagation 
material- and breeding animal supply, and serve as model farms for the 
co-operative farms in demonstrating the new technical and farm organi
zation methods. In wheat- and maize production e. g. they approach 
the European, and sometimes the world average, and exceed by some 
15 _ 20 per cent the results of co-operative farms. They have attained 
similar results in stock-breeding, especially with pig and poultry.

One of the major characteristics of state farm management is the 
high mechanization level and large volume of commodity production. 
Although they have wide possibilities of further development, we can 
sav that even now they are more and more apt for the role of socialist 
model farms. This is clear from the fact that they take the lead in elabora
ting and propagating the industry-like production technologies.

^ The co-operative farms are of extraordinary importance in Hungary. 
They manage 78 per cent of the agricultural area of H ungary and produce 
on this area more than two-third of the total agricultural gross production 
value. Furthermore, three-quarters of the total number of those employed 
in agriculture work in co-operative farms.

Γη 1974 somewhat more than 3200 settlements and 1923 co-operati ve 
farms were in Hungary. They are not evenly distributed: in regions with 
small villages more than one villages form a co-operative, while in large 
villages and in towns two or even three co-operatives work side by side. 
The average size of a co-operative is 2900 ha.

The production structure of the co-operative farms is still rather 
unsettled, though for some years the efforts to specialization have been
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more and more expressed. Decided specialization can be observed in 
some 600 co-operative farms (with fruit-, vine- and vegetable production, 
and in a minor part stock-breeding as special line).

Development in the last years is shown through some major indices 
in Table 6.

Table G.
Trem i »I production value in the  collective ta rin s  of co-operatives

(p e r 1 h a  a g ric u ltu ra l a rea , at 19ti8 p rices; 1960 =  190% )
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Co-operative management is systematically improved in these days 
too. This is ensured by the investments made by the Hungarian co-opera
tives in accordance with the needs of national economy.

The stabilization and rapid progress of the co-operatives had a 
great effect on the life of the village, which was felt in many respects, 
and is felt even today. Through the continuous improvement of co-opera
tive management the income level of those living on agricultural work 
has risen to a great extent, and this had a role in the improvement of the 
rural life conditions.

The co-operatives have opportunity to take active part in developing 
the cultural and social establishments of the villages. There arc villages 
e. g. where the co-operative farms took over the management of the cul
ture centres, in other villages they contribute to the building and mainte
nance of village nurseries and kindergartens, help in building schools, or 
assist in road construction, etc. in the communal development, naturally, 
only co-operatives of high or medium productivity take part, as only 
they have the necessary material means.

The co-operatives have an important political role too, especially in 
villages where they are the only socialist large-scale enterprises. Their 
effect on the village communities is felt in the fact that they have funda
mentally changed the former social structure of village. The consequences 
of the old social structure were even felt at the time of the co-operative 
organization. E. g. separate co-operative farms were formed by the former 
big- and medium holders, bv the former poor peasants and farm servants, 
etc. Today this situation does not practically exist any longer.

All in all we can say that apart from the initial difficulties the de
velopment of Hungarian agriculture after World War II has been unbroken. 
This development is of intensive direction, that is. the possibilities in
herent in the socialist type large-scale farms (state- and co-operative 
farms)are exploited in an ever increasing measure. The aim is to supply 
the population of the country, and — with the foreign trade interests 
kapt in view — increase the per unit area yield through intensive deve-

4 *

Indices 1900
Ft

1903
%

1970
%

1973

Ft %

G ross prod  notion v a l u e ................... 7.306 120 Ш 12,376 169
o f  w hich  p la n t cu ltiv a tio n  ............ 5,729 Ш2 106 8,308 145

sto ck -b reed in g  ............................... 1 ..“>77 160 22S 4,068 258
N et p ro d u c tio n  va lue  ...................... 3,892 96 81 4,720 121



lopment, so that the growth of production should he accompanied by an 
efficient utilization of means, by the increased productivity of work. 
In view of this the technical level of agriculture should he raised, all the 
more so because a further — though lower extent and slower rate — dec
rease in the number of agricultural workers can be expected in the co
ming 10—20 years.

The high technical level of agriculture affects the life of the village 
and the peasant families too. Consequently, the village as a concept 
will be given a new meaning, and the wav of living and working completely 
changed in the peasant families.
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НАИБОЛЕЕ ВАЖНЫЕ ПОКАЗАТЕЛИ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЕНГЕРСКОГО 
СЕЛЬСКОГО ХОЗЯЙСТВА

Исследование показывает развитие сельского хозяйства Венгрии после Осво
бождения.

Земельная реформа 1945 года распространилась на 3 млн. га, т. е. приблизи
тельно на 35% всей территории страны. Так, примерно 60% используемых в сельс
ком хозяйстве земель распределили между (542 тыс. желающих земледельцев. Это 
увеличило производственный энтузиазм крестьян.

Коренные изменения в рост уровня сельскохозяйственного производства внесла 
коллективизация, Закончившаяся к началу 60-х годов. Успехам её способствовала 
также и широкая механизация сельского хозяйства.

Сельскохозяйственное производство -  брутто к 1975 году почти удвоилось 
по сравнению с довоенным максимумом. В суммарном вале удельный вес живот
новодства вырос до 44%, а доля растениеводства -  при большом абсолютном при
росте его сборов -  сократилась. Особенно выросло поголовье свиней по отно
шению к довоенному времени (до У млн. голов). Параллельно была перестроена 
и структура растениеводства. Из посевных плошадей 27% занимает теперь кукуруза 
а пшенппа -  около 20%. Сбор к у к у р у зы  составляет 6 млн т. в сумме. Посевные 
площади под пшеницей сократились на 1/3, а производство её тем не менее выросло 
с 2,2 до 4 ,5 -4 ,6  млн. т.

Особо занимается автор вопросом развития производственных кооперативов 
и их ролью в развитии деревенских поселений.
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Preconditions of development in chemical industry

Tn 1938, at the time of war preparations the chemical industry* 
of Hungary had a share of 9.2 per cent in the total production of manu
facturing industry, its fixed capital represented 8.9 per cent of the indus
trial fixed capital, and its export attained 6.9 per cent of the total ex
ports of manufacturing industry.

The chemical industry of Hungary produced even then nitrogen- and 
phosphorus fertilizers, thermosetting plastic- and chemical fibres, laquers, 
paints, explosives, tyres and technical rubber goods, and pharmaceutical 
industry was relatively developed. The traditional production branches 
of chemical industry were in existence before World War ΓΓ. — though on 
a low technical level.

In the Second World War 26 per cent of the capacity of the H ungarian 
chemical industry was ruined. After the war the factories were restored 
in a very short time. Γη 1949 the chemical industry produced 70 per cent 
more than in 1938, but further development was adversely influenced by 
the fact that restoriation took place in essentials at the low technical 
level c f the prewar times.

The rapid rate development of chemical industry was stimulated by 
the increasing chemization and the necessity of satisfying the growing 
demand on chemical products from domestic resources. The demand on 
fertilizer rose conspicuously with agriculture having changed over to 
large-scale management.

Hungary is poor in unorganic mineral raw materials (native salt, 
potassium salt as well as minerals and ores containing sulphur and phos
phorus, respectively, are missing), and the energy resources are scarce. 
The increasing rate of brown coal mining initially attracted the chemical 
industry to chemistry based on carbon distillation. Some role was played 
in this by the fact that at the beginning of socialist industrialization 
the price of coal was fixed through government subsidization at a level

* C hem ical in d u s try  included  a t  th a t  tim e  som e p ro d u c tio n  b ra n ch e s  o f  food in 
d u s try  c h a ra c te r  (e. g. su g ar-an d  s tra c h  m an u fac tu rin g ).



lower than the production cost. Brown coal was available, while there 
was a shortage of petroleum and natural gas. Petroleum production -  
though from the early fifties exceeding the highest prewar level -  was 
not more than 2 million tons a year. Besides, the asphalt-base petroleum 
represented a considerable proportion of the petroleum production which 
also made it difficult to start the development of petroleum chemistry. 
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning, that under the influence of Ger
many experts of coal processing were available, while there were no 
experiences in the field of petroleum chemistry. In spite of this, by the 
end of the sixties the proportion of coal processing within the total output 
of chemical industry greatly decreased, because from the beginning of the 
sixties Hungary was able to purchase an increasing volume of petroleum 
from the Soviet Union.

The “Friendship” petroleum pipeline departing from Kuybishev 
was completed in 1962. ft was then that the development and moderniza
tion of energy management and chemical industry began in Hungary. A 
favourable contribution to the improvement of energetics and chemical 
industry was the exploration of several gas-fields of nation-wide impor
tance (1—100 thousand million m3 capacity); in 1975 the natural gas 
production exceeded 5 thousand million in3. The gradual improvement in 
the raw material supply of the Hungarian chemical industry was also 
due to the circumstance that the neighbouring socialist countries were 
rich in many important inorganic chemical raw materials (the G DR and 
the Soviet Union in potassium salt, the Soviet Cnion and Romania in 
native salt, in Poland production began in the early sixties at one of the 
largest sulphur sites of the world, the Soviet l nion has apatite in abun
dance etc.).

The high water requirements of chemical industry can be fulfilled 
mainly from the rivers Danube and Tisza.

With the increasing expert demand of the developing chemical 
industry in view the corresponding faculties of the Budapest technical 
University and Eötvös Bóráiul University were widened, chemical engi
neer training started at a new university established in Veszprém, and 
the education of chemists at the universities of Debrecen and Szeged was 
extended. A chemical college was set up at Kazincbarcika, and many 
secondary schools specialized for chemistry were organized.

The results of development in chemical industry until 1975

Under the relatively favourable conditions the development of 
chemical industry between 1950 and 1975 exceeded by 100 per cent the 
average development of industry in Hungary, and by some 60 per cent 
the world average. The fast rate of development resulted in considerable 
quantitative and structural changes in the chemical industry (Tables 1. 
and 2.).

Table 1. shows that to satisfy the demands of agriculture the pro
duction of nitrogen- and phosphorus fertilizers improved to a great extent
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Tahit Ί.
Production  trends ot chem ical products
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• 1949 =  100%; growth of production \aiue at 1904 prices.

• The year of opening up the first production unit.

Flare Year·

of opening-up

V eszprém i F esték g y ár (V eszprém  P a in t-  and
B ala ton fűzfő 1951D ye F ac to ry )

T iszam en ti V egyim űvek (TVM) (T isza Chem ical
W orks) Szolnok
S u lp h u ric  acid fac to ry 1952
S u p e rp h o sp h a te  unit 1902
Pow der colour fac to ry 196 é
D eterg en t fac to ry 1969

H ajdúság i G yógyszergyár (H a jd ú ság
1952P h a rm aceu tica l W orks ) (an tib io tics) D ebrecen

Fine chem ical fac to ry 19 fili
Zalaegerszegi K őo la jipari Vállalni

1952(Zalaegerszeg P e tro leum  K nterprise) Zalaegerszeg
É szakm agyaroszág i V egyim űvek (K M \ )

1951(N o rth -H u n g a rian  Chem ical W orks) Sajó bábon  y
M edicine-in term ediate  unit 1954
B a tte ry  m ud unit 1954
D ekorit p las tic  p la te  unit 1955
P o lv u re tan e  foam  unit 1963
P lan t p ro tec tiv e  unit 1967
F o rm aldehyde  unit 1997
P lastic  pow der condensation  * 196S

D unai V asm ű (DV) (D anube  Iron  W orks) I )im a új város
I960('(iking- and  C hem ical F ac to ry

Benzol refin ing  unit 1958
S zén sav te rm elő  V állalat (C arbonic  acid

P ro d u c tio n  K nterprise) R épcelak 1959

Product quantity Ι9Γ.0 1900 300 5 1 0 7 0 1074

N itrogen  fertilizer . . . 1000 t 13 57 14S 350 393
(in ac tiv e  agen t) 

P h o sp h o ru s  fertilizer 
(in a c tiv e  agen t) . . . 

P la s tic  p ro d u c tio n
1000 t 27 45 117 197 190

o f w h ic h ..................... 1000 t 1 10 30 55 115,4
PV C  p o w d er..............

C hem ical fiber
1000 t — 0,2 7 14.1 20.5

o f w h ic h ..................... 1000 t 3 4 9.3 11.3 20.7
sv n th e tie  fib er . . . . 1000 t — 0.4 2.3 7.3 11.5

S u lp h u ric  a c i d ..............
C austic  soda .................

1000 t 
1000 t

92
9

194
17

378
50

461
69

957.5
88,9

'Tyre cover fo r cars
and l o r r i e s ................. 1000 pc. 104 336 581 995 918

C hem ical in d u stry *  . . 0 /
/О 193 1,-452 5,895 8,550 14,990



Establishment
Pla<e Year·

of opening-tip

B orsodi V egyi K o m b in á t (B V K ) 1
1

(B orsod C hem ical W orks) K azin cb arc ik a
N itrogen  fertilizer fac to ry 1958
PV C  fac to ry 1963
C ap ro lactam e fac to ry 1966
Form ic acid-, oxalic  acid facto ry 1968

O rszágos G um iipari V álla lat (OGV)
(N atio n a l R u b b e r  E n te rp rise) B u d ap est
F a c to ry  o f  lig h t ru b b e r goods N yíriegyháza 1963
F a c to ry  o f tech n ica l ru b b e r goods Szeged 1964
R u b b e r  reg en era to r Vác 1964

Oxigén- és D issousgázgyár
(O xygen- and D issous G as Fact orv) B udapest • **
O xygen- and D issous g as facto ry B u dapest 1953
O xygen- and D issous g as fac to ry G vor 1964

T iszai Vegyi K om binát (T V K )
(T isza C hem ical W orks) L en in város
L aq u er· and co lou r fac to ry 1961
N itrogen  fe rtilizer fac to ry 1965
C rea fac to ry 1966
P o ly th en e  facto ry 1970
Olefine fac to ry 1975

D unai K ő o la jip a ri V állalat (D K V )
(D anube  P e tro leu m  E n te rp rise) S zázh a lo m b a tta
1 m illion to n s a tm o sp h eric  vacu u m
d istilla tio n  unit 1965
P ro p an e  induced d eb itu m in izer 1966
Solvent sw ea tin g  u n it 1967
2 m illion to n s  a tm o sp h eric  v acuum  d istilla tio n  un it 1969
C a ta ly tic  reform ing  un it 1970
G as oil desu lp h u riza tio n 1970
A rom át ic ext raction 1970

H u n g á ria  .M űanyagfeldolgozó V állalat
(H u n g á ria  P la s tic  P rocessing  E n terp rise) D ebrecen
New p lan t 1968

K ozm etikai és H á z ta r tá sv e g y ip a r i V állalat Zalaegerszeg
(E n te rp rise  o f  C osm etics an d  H ousehold

C hem istry)
New p lan t 1970

P é ti N itrogénm űvek  (Pét N itrogen  W orks) (new  p lan t) V árpalo ta 1975

(continued)
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• * ΓΙι».· Enterprise lias more Ilian one sites in liudapest. New oxygen factories are possessed by a num
ber of metallurgy- ami chemical works too (ózd. Dunaúj'áros. Miskolc. Kazincbarcika etc.).

•
on the one hand, and the Hungarian pharmaceutical industry came up to 
the world standard, on the other. Hungary is placed today seventh or 
eighth among the medicine exporting countries of the world, the Hunga
rian pharmaceutical products are even purchased by countries with 
highly developed chemical industries. Remarkable progress lias been 
made by the rubber industry, and the large-scale production of up-to-date



plant protective», thermoplastic synthetic materials and synthetic 
fibers was started in the period concerned.

The growth of the total production value (calculated at constant 
prices) of the Hungarian chemical industry in 1975 is estimated to have 
been twentyfold compared to 1938. By a rough estimation the production 
value of the Hungarian chemical industry in 1975 was about twice as 
much as the value of the total industrial production of Hungary in 1938.

The above outlined progress made by the Hungarian chemical 
industry between 1951 and 1975 was in a great part due to investments 
specified below.

Table 2,

S tru c tu ra l changes in chem ical production betw een 1950 and 1070 (a t 1001 prices)

D E V E L O P M E N T  O F C H E M IC A L  IN D U S T R Y  IN  H U N G A R Y  57

1950 1955 1960 1905 1970

F e rtiliz e r  p r o d u c t io n ............................................................ 16.5 9.5 13.0 10.4 18.2
P la n t p ro tec tiv e s  p r o d u c t io n ........................................... 0.1 2.3 3.4 4.0 4.0
S y n th e tic  m ate ria ls  p ro d u c tio n  ...................................... 2.8 2.5 2.0 2.2 .32
S y n th e tic  m ate ria lsp ro cess in g  ......................................... 5.0 3.4 2.3 .2.1 .3.4
C hem ical fib er p ro d u c tio n  ................................................ 5.0 0.3 3.0 3.9 .3.0
D eterg en t p ro d u c tio n , household ch em istry  ............ 9.4 10.1 7.8 3.9 2.7
O rganic- an d  inorgan ic  b asic  m ate ria l p ro d u c tio n 39.0 31.9 25.1 19.0 22.0
L aq u e r- and  p a in t in d u s try ................................................ .7.8 7.8 6.0 5.5 6.0
P h a rm ac eu tica l i n d u s t r y ................................................ 4.9 9.7 17.0 24.5 20.4
R u b b e r in d u s try  .................................................................. 8.0 10.3 19.8 18.5 16.5

T o ta l chem ical i n d u s t r y ...................................................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

The list may be completed with the following remarks. Hungary 
was the first of the socialist countries to start in 1952 the production of 
antibiotics (crystalline penicillin) in the Hajdúság Pharmaceutical Works, 
Debrecen. The polyamide cut fiber plant set up in 1958 at Nyergesújfalu 
as the first establishment of this kind in Hungary can go on record as an 
outstanding result. The proportion of the new pharmaceutical products 
attained 5 per cent in 1959 which was then the world standard as to the 
level of development. The unit output of the equipment of the laquer 
factory built in I960 at the Tisza Chemical Works represented the highest 
level of the time. Γη the sixties the structural transformation and techni
cal development of the chemical industry accelerated in Hungary. With 
the PVC unit put into operation in 1962 at the Borsod Chemical Works 
the large-scale production of polymerized synthetic materials was laun
ched. The first 1 million ton/vear capacity atmospheric- and vacuum 
distillation petroleum plant was set to work at Szciny in the same year. 
The first big plant of petroleum chemistry was established in 1963 at 
Kazincbarcika for the atmospheric decomposition of methane. The 
secondary (reforming) petrol production method was introduced at



Szőny in 1966. Γη the next year all synthetic ammonium producing 
units of the country worked already on natural gas basis. In the Borsod 
Chemical Works a 670 ton/day capacity ammonium plant was set up in 
1968 as a result of a reconstructive development in the previous years.

The establishment of dozens of up-to-date big plants greatly changed 
the structural distribution of chemical production (Table 2.), improved 
the technological indices and the productivity of work, considerably 
influenced the enterprisal- and site concentration as well as the geographi
cal decentralization of the industry.

Table 2. points not only to positive changes but also to certain defi
ciencies still existing. For example, some recent branches of chemical 
industry — synthetic basic material- or chemical fiber production 
have even now a relatively small share in the total production of chemical 
industry. Γη most of the economically developed countries the synthetic- 
basic material production amounts to 1M— 15 per cent, and the synthetic- 
fiber production to 6 —10 per cent of the total output of chemical in
dustry. Again, the low proportion of lacquer- and paint production as 
well as of the detergent industry, and the complete absence of synthetic- 
rubber production can be regarded as an unfavourable feature. The men
tioned deficiencies of the production structure are in the practice of much 
lower importance than indicated in the table, because the above propor
tions showed a favourable change between 1971 and 1975 on the one 
hand, and the increased international labour division between the Come- 
con countries has greatly improved the satisfaction of demands arising 
in the individual countries.

Between 1950 and 1975 an all-round enterprisal concentration took 
place in the chemical industry which was a factor of increasing the pro
ductivity as well. While in 1949 the average number of workers per pro
duction enterprise was 300 in the chemical industry, this number rose to 
700 by 1955 and to 1600 by 1965. and was nearly 2350 in 1974. Categori
zation of the enterprises by the number of workers, and changes in the 
proportions of the categories are shown in Table 3. The table reveals

Table 3.

C oncentration  trends in (lie chem ical industry  enterprises
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Enterprises as grouped by the 
number of workers

1 January 194«
number of 
enterprises % number of 

woikers % production 
million Ft

valueо

0 -  100 ......................................... 43 51.2 1,7(10 7.5 220 0.7
1 0 0 -  200 ........................................ 0 10.7 1.344 5.4 170 5.4
201 -  500 ......................................... 17 20.2 5,471 22.2 1,020 31.0
5 0 1 -1 0 0 0  ......................................... 0 10.7 5.S3S 23.7 052 19.9

1001 - 2 0 0 0  ......................................... 5 (».0 7.15K 28.0 902 29.3
2001 - 3 0 0 0  ......................................... _ _ — — — —

3001 ......................................... 1 1.2 3,107 12.0 254 7.7

T o ta l .................................................. 84 100.0 24,084 100.0 3,290 100.0



that while before World War II. and even in 1949 the chemical industry 
of Hungary was characterized by the predominance of small- and medium- 
scale enterprises, by 1974 the medium- and large-scale enterprises out
numbered the small-scale ones.

It is worth mentioning that the rate of the site concentration was 
lower compared to that of the enterprisal concentration.
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* Petroleum* and aluminium industries included.

Development of chemical industry between 1971 and 1975 (Fourth 
Five-Year Plan-period)

Considering the large investments realized in the Fourth Five-Year 
Plan-period and the extension of an international labour division in the 
chemical industry we are going to discuss this period in a separate chap
ter.

The main lines of development in this plan-period were generally 
linked with the earlier development lines. An essential new feature was 
the construction of the first high capacity petrol pyrolvsing plant. The 
main objectives can be summed up as follows.

Enterprises as grouped by the 
number of workers

1 January ИМИ)
number of 
enterprises % number of 

workers % production 
million Ft

\alue0//0

0 -  100 ......................................... _ . _
100 200 ......................................... — — — — — —
201 500 ......................................... 2 4.5 752 0.9 424 1.4
501 1000 ......................................... 12 27.3 9.127 10.5 3,270 11.0

1001 -2 0 0 0  ......................................... 13 29.5 19,735 22.0 10,034 33.5
2001 3000 ......................................... 9 20.5 20,305 23.3 5.702 19.1
3001 ........................................ 8 18.2 37,341 42.7 10,404 35.0

T o ta l ..................................................... 44 m o .o 87,260 100.0 29,900 100.0

Enterprises as grouped by the 
number of workers

1 January 1974
number of 
enterprises

number of 
workers % production 

million Ft
\ alueо

0 — 100 ......................................... _
1 0 0 -  200 ......................................... — — — — — —

201 500 ......................................... 2 4.5 (ISO 0.7 368 0.6
501 - 1000 ........................................ 9 20.5 (1,020 0.4 1,398 2.5

1 0 0 0 - 2000 ........................................ 14 31.8 20,930 20.3 17,667 31.0
2001 - 3 0 0 0  ......................................... 7 15.9 16,300 15.7 9,187 10.2
3 0 0 1 -  ......................................... 12 27.3 58.070 50.9 28,295 49.7

T o ta l ..................................................... 44 100.1 103,200 100.0 56,915 100.0



— Having laid the foundations of petrol chemistry building up an 
up-to-date petrol-chemical big industry with the view of accelera
ting the production of synthetic materials and chemical fibers 
by taking advantage of the international co-operation.

— Supplying the agriculture with up-to-date fertilizers, plant pro- 
tectives, veterinary medicines and feed supplements.

— Dynamical development in the pharmaceutical industry, in
creased production of small volume chemical products (plant 
protectives and polymer auxiliaries in the first place).

To the realization of the above outlined objectives nearly 42 thousand 
million Ft was allotted in the Fourth Five-Year Plan, about 20 per cent 
of the total industrial investments.

The new fertilizer factory established at the Péti Nitrogen Works 
costed approximately 9 thousand million Ft. The production of the new 
factory — at fertilizer world market prices estimated for 1975 — impro
ves Hungary’s balance of payments by some 36 million $ a year . The 
new fertilizer factory produces fertilizers of about 3.5 thousand million 
Ft a year at current prices.

The nitric acid plant was bought from the Soviet Union, the fertilizer 
plants and the servicing systems required for the operation from GEXA, a 
French company, and the ammonium plant from the London House of the 
American company Kelogg. The 200 thousand ton/year capacity urea 
plant is based on the method of the Dutch company Stamicarbon, the 
factory producing a year 80 thousand tons of combined fertilizer con
taining P2()5 as active agent applies the technology of the Norwegian 
Norsk Hydro, the nitric acid plant was constructed on the basis of a 
technique elaborated by the Soviet research- and planning institute 
GIAP, and the ammonium plant follows the technology developed bv the 
American Kelogg.

'I’iie fertilizer factory under construction at tiie Péti Nitrogen Works 
is in every respect an up-to-date establishment, since the equipment and 
technology purchased for it with the Hungarian conditions taken into 
consideration are of the highest technical level and economic efficiency. 
It is characteristic of the up-to-dateness of the plants that e. g. while at 
the Tisza Chemical Works approximately 1350 kWh electric power is used 
for the production of 1 ton of ammonium, in the ammonium plant under 
construction at Pét only 11.5 kWh electric power is required for the same 
volume. Naturally, by the comparison of one or a few consumption spe
cifics the up-to-dateness and economic efficiency of a plant cannot be 
unambiguously decided. Data concerning the specific electric power 
consumption are characteristic first of all of the direction of the develop
ment and the up-to-dateness of the technology.

The total labour force demand of the properly instrumented and 
automated new factory is about thousand persons. This number is favour
able relative to the value of fixed assets and the market value of goods
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produced a year, because the output per worker is higher by several times 
than the current fertilizer factory- or chemical industry average.

Γη the history of the Hungarian chemical industry a very important 
chapter was opened by the new olefin factory built on the area of the 
Tisza Chemical Works, in which continuous production started in 1975.

The present annual output and products of the modern petrol che
mical plant are: 250 thousand tons of ethylene, 125 thousand tons of 
propylene, smaller amounts of C,- and C5 fractions and some 200 thousand 
tons of pvrobenzene. Of the produced ethylene 130 thousand tons are 
carried by pipe-lines to the town Kalush, Soviet Union, where it is used 
for PVC production. The rest is utilized by the polythene unit of the 
factory. In the near future (1978) ethylene will flow from the olefine works 
to the nearby Borsod Chemical Works (Kazincbarcika) where —beside 
the old plant —a 150 thousand ton/vear capacity PVC factory is being 
built. Thus the ethylene production of the olefine works will soon have 
three steady consumers: the Kalush Metallurgical and Chemical Works,the 
Borsod Chemical Works and the polymerizing unit of the Tisza Chemical 
Works itself.

A large proportion — 80 thousand tons a year — of the propylene, 
the other product of the olefine works is also bought by the Soviet Union. 
Another important consumer, the polypropylene unit under construction 
on the spot will be completed in 1978 with a capacity of 40 thousand 
ton/ vear. The polypropylene factory will lie supplied by the W’est-Ctermán 
Lurgi on the basis of a technology evolved bv the Hercules company. 
United States of America.

The Cj fraction will be sold in a lump to the Soviet Union, while 
fraction C5 bought by Romania for isoprene extraction after which the 
fraction will be returned.

As a compensation for the above products Hungary receives from 
the Soviet party high- and low pressure polythene, polystyrene, aeryl- 
nitryl, ethylene glycol and styrene in volumes changing by product and 
year. The C., fraction is compensated by an annual volume of 9000 tons 
synthetic rubber supplied by the Soviet Union. As a compensation for the 
isoprene extracted from the C3 fraction Romania too gives synthetic- 
rubber to Hungary. The volume of these exchange products — though 
not fully covering the requirements of Hungary — greatly helps in 
satisfying the demands for them.

The olefine factory is supplied with petrol by pipe-line from Százha
lombatta probably until 1977 when the first 3 million tons stage of the 
new Tisza Petroleum Refinery will be completed.

The above listed investments show that the area of Leninváros has 
become one of the new centres of the Hungarian chemical industry, 
where two thermal power-stations, a big nitrogen fertilizer factory, a 
lacquer- and paint factory, a petroleum refinery, olefine works and poly
merizing plants have been located. Many pipe-lines for natural gas, pet
roleum and other products converge on this place. These circumstances 
and the closeness of a number of large Hungarian chemical plants, as
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well as the possibility of a co-operation with chemical plants established 
near the borders of neighbouring socialist countries create highly favour
able conditions of a further development for the Tisza Chemical Works.

During the Fourth Five-Year Plan-period petroleum refining made 
a considerable further progress. The first stage of the petroleum refinery 
established in the area of Százhalombatta — which nominally includes a
3 million ton/vear atmospheric and vacuum distillation capacity as well 
as units for producing up-to-date engine fuel, lubricants, aromatics, fuel 
oils, LP-gas, paraffine, bitumen and sulphur — was in essentials completed 
in 1970. Due to its geographical situation and its being linked with the 
partly developed pipe-line system the refinery is suitable to supply — 
together with Budapest — a large part of the country with its products. 
These conditions as well as the increasing capacity of the Danube Ther
mal Plant (1200 MW in 1975) built in the vicinity which is supplied with 
fuel oil from the Danube Petroleum Fnterpri.se gave reason for the exten
sion of the latter. The construction work of the DKY 11. project began in 
1908. According to the approved investment proposal an atmospheric- 
and vacuum distillation plant of 3 million ton/vear nominal capacity, 
15 reprocessing units and the necessary servicing and auxiliary establish
ments were completed by 1975. With this the volume of primary petro
leum processing has risen to 0 million tons a year.

Within the DKV ΓΓ. project — with the main line of fuel oil-, pro
pellant- and lubricant production maintained — processing of petrol- 
chemical character was also allocated for. From a part of the produced 
benzene e. g. maleic acid anhydride is produced.

As mentioned above the construction of the Tisza Petroleum En
terprise began in the Fourth Five-Year Plan-period. All important pet
roleum refineries of Hungary have been located so far west of the Dahube. 
The requirement of construction supplying lines of appropriate length 
makes it reasonable to carry out the further development of petroleum 
processing in the eastern part of the country. It is all the more necessary 
because of the petroleum demand of the olefine plant opened up on the 
area of the Tisza Chemical Works. This plant processes 800 — 900 thou
sand tons of petroleum a year for the chemical industry which can be 
economically and reliably provided only from the petroleum refinery 
closely connected with it. The location of the refinery in this place is 
required bv the new high capacity thermal plant under construction 
in the vicinity too, whose fuel demand can be most economically ful
filled through a short pipe-line with fuel oil produced in the petroleum 
refinery. This multilateral co-operational linkage determines both the 
necessary capacity (6 million ton/vear) of the petroleum processing plant 
to be established and the target character of processing. The petroleum 
refinery is supplied with petroleum by the Soviet Union through the 
“Barátság IT." petroleum pipe-line of 10 million ton/year capacity first 
of all to satisfy the petrol requirements of the chemical industry and the 
fuel oil demand of the thermal plants. The remaining products, including 
the materials returned by the co-operating chemical establishments,



will be procèsseci — into up-to-date propellants and aromatics in the 
first place — in the refinery in units ensuring a medium deep processing 
verticaltv. Γ11 the plan the location of the units in a block system, the 
central management and supervision of the production, and the develop
ment of a high technical level direction and information system were 
laid down, first in Hungary.

As a part of the main development objectives of the Fourth Five- 
Year Plan the first 4500 ton/year capacity unit of a polvacryl-nitryl 
fiber plant was completed in the Hungarian Viscosa Factory, Nyerges
újfalu. The second stage will join in the production after 1975.

For the operation of the first unit the Austrian company Chemie 
Linz supplies acrvl-nitryl which is compensated by PAN fiber from the 
part of Hungary. A part of the PAN fiber is used by the Hungarian 
textile industry to replace wool, or to mix it with wool. This investment 
results in the clearance of some 3 — 3.5 million 3 capitalist imports a year. 
The establishment of the polvacryl-nitryl fiber plant has made a co
operation between Poland and Hungary also possible. A part of the PAN 
fiber produced is used bv Hungary to exchange it with another important 
product: the polyester fiber.

The Polish-Hungarian co-operation agreement concerns the export 
of polyamide silk and polvacryl-nitryl cut fiber, and the import of polyes
ter cut filier; accordingly, the Hungarian party provides polyamide silk 
of various counts and polvacryl-nitryl fibre for Poland as a compen
sation for polyester cut fibre. The framework of co-operation is shown in 
the table below:

.Mutual deliveries based on a H u n çn rian -l'o lish  chem ical fibre specialization

a) Poland supplies to Hungary
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D eno m in a tio n Volum e 1 9 7 1 -7 5
to ta l

Polyestor· cu t fibre 1000 t 10.5

D enom ination Volum e 1971 - 7 5
to ta l

P o lyam ide  6 silk 1000 t  1 3.6
P A N  ou t fibre 1000 t 1 4.55

b) Hungary supplies to Poland

The agreement enables the Hungarian party to exchange for polyester 
cut fibre thejamount of polyamide silk in excess owing to the low produc-



tion capacity. The production volume of the Hungarian polyamide silk 
factory does not satisfy the demand of the Hungarian textile industry 
for polyamide silk; the demand is, however, composed of many types of 
polyamide silk each making out in itself too small a volume to ite pro
duced economically. For economic and organizational reasons therefore 
only certain types are produced, and the surpluses thus arising are expor
ted.

The agreement on the polyacryl-nitryl fibre delivered to Hungary is 
advantageous to the Polish party as well, as the existing 12 000 ton/vear 
capacity polyacryl-nitryl fibre plant is built at Lodz on the area of a 
chemical works where no further extension is possible. Any additional 
capacity for polyacryl-nitryl fibre production could only be created bv 
the establishment of a new plant which does not seem reasonable, the
refore the Polish party is ready to import polyacrvl-nitryl fibre front 
Hungary. On the other hand, an about 60,000 ton capacity for polyester 
fibre production under construction in the People’s Republic of Poland 
offers a possibility to satisfy the Hungarian demands too.

The sulphuric acid production of the Tisza Chemical Works at Szol
nok also showed a substantial increase in the planperiod in question. The 
capacity of the new unit is 200 thousand ton/year in hundred per cent 
H2SO,,. The technological equipment was purchasedfrom the People’s 
Republic of Poland. The applied technology is based on the utilization 
of liquid sulphur transported in tank cars from Sandomierz, Poland by a 
long-term agreement.

The sulphur is produced with Frasch* technique at the river side of 
the Vistula. Hungary buys nearly 100,000 tons a year from Poland. 
The heat released from sulphur burning is utilized for the production 
of superheated steam of 40 atmospheric pressure and 450 °C temperature, 
and — in turn — for electric energy production. With the new factory 
unit the annual capacity for sulphuric acid production bv the Tisza 
Chemical Works has increased nearly to 0.5 million tons.

The reconstruction carried out in the National Rubber Enterprise 
during the Fourth Five-Year Plan-period was practically equal to the 
construction of a new plant. The steel-corcl lorrv-tvre unit of the Enter
prise with a capacity of 100.000 tyres a year was completed in the period 
(Budapest). The technological basic information (licence and know-how) 
was supplied by the Austrian Semperit and most of the purchase price 
is compensated for by the Hungarian enterprise with finished products.

Of the other large investments the PVC delivery pipe factory of the 
Hungária Synthetic Material Proceesing Enterprise (Budapest), the 
Zalaegerszeg unit of the Cosmetics- and Household Chemistry Enter
prise, and various investments (totalling about 3.8 thousand million 
Ft) of the pharmaceutical industry based mainly on intensification are 
worth mentioning.

* H ot w a te r  p rocedure .
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rt can be seen from tlie above that development in the chemical 
industry during the Fourth Five-Year Plan-period was carried out with 
a wide international co-operation. Development in the nitrogen fertilizer 
production did not require international co-operation apart from the 
import of equipment. The situation is different in the field of phospho
rus and potassium fertilizer production, because — as it is known — 
raw materials are not available for either of them in Hungary. A particu
larly difficult problem was how to satisfy the phosphorus demand which 
has mostly been solved by increased imports (from African countries 
e.g. Algeria). In the plan-period concerned Hungary took part in Soviet 
extractive investments (Kingisepp) which will be compensated from 1976 
by an annual volume of 39 000 tons monoammon-sulphate supplied to 
Hungary. Beside this the purchase of apatite from the Kola peninsula is 
continued.

Potassium fertilizer — an annual quantity of 0.5 million tons — is 
purchased from the Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic.

Hungary carries on an integrating activity in order to cover its 
soda requirements. The technology of soda production is only economic 
at a high capacity. Hungary does not possess the raw material required 
for soda production either, therefore does not even make arrangements 
for a future soda production. Γη order to satisfy the demand for soda Hun
gary together with the Soviet Union took part in a joint investment of 
establishing a high capacity alkali works in the Bulgarian People’s Re
public. By agreement made in 1968 Hungary granted a credit for the 
construction of the plant which is compensated by Bulgaria through a 
yearly amount of 60 thousand tons sodium supplied from 1973 to 1982.

Beyond the above, with a view to the development of its chemical 
industry Hungary took part during the Fourth Five-Year Plan-period 
in a number of large joint investments of the socialist countries in the 
form of drawing contracts and elaborating work programmes. For example, 
Hungary has become a party to an agreement on the construction of the 
“Adria” petroleum pipe-line in which Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia 
are the other participants.

The joint investment activity is an important form of establishing 
permanent economic relations. The Cellulose-and Paper Works under 
construction in Usty Ilimsk, East-Siberia, with the participation of most 
of the Comecon countries which will be completed by 1980 is a case in 
point. The cellulose output of the plant will be 0,5 million tons a year. 
The commodity credits will be repaid by the Soviet Union to Hungary 
and the other participating countries in finished goods. There is a similar 
though smaller volume agreement on cellulose transport in effect with 
Yugoslavia.

At the time oft he Fourth Five-Year Plan Hungary increased its alumina 
and aluminium industry in the framework of an international co-opera
tion. To this end there are contracts in effect with the Soviet Union and 
Poland. Hungary is exporting alumina to the Soviet Union, in 1980 as 
much as 330 thousand tons, which can be accomplished by means of a

5 ANNALES — Sectio Geographica — Tömne X.
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240 thousand ton/year capacity new alumina factory opened up at 
Ajka where the environs of the town are rich in bauxite. The aluminium 
extracted from the exported alumina is returned to Hungary to he pro
cessed in Székesfehérvár and Budapest. According to the agreement the 
parties buy the alumina and aluminium, respectively, at world market 
prices. The alumina — aluminium co-operation with Poland has a diffe
rent pattern. Hungary delivers 80 thousand tons of alumina to Poland 
every year and receives 17.5 thousand tons of aluminium as a compensa
tion for the electrolysis, the rest remains in Poland in return for wage 
work. 'The agreements with the two countries help in easing the unfavour
able situation caused by the disproportion between the Hungarian bauxi
te treasure and the energy shortage of the country.

Hungary takes part in preparing the plans of an ethylene pipe-line 
system to be constructed with the participation of the Comecon countries 
and Yugoslavia. Today only a few relatively short ethylene pipe-lines 
are functioning in the socialist countries, such as e. g. between Böhlen 
and Zaluz, and Leninváros — Kalush. Further big olefine works are. 
however, expected to be built between 1076 and 1990, and a connection 
by conducting lines between ethylene producing and -consuming estab
lishments is increasingly needed. Γη the fifteen years in question in the 
German Democratic Republic, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, in the 
West-Ukrainian part of the Soviet Union, in Romania. Bulgaria and 
Yugoslavia an about 3500 km long ethylene pipe-line system will be 
established including the network connecting the pipe-lines of the above 
listed countries.

The regional distribution of chemical industry in Hungary in 1974

As a result of the above outlined development work the regional 
distribution of the Hungarian chemical industry has considerably chan
ged. Decentralization in the chemical industry was particularly intensive 
between I960 and 1975.

This change as reflected bv the distribution of chemical industry 
workers is seen in Table 4. Accordingly, the importance of Budapest has 
significantly decreased with new centres of chemical industry simul
taneously coming into existence. Before World War II. chemical industry 
of any importance was found besides Budapest in Veszprém county only. 
At present large chemical plants are functioning in Veszprém and Bor
sod counties, and in or nearby the following towns: Szolnok, Szeged, 
Komárom, Nyíregyháza, Debrecen, Zalaegerszeg, Százhalombatta.

The number of workers is but partly indicative of the regional dis
tribution of the chemical industry, because with the introduction of facili
ties with ever increasing unit outputs it expresses the regional foci of 
production less and less reliably. In Hungary, however, it is still an appro
priate indicator, because development in the chemical industry mostly 
took place in a small number of big enterprises and was duly reflected 
in the number of workers. The high concentration in Budapest is caused
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primarily by the pharmaceutical industry. Under the influence of a 
current development work done particularly in Borsod county the share 
of Budapest will fall below 30 per cent by 1980.

Table 4.

Total nu m b er ol those  em ployed in the  sta te -ow ned  chem ical industry
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R E F E R E N C E S

A K G ST -tagállam ok gazdaság i in teg rác ió jának  com plex p ro g ram ja . K o ssu th  K ö n y v k iad ó , 
B u d ap es t, 1971. (C om plex program m e fo r th e  econom ic in te g ra tio n  of th e  Com econ 
coun t ries)

Sinyakova, T . 1.: (1974): G eography  o f  chem ical in d u s try  in th e  Soviet U nion . “ Z nanie” , 
Moscow, (in R ussian )

Szekér, Gy. (1975): A lu m ín iu m ip aru n k  é s  a  szocia lista  gazdaság i in teg rác ió . K o ssu th  
K ön y v k iad ó , B u d a p es t. (A lum inium  in d u stry  in H u n g a ry  an d  t he socialist econom ic 
in teg ra tio n )

Szekér, Gy. (1971): K em izálás a  n ép g azd aság b an . M űszaki K ö n y v k iad ó . (C hem ization  
in th e  n a tio n a l econom y)

5 *

Region
ИМИ)% 1

1970
%

1974

1.000 head %

B u d a p e s t ..................................................................... 57.8 51.2

1

44.00 37.5

Tra nsda n uh ia n count tes:
B a r a n y a ................................................................... 1.4 1.4 1.60 1.3

2.2 1.6 0.80 0.7
G yőr-Sopron ......................................................... 1.2 1.4 1.40 1.2
K o m áro m  .............................................................. 5.0 5.0 7.41 0.3
Som ogy .................................................................. — — 0.40 0.3
T o l n a ........................................................................ — — 0.22 0.2
V a s ............................................................................ — — 2.36 2.0
V e s z p ré m ................................................................ 11.7 13.6 12.96 11.0
Zala .......................................................................... — — 2.36 2.0

Counties in  the Great Hungarian Plain:
B á c s - K is k u n ......................................................... 0 .9 1.6 2.24 1.9
B ékés ..................................................................... — 0.23 0.2
C songrád ................................................................ 3 ·2 1.0 2.70 2.3
H a jd ú - B ih a r ......................................................... 2.1 2.5 4.67 4.0
B est .......................................................................... З.о 4.3 9.05 ί . é
S z a b o lc s -S z a tm a r ................................................ '.8 1.6 5.47 4.0
Szolnok .................................................................. .8 1.5 2.46 2.0

Northern counties:
B orsod ..................................................................... б 3 11.3 15.51 13.4
H e v e s ....................................................................... — · 1.36 1.1
N ó g r á d ..................................................................... - - 0.40 0.3

O th e r coun ties to g e th e r  ...................................... 2.6 2.0 — —

T o t a l : ............................................................................ 100.0 100.0 117.60 100.0



Szekér y Oy. —L evai. 1 .  (1909): Szov jet l>e rendezések szerepe a  m ag y a r v eg y ip a r fejlesztésé
ben. M agyar K ém ikusok  L a p ja . (T he  role o f  Soviet eq u ip m en t in th e  developm en t o f  
chem ical in d u s try  in H u n g a ry )

Szekér. G y .—Szerit. F . — liottló. L . (1905): A m ag y a r v eg y ip a r he lyzete  és fejlesztése. 
K özgazdaság i K iadó , B u d ap es t. (S itu a tio n  and  developm ent o f chem ical in d u s try  
in H u n g a ry )

T erü le ti S ta tisz tik a i É v k ö n y v , 1975. S ta tisz tik a i K iadó , B u d a p es t, 1975. (Y ear-B ook of 
R egional S ta tis tic s , 1975.)

РЕЗЮМЕ

РАЗВИТИЕ ХИМИЧЕСКОЙ ПРОМЫШЛЕННОСТИ В ВЕНГРИИ 
В 1945- 1975 ГГ. С ОСОБЫМ ВНИМАНИЕМ НА ЭКОНОМИЧЕСКИЕ 

СВЯЗИ ЕЕ СО СТРАНАМИ ЧЛЕНАМИ-СЭВ

Исследование знакомит читателя с условиями развития химической промыш
ленности в Венгрии. Страна весьма бедна сырьём для неорганической химии, 
поваренных, калийных солей и фосфоросодержащего сырья здесь не имеется 
вообще, а добыча сернистых медных руд начнётся только в начале 80-х годов. 
Отдельные отрасли химической промышленности опирались на добычу каменного 
и бурого угл я  и полученные из них смолы. В 60-е гг. доля угольной промышленности 
с увеличением нефте- и газопереработки сократилась до минимума. В стране рабо
тает единственная коксовая батарея в Дунаупварошс. В настоящее время коли
чество перерабатываемой в год нефти составляет 10 млн. тонн. На олефиновом 
заводе в г. Ленпнвароше перерабатывается 1 млн. т бензина. Использование при
родного газа составляет 6 млрд. м3/год, из этого количества на н уж ды  химической 
промышленности идёт около 8 процентов.

Исследование содержит много конкретных данных о качественном развитии 
венгерского химического производства, о его структурной перестройке и произ
водственной кооперации со странами -  членами СЭВ. В ходе этого изложения 
автор знакомит нас с венгерско-советским соглашением в области химии олефинов 
а также производственной кооперацией между г. г. Ленинварош и Калуш. Он 
показывает наиболее крупные объекты в порядке их возникновения.

CS Z. A N T A L
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As a result of the national traffic policy in the 19th cent ury — which, 
in fact, was no other than the railway policy of the State — Budapest 
became — and has remained to this day — the main centre of Hungary’s 
traffic system.

The monocentric character of the country’s traffic system is shown 
by the fact that the overwhelming majority of the trunk lines branch 
off — directly or indirectly — from Budapest, it is here that the main public- 
roads converge, and the largest river-harbour and only international 
civil airport of Hungary are found. In consequence of the high concen
tration of the channels of communication the inland and international 
(transit) flows of passengers and goods accumulate here, which causes 
great problems because of the enormous international traffic resulting 
from the situation of the country.

The first determinative branch of the Hungarian traffic system 
which showed a dynamic growth was the railway. Its role was dominant, 
in essentials, until 1950. During the fifties and sixties, in accordance 
with the international tendencies, other branches came into prominence, 
such as public road traffic as a result of accelerated motorization, as 
well as water and air traffic with their new tasks. Nevertheless, the rail
way has remained the most important of all transportation facilities, 
but increased attention is paid to a co-ordination between the traffic 
branches.

Traffic policy nowadays shows new features. The revaluation of 
traffic management with reference to the national economy has begun. 
It was in this spirit that a new conception of traffic policy concerning the 
long-range and general directives of Hungarian traffic development was 
born in 1968.

The scope of activity defined in this traffic policy conception has 
three main parts:

— Reconstruction of rail transport, the development of the Hun
garian train service which plays a decisive role in fulfilling the 
tasks of transportation.



— Large-scale improvement of road traffic, as the branch of com
munication showing the most dynamic growth. This is a highly 
involved task encompassing the infrastructure of road traffic, 
the whole system of roads, the fuel-, repair- and service stations, 
that is everything that may have a part in road traffic today.

— Improved work division between the branches of communica
tion, co-ordinated development of their performance in order to 
enable them to cope with the transportation tasks they are 
charged with.

The international traffic policy objectives, whose importance is 
due partly to the geographical situation of Hungary, partly to its foreign 
trade, form an integral part of the Hungarian traffic policy.

From the point of view of communication the geographical situation 
of Hungary is highly favourable. Hungary is in the centre of Europe 
where the important and traditional channels of communication meet, 
which is of particular significance for the transit trade. Hungary possess
es a historically developed, relatively dense network of traffic lines. Be
sides the transit traffic of railway and waterways the motor-car through 
traffic on public roads shows an intensive increase. Owing to its transit 
character Hungary is often called “turn-table”. Many routes between the 
north and south, east and west of Europe cross Hungary. The waterway 
directly connecting the Black Sea and the North Sea through the Danube- 
Main-Khine Canal to be opened in the near future — at the beginning of 
the eighties — will also pass through Hungary.

The Hungarian channels of communication play a particularly im
portant role in the foreign trade of the socialist eontries. It is through 
Hungary that the Romanian, Bulgarian, Yugoslav, Czechoslovakian, Po
lish and East-German exports and imports pass, and this is the route of 
the Soviet-Yugoslav-, Soviet-Austrian-, Soviet-Swiss-, Soviet-Italian-, 
and to some extent even of the Soviet-West-German trade. Transit trans
portation is almost to hundred per cent the duty of the railway, and this 
traffic also shows a highly dynamic development (Table 1.).

Table 7.

Trend »I the  tran s it railw ay tran sp o rta tio n
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The two busiest transit lines of Hungary are: Záhony — Budapest — 
Hegyeshalom and Lökösháza-Szolnok - Budapest -  Vác. The transit traffic

Year Million tons 10(50 =  100.0
Percentage to  to ta l 

transpo rta tion

1960 7.1 10 0 .0 7.4
1965 10.4 146 .5 9.1
1970 12.0 1 6 9 .0 10.2
1973 10 .0 2 2 5 .4 13.1
1975 2 0 .5 2 8 8 .7 15.2



Year Million tons 1901 =  100.0
Percentage o f 

im ports

19(11 1.5 lo o .o 1« .5
197« 9 .2 (113.3 3S .7
1972 12 .« 8 0 0 .0 3(1.«
1975 i s .  1 120(1.7 

( w i th o u t )  
e th y l e n e )

4 2 .0

of water- and road transportation — while also rapidly increasing — is 
negligible compared to the railway service.

As another very important factor we have to mention the peculiar 
economic conditions of Hungary. The country is relatively poor in raw 
material, has a limited supply of energy, on the other hand, a considerable 
proportion of its produces are exported. The international trade is thus 
of basic importance. The value of export is nearly 50 per cent of the na
tional income. This is much higher than the value of the corresponding 
index e.g. in Czechoslovakia and Austria. In foreign trade the volume of 
goods transported through the channels of communication is increasing 
at a very fast rate. In the composition of import goods the raw materials 
are dominant, therefore in foreign trade transportation the share of im
ports exceeds that of exports. It is here that the new method of trans
portation: conveyance through pipe-lines gains importance: Hungary 
imports petroleum and natural gas from the Soviet Γηίοη. and natural 
gas from Romania, and exports ethylene to the Soviet Cnion through 
such a pipe-system (Table 2.).

Table 2.

Trend of pipe-lini' tran sp o rta tio n  in H ungary  (petro leum  and n a tu ra l gras)
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The volume of exports and imports is increasing from year to year 
in each branch of communication, but the main role is played by the 
railway.

Adding the volume of imports through pipe-lines to the figures of 
Table 3 we find that the volume of foreign trade transportation in Hunga
ry was some 45 million tons in 1973.

The participation of the Hungarian traffic system and stock of 
vehicles in the international traffic is very important from the point 
of view of Hungary’s foreign exchange policy. Some 56 per cent of the 
exchange earnings of communication were realized in 1972 by the rail
way, 17 per cent by the road traffic, 17 per cent again by the air traffic 
and 10 per cent by navigation. Hungarian transportation facilities con
tribute 41 per cent at home (mostly by transit railway service) and 42 
per cent abroad to the exchange earnings of the country; 17 per cent 
originates from servicing activity.



Table 3.
Trends ut exports and im ports in H u ngary  (m illion tons)
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Participation of the Hungarian system of communication in the 
international passenger traffic while not significant in proportions is of 
very high political and social importance. In the everyday international 
long-distance traffic Hungary took part with almost four and a half 
million persons in 1972 (five times the I960 figure) and this number is 
continuously increasing. The number of those entering and leaving the 
country by bus and car is more and more significant within the inter
national traffic (Table 4.).

W hile in the international passenger traffic navigation only serves 
recreational and touristic purposes, the role of air transport in the long
distance passenger traffic is becoming more and more important (in 1973 
the number of passengers arriving at and departing from the Budapest- 
Ferihegv airport, respectively, was nearly half a million each).

Table 4.
F ro n tie r truffi«* of bus and ear in H ungary  (.000)

The traffic policy conception accepted in 1968 goes far to consider 
in every detail the special position of Hungary in the international 
transportation of goods and passengers, and the development objectives 
have been set accordingly.

The reason why a new traffic policy had to be introduced was that 
the existing systems of communication were no longer able to satisfy the 
quantitatively and qualitatively increasing demands. When considering 
this question we must not forget that the development of Hungary’s 
traffic system has been far from being smooth. The military actions of the 
second world war caused tremendous damages to all branches of communi
cation. Reconstruction work mostly followed the earlier pattern while

H ungarian lea\ ing
Year Foreign entering

rar bus <-ar 1)118

1080 . . .
I

......................................... 4.S 0.0 13.2 1.5
1965 . . . ......................................... 3S.3 2.0 185.1 7.0
1970 . . . ......................................... 51 5.5 73S.2 2S.4
1075 . . . ......................................... 180.3 6.0 1174.0 22.4

Year
Railway Pillili • road N'a\ igation

im p o rt ex p o rt im port ex p o rt im p o rt export

I 9 6 0  ....................................... 10.1 2 .S 0 .0 0 .3
1 9 6 5  ....................................... 13.1 4 .0 0.1 0.1 o . s 0 .5
19 7 0  ....................................... I S .4 6 .0 0.1 0.1 0 .0 0 .6
1073 ....................................... 10.1 9 .9 0 .2 0 .2 O.S 0 .7
107 5  ....................................... 2 2 .0 11 .0 0 .2 0 .2 0 .0 0 .7



the general economic development of the country transformed the regio
nal strucure of the national economy to a considerable extent, and this 
did not correspond to the system of communication. The mobility of 
population grew. The transport demands increased and the directions of 
transportation changed. While before the war the largest volume of 
transportation was directed to the west, in the past thirty years, owing 
to the changed international economic relations of Hungary, the bulk 
of transportation shifted eastwards. The role of personal transportation 
facilities increased, and with the rising living standards and more leisure 
time the demands on communication grew.

These factors influence the individual branches of communication 
in different ways and raise special demands on them.

Development and results of railway traffic in Hungary

Γη the communication system of Hungary the development of 
railway lines provided the basis on which both a regional labour division 
within the country and Hungary’s participation in the international 
division of work were built. It had a dominant, almost exclusive role in 
maintaining the regional economic relations.

Under such conditions it is understandable that the destruction of 
trains caused bv the military actions in 1044 — 45 still added to the serious 
economic problems of the country, and was the main obstacle to a normal 
economic life, because for lack of transportation even the available means 
of production could not be fully utilized. The transportation of coal and 
raw material was uneven and difficulties arose in supplying food to re
gions in need.

During the war 15 per cent of the railway-bridges. 40 per cent of the 
trackage, 26 per cent of the shunts and 45 per cent of the buildings were 
destroyed or seriously damaged; 44 per cent of the engines, 60 per cent 
of the passenger-carriages and 74 per cent of the goods wagons were 
carried off. Of the engines left in the country 61 per cent, while of the pas
senger-carriages and goods wagons 56 and 43 per cent, respectively, were 
destroyed. Only 500 of a total of some 3,000 engines were in working 
condition. All bridges of the Danube and Tisza were blown up. The most 
important railway centre of the country, the Budapest system of railway 
lines and establishments suffered particularly severe losses.

It was not by chance that the Soviet-Hungarian co-operation was 
first established in the field of communication with special regard to the 
railway.

The destroyed railway system which was of vital importance not 
only for the advance and fresh supply of the Soviet army but also from 
the point of view of supplying food to the population of the liberated 
areas — was put in working order during the military actions by the 
engineering corps of the Soviet army with the collaboration of Hungarian 
railway personnel.

TRAFFIC PO L IC Y  IN  H U N G A R Y  73



After the complete liberation of the country, as a result of the re
construction work started by the Hungarian C onnnunist I a it\ with the 
slogan “All out for the railways!”, in 1948 the lines were already in wor
king condition, and the first Three-Year Plan (1948-1950) -  besides 
redressing the most serious losses -  resulted in the construction of new 
lines with a view to satisfying the continuously increasing demands of 
mining and industry.

The bulk of tlie rail transportation was carried through with the 
Soviet Union, so it was of primary importance to provide for a smooth 
frontier traffic. The name of Záhony has since become known not only in 
Hungary but all over Europe. The railway-bridge over the river Tisza 
between Záhony and Csap was destroyed in the war. After the restoration 
of the provisional military bridge reloading from broad-gauge wagons to 
the Hungarian standard-gauge railway took place here. This traffic in 
1945 was very small compared to the present one. Only 30 — 40 wagons 
(about 700 tons) were reloaded a day. The increasing traffic soon made it 
necessary to widen the turntable- and loading capacities of the two fron
tier stations and to build the permanent Tisza bridge. The bridge with 
broad- and standard-gauge tracks was opened in 1946. Most of the com
modities within the Hungarian-Soviet exchange of goods have ever 
since been transported via this bridge. The systematic development of 
the reloading area began: on the Hungarian side broad- and standard- 
gauge reloading stations were built at Záhony. I uzser and Komoró.

The development of the reloading area is partly shown by Table 5.
Table 5.

11 road-gauge en tering  tra tlie  at Z álio in

74 Z. ANTAL·

It is via Záhony, too, that a considerable part of the Hungarian ex
port goods is transported to the Soviet Union: in 1967 0.64. in 1975 1.9 
million tons.

Záhony is a place of crucial importance for Hungarian-Soviet trans
portation. More than 90 per cent of the Hungarian-Soviet foreign trade, 
furthermore, the Soviet exports to, and imports from Western Europe 
and Yugoslavia cross this station. There are few railway stations in the 
world with as large a reloading capacity as that. As a matter of fact, it 
consists of eight stations built within a radius of some 20 km.

Year Million tons 1949 = 100.0

100.0
237.5

1957 ........................ 4.5 562.5
1961 ........................  ! 6.5 812.5
1973 ........................ 12.1 1.512.5
1975 ........................ 14.2 1.775.0
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The increasing transportation tasks of national economy called for 
the modernization of the railway system. As a result of this demand hav
ing been realized — which process was considerably accelerated by mea
sures taken on the basis of the traffic policy conception accepted in 1968- 
the technical level of railways rose by leaps and bounds, and their trans
porting capacity — in spite of the more or less unchanged length of 
trackage — increased, first of all in consequence of the modernization of 
lines and hauling.

With the modernization of the railway lines completed, a trunk 
system suitable for 23 tons axle load was built out at a length of 3000 km, 
and the length of continuous tracks has also been increased to 3000 km. 
Some 1,200 km of railway lines have been made up-to-date. The length 
of electrified lines is 1.100 km. With the simultaneously realized Diesel 
programme steam traction has practically ceased on the trunk lines. The 
joint share of Diesel- and electric traction is 90 per cent of the total trac
tive power.

Substantial modernization has been carried out on the about 3 ,0 0 0  
km long, so-called trunk lines where some 80 per cent of the transporta
tion is realized, including almost the total international traffic.

As a contrast to this large-scale modernization work, the liquidation 
of lines with slack traffic has begun at a length of 2,200 km (these lines had a 
share of about 1.2 and 3 per cent in the goods- and passenger traffic, 
respectively). Information on the railway lines is given in Table 6.

Parallel to the modernization of the railway lines the reconstruction 
of the station system is also in process. This means that similarly to the 
quiet railway lines the small, mostly insufficiently equipped stations of 
the trunk- and other lines will be replaced by a lower number of modern, 
so-called district stations.

The modernization of the line- and station system postulates a co
operation between railway- and road traffic. Traffic from the liquidated 
railway lines is transferred to the public roads.

Table 0.
D evelopm ent of railw ay lines (a t the emi «I the  year in kill*)

(s tan d ard -, na rro w - and broad gauge railw ays)
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• Suburban railways included.

Year
Length Of standard gauge

Total length 
of tracksstandard narrow broad total double tra· k

■
electrified

к а и к е

1950 848 319 14,298
1955 _ _ 10,298 938 373 14.648
1960 _ — _ 10,307 958 469 14,963
1965 S.I03 1,937 29 10.069 1,020 577 15,124
1970 8,093 1.3H6 35 9,514 1,108 935 14,780
1973 S.024 1.134 35 9,193 1.158 1,100 14.519
1975 7,490 900 35 8,425 1,158 1,240 13,752



Inland International Total
Year

million tons
thousand thousand
million million tons million million tons million
ton-kin ton-kin ton-km

1960 . 76.0 8.6 20.0 4.7 96.0 13.3
17.385.9 114.3

1970 . .
t).o

80.7 10.8 36.7 9.0 117.4 19.8
1973 . .  
1975 . .

77.6
81.5

10.3
11.0

45.0
53.5

1 1.3
13.6

122.6
135.0

21.3
24.6

The modernization of the railway does not fundamentally change 
the regional peculiarities -  i. e. the monocentric character -  of the net
work of lines. It does change, however, the transporting capacity by tak
ing into account the main inland- and international flows of goods and 
passengers.

The modernization of railways and rationalization of transportation 
ensure, thus, that -  according to the traffic policy conception -  “the 
railway will maintain its primary role in the mass- and long-distance 
transportation of passengers and goods, as well as in the international 
tiaftic . And we can safely add.* its role w*ill be even more important in 
the international traffic than in the inland transportation (Table 7.).

The outstanding role of the railway in the international traffic of 
goods is fundamentally determined by four factors:

— the well-known export-import intensive character of the Hunga
rian national economy and — in consequence — the ever increasing vo
lume of exports and imports;

— the increasing participation of Hungary in the international — 
and first of all socialist -  division of work;

— the highly favourable geographical situation of Hungary which 
obviously renders the Hungarian railway system suitable for transit 
traffic from every direction;

— the apparent fitness of the railway for transporting large volumes 
of goods quickly, at relatively low costs and almost irrespective of the 
weather conditions.

Table 7.
Kail way traffic  in (roods

T R A F F IC  P O L IC Y  IN  H U N G A R Y  ~η

On this basis the dynamic growth of international traffic in goods is 
easy to understand. The most characteristic routes of the Hungarian 
railways are:

— the most important transportation partner is the Soviet Union; 
its share is one quarter of the international traffic of Hungary;

— Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia take part with 14 per cent each, 
Romania with 12 per cent and the German Democratic Republic with 
9 per cent.



-  of the capitalist countries Austria with 5 per cent and the German 
Federal Republic with 4,5 per cent in the international traffic of Hun
gary.

' Thus, more than four-fifth of the total international rail transport 
of Hungary is carried out with socialist countries.

In the structure of the goods transport raw materials, fuels and buil
ding materials are dominating (Table 8.). Compared to them the weights 
of goods of agricultural origin (grains, sugar-beet, potato, fruit) or those 
of agricultural purpose are relatively low; however, owing to the highly 
seasonal nature of transportation latter cause the greatest problems in 
organizing the traffic and carrying through the transportation (autumn 
peak of railways). The volume of piece goods compared to the total volu
me of rail transport is today negligible. This kind of traffic has been 
mostly transferred to the public roads, in the railway service it appears 
as wagon-load.

Table H.

Structuri· ul it iiiiiIs transported  by tra in  (1973)
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In carrying out the international rail transportation of goods great 
help is given by the OPVV, a common wagon pool established by seven 
COMECON countries, 'flic intergovernmental agreement that regulates 
the use of the wagon pool enables the railways of the socialist countries 
to use the wagons of other OPYV-rail ways as their own within the number 
of wagons they contributed to the common pool. By this a considerable 
amount of idle running can be spared. The share of Hungary in the OPW 
wagon pool is 12 per cent.

The Hungarian railwav is member to a number of other European 
railway co-operations (INTERFRIGO, INTERCONTAINER) and takes 
part in the transportation work of the international express-freight train 
service (TEEM). In Europe the number of TEEM-trai ns running a day 
is about 135 of which the Hungarian railway is interested in 19 lines.

Goods Million tons Percentage

Coal ................................................................................. 19.5 15.9
P e tro leu m  anil p e tro leu m  p ro d u c ts  ................. 8.0 (i.5
M etals ............................................................................ 10.1 S. 2

15.9 12.9
C em ent an d  cem ent p ro d u c ts  ............................. li. 7 5.5
T im b e r ............................................................................ li.9 5.(5
P ro d u c ts  o f fe rrous m eta llu rg y  .......................... 9.5 7.7
F ertilizers, p la n t p ro tec tive«  ............................... 5.2 4.2
G ra in s ............................................................................ 3.1 2.5
S u g a r - b e e t ..................................................................... 2 .li 2.1
Ot her p r o d u c e s ............................................................ 35.2 2 s .9

T o ta l : ................................................................ 122.IÌ 100.0



Country
Thousand persons Percentage increase of traffic 

1965-1972
1965 1972

T o ta l .................................................. 2014.3 271 1.1 134.6
оГ w hich

A u s t r i a ................................................ 77.0 79.4 103.2
B u lg a r ia ............................................. 22.1 35.4 176.2
( z e c h o s lo v a k ia ............................... 71 1.« 513.7 77.2
Y ugoslav ia  .................................... 90.3 137.7 152.5
Boland ................................................ 149.4 354.8 237.4
G D R  .................................................. 152.4 301.0 197.6
G F R .................................................... 50.4 67.0 132.9
R o m an ia  ......................................... 233.1 276.3 118.5
Soviet T’n i o n .................................... 97.0 181.5 187.0

The ]»assenger traffic of the railway is more or less constant. This 
means, on the other hand, that its role in satisfying the rapidly growing 
demands of the population is gradually decreasing. While e. g. in 1960 
the number of passengers transported by the railway was 3Ö8 million 
(with the suburban railway 485 million), and its share in the total passen
ger traffic 49 per cent (with the suburban railway 67 per cent), in 1973 
the number of passengers was 371 million (and 492 million, respectively), 
but the share of the railway in the total passenger transport fell to 40 per 
cent (and 47 per cent, respectively, with the suburban railway included). 
As opposed to the inland passenger transport, the international passenger 
traffic of trains shows an increasing tendency — seen in Table 9. —,which is 
particularly remarkable (namely, the passenger traffic from the neigh
bouring countries mostly consists of passengers arriving by car or bus).

Table 9
T he in te rn a tio n al passenger trafile  «I th e  H u n g a rian  railw ay system

T R A F F IC  P O L IC Y  IN  H U N G A R Y  7 9

The above brief summarization proves at the same time that in the 
period of tlie centrally planned economic management the railway traffic 
developed parallel to the other sectors of national economy. The devel
opment of railway reflects the changes too that have taken place in the 
regional structure of economy and in the international economic relations 
of Hungary since World War II.
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РЕЗЮМЕ

ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ ПОЛИТИКА ВЕНГРИИ И РАЗВИТИЕ 
ЕЕ ЖЕЛЕЗНОДОРОЖНЫХ ПЕРЕВОЗОК

Данное исследование знакомит читателя с чрезвычайно благоприятным транс
портно-географическим положением Венгрии с точки зрения транзита. Во внут
ренних и транзитных перевозках страны ведущая роль принадлежит железно
дорожному транспорту. Ежегодно около 140 млн.т грузов перевозится по желез
ным дорогам, более чем 25 млрд. т-км. 80% грузового потока осуществляется по 
магистральным железнодорожным линиям с нормальной колеёй рельс в 74«) мм, 
которые составляют в общей сложности 1/3 обшей длины железных дорог Венгрии. 
И з  этого видно, что большая часть сформировавшихся в XIX веке путей имеют 
малую грузонапряжённость. Началось упразднение неэкономичных железно
дорожных линий. До сих пор движение прекратилось на 650 км-ax железной 
дороги с нормальной колеёй и на 1000 к.м-ах — с узкой.

Особое место в грузовых перевозках занимает товарная станция Захонь, куда 
ежегодно из СССР по широкой колее прибывает 15 млн. тонн грузов.
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JOINT ENTERPRISES IN CAPITALIST COI NTRIKS WITH HINGARY 
HOLDING VN INTEREST IN

by

ILONA DRAGON

D e p a rtm e n t o f  G eneral K eonom ie G eography , E ö tv ö s  L oriind  U n iv e rsity , B u d a p e s t,
H u n g ary

lleceived: 31. 12. 1973.

ln the last two decades the rapid development of production forces, 
the technico-scientific revolution, brought about profound changes in 
world economy. The traditional form of foreign trade — selling and buy
ing goods — is today completed by various other forms of international 
economic relations. Increasing role is played c. g. by the internat/onal 
production co-operation where production specialization is linked up 
with other factors, first of all with technical development and co-opera
tion in marketing. The independent international trade of technical 
knowledge (licences, know-hows, etc.) is continually increasing. Produc
tion for tlie market — for known or unknown consumers — is more and 
more frequently realized through an international co-operation, and the 
international specialization of production increases parallel. As a result 
of a technical progress and the more efficient organization of production, 
goods are produced at a faster rate and the range of products has widened 
All this has resulted in new, more efficient and more flexible forms of 
market organization.

International co-operation often is extended not only to certain 
economic operations, but to all, or most of the activities of companies; 
in this case it is a joint venture which again may have different forms. 
One of the most advanced representatives of joint ventures: the joint 
enterprise is based on the common interests of socialist and capitalist 
companies.

It is not without reason that in this case we speak of a joint enter
prise and not of a joint venture, as the term venture has a broader mean
ing than the term enterprise. A venture encompasses different operations 
of co-operation character too, which -  in fact — have nothing to do 
with the two key issues: proprietorship and management.

The international joint enterprises belong to the most developed 
forms of market organization. The purpose of these enterprises is to ex
plore and exploit the possibilities, which by other means and methods 
would be difficult -  if feasible at all. The joint enterprise is thus a means 
of realizing the economic objectives and economic policy of a country.

6 ANNALES — Sectio Geographica — Tomus X.



The joint enterprise is a special form of co-operation between soci
alist and capitalist companies. With the strengthening of international 
relations the importance of such enterprises has come into prominence. 
They are still scarce, but a considerable increase in their numbers is ex
pected. as they are advantageous to both parties. The joint enterprise 
may lie an excellent means of stabilizing prices, maintaining markets, 
tightening the economic relations or introducing a product — or products 
_ o n  the market. With the establishment of a joint enterprise the parti
cipant countries wish to attain the same objective: bringing about a 
smoothly functioning foreign trade market organization, mainly to 
maintain and increase the export activity.

It is particularly important in the case of Hungary where foreign 
trade is of outstanding significance in the economic life of the country. 
The export/national income ratio in Hungary is more than 4<> per cent 
and the increase of the national income by 1 per cent requires a 1.5—2 
per cent increase in foreign trade according to historical experiences.

Due to the fast rate of industrialization and by joining in the inter
national division of labour the foreign trade of Hungary is rapidly devel
oping. 'l'liis process is based in the first place on the labour division built 
out with the socialist countries. In the foreign trade of Hungary the share 
of the socialist countries was 61.!) per cent, while that of the other count
ries 38.1 per cent in 1974. it is in the interest of Hungary to stabilize the 
foreign trade relations not only with the socialist, but with the capitalist 
markets too. Preference is given to those forms of co-operation which 
can be extended over a long period and ensures the continuity of devel
opment.

Jo in t enterprises in developed and developing countries with Hungary
holding an interest in

The new system of economic management introduced in 1968 has 
created favourable conditions for Hungary to establish international 
joint enterprises.

'fhe questions of an international co-operation with non-socialist 
countries based fundamentally on independent initiations by the com
panies concerned have been regulated by decrees.

Apart from several Tungsram concerns established before 1945, most 
joint enterprises have been formed since 1968. According to the evidence 
of the Table below the companies were particularly active in 1972: 26.2 
per cent of the foreign concerns were established in that year.

Of the foreign concerns of Hungary 79.8 per cent are found in devel
oped capitalist countries (76.2 per cent in Europe and 3.6 per cent in 
North America) and 20.2 per cent in developing countries (10.6 per cent 
in Asia, 4.8 per cent in Africa and 4.8 per cent in Latin-America).

.More than one-third of the mixed enterprises established in capitalist 
relations were settled in two countries: Austria and the German Federal
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Republic. This can be explained by a number of economic, social and 
historical factors.

Both countries are traditional business partners of Hungary. Their 
favourable geographical situation had a part in placing masses of Hunga-

F o undation  y ear and silo* of H un g arian  — cap ita lis t en te rp rises* *  fu n c tio n in g  a t  p resen t
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F о и η <1 a t i ο η y e a r
site before 1 1945 — 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1978 from Totalinto 1 Í 1974 on

F n g lan d  . . . . 1 1 1 4 1 1 9
A u s t r i a .......... 3 2 1 1 1 7 3 18
B elg ium  . . . . 1 I 2
C y p r u s .......... 1 1
D en m ark  . . . 1 1
F in lan d  . . . . 1 1
F ra n c e  .......... 1 1 1 3
H o lla n d .......... 1 1 2
O K U .............. 1 1 1 4 5 2 2 Hi
I ta ly  .............. 1 2 1 4
Spain  ............ 1 1 2
S w itzerland  . 1 1 1 3
Sw eden . . . . 1 1 2

K nrope  . . . 9 5 3 5 S 5 17 7 5 1)4
( ev lon  .......... 1 1
In d ia  ............ 1 1
Iran  .............. 1 1 2
J a p a n  ............ 1 1
K uw ait . . . . 1 1
L ebanon  . . . 1 1 1 3

Asia .......... 2 1 2 2 2 9

N ig e r ia .......... 2 2 4

A frica . . . . 2 2 2
C anada  .......... 1 1
U S A ................. 1 1 2

N o rth
A m erica  . . 1 1 1 3

H o llan d
A ntilles . . 1 1

M e x ic o .......... 1 1
P e r u .............. 2 2
L a tin -

A m erica . . 1 3 4

W orld  to ta l  . 9 5 7 7 11 S 22 7 8 84

• The collection of data was completed in the first half of 1975.
·· Some of the enterprises included in this and subsequent tables are operated exclusively with Hunga

rian capital and cannot thus be regarded as joint enterprises. Their being included in the tables is justified 
by the fact that their objectives and conditions as well as their market problems are similar to those of the 
joint enterprises, and as regards the regulators and incenti\es they also fall under the same category as joint 
enterprises do.
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rian products on these markets. Consequently, these two countries are 
the biggest capitalist business partners of Hungary. In 1974 18.2 per cent 
of the capitalist exports of Hungary was directed to the German Federal 
Republic and 10.6 per cent to Austria.

In the foreign trade relations of Hungary with developing countries 
joint enterprises have been rather scarce and of mixed character so far. 
This can be attributed to some practical problems of economic policy to 
be cleared up concerning the forms of co-operation.

In the case of joint enterprises established in developing countries 
the main problem of the Hungarian party is the proprietory share in the 
capital and profit of the enterprise.

S o m e  w a y s  o f  d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  j o i n t  e n te r p r is e s

Joint enterprises mostly come into existence in two ways:
1. from traditional business relations, and
2. from co-operation.

1. Joint enterprise developing from traditional business relations

Joint enterprises may be established after a longer period of gradual 
development, or overnight. As a first step, a company usually organizes 
marketing agencies on the major foreign markets to increase its exports. 
By this the marketing policy of the company will be successfully carried 
into effect on the one hand, and the indications (prices, quality, up-to- 
-dateness etc.) of the major markets more directly perceived by the com
pany, on the other. I t was in this way that CORTEO S. A. Naucalpan 
(Mexico) was brought into existence by TECHNOIMPEX as the firm 
responsible for the business. The aim is to increase the exports of Hunga
rian machine-tools to Mexico and the neighbouring Central-American 
countries.

In the next phase the companies complete their marketing network 
with after-sale services, establish assembling- and packaging units where 
the products and fittings imported from the parent company are mounted, 
packed etc. It was in this way e. g. that the scope of activity of the joint 
enterprise established by the Medimpex in Lagos, Nigeri a under the name 
IMARSEL CHEMICALCO LTD was extended. The main task of the 
company is to place the Hungarian pharmaceutical products on the mar
ket of Nigeria. At the beginning it functioned as a trade company; later 
a small factory unit was erected, and since it was put into operation some 
products of the company have been produced and packed on the spot.

In the following phase components imported from the parent com
pany are completed with various fittings produced locally, or further 
processing, or even an independent production-, marketing- and servic
ing activity is carried on etc. Such an independent producing activity is 
performed e. g. by the THEMIS CHEMICALS LIMITED (Bombay).
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2. Joint enterprise developing from co-operation

The other way joint enterprises develop in is connected with co
operation. The spread of production co-operation in the past period was 
partly due to the fact that the rate of technical development and pro
duction specialization has been faster than the process of capital accumu
lation and centralization, and the range of products is rapidly widening. 
The companies are unable to cope in general (in capital, intellectual ca
pacity, dimensions etc.) with the complexity of final products and with 
the tendency of developing a highly efficient mass production. This 
renders co-operation in turning out the final product possible, or even 
necessary if the economic efficiency of production is to be increased.

In an international production co-operation the companies do not 
give up independence, but establish functional interrelations concerning 
certain economic operations, enter into a more or less close partnership, 
and in the course of all this a kind of interdependence develops between 
them. The success of the co-operation later provides a possibility to 
build up the closest possible connection between the companies by the 
establishment of a joint enterprise. In this case such enterprises e. g. 
assemble the components produced by the parent companies, and even 
carry on an independent marketing activity. Therefore — according to 
the principle of progressivity — joint ventures should be started with a 
lower level of production co-operation, then intensified to the degree of 
specialization until, finally, a joint enterprise is established.

Thus, co-operation later shows a tendency to turning into “joint 
venture” type operations. This can be favourable from the point of view 
of sharing the risk, increasing the efficiency of co-operation; furthermore, 
the stage of quantitative production can be replaced by the improvement 
and utilization of qualitative factors (prices, rentability, direct marke
ting etc.). Such a joint venture developed from a co-operation is the Corn 
Production System A. ft. (Zug. Switzerland). The Bábolna State Farm 
entered into an agreement on industry-like maize production with the 
Chicago company Corn Production System (CPS) through the Intercor
poration Rt (1970). CPS supplied the necessary seed-grain and machines. 
The new technology was applied with success. The results have been so ex
cellent that the Hungarian and American parties made a new pact, 
and a joint enterprise of fifty-fifty per cent interest was established with 
Switzerland as centre to sell the system to a third country.

Besides the above outlined two ways in which joint enterprises come 
into existence, a third way has been worked out for some years: joint 
enterprises are established in developing countries on the basis of political 
and economic considerations, with technical and technological transfer, 
in the framework of economic assistance. They generally are not related 
either with an earlier intensive commercial activity (that is, no trade 
relations from which the joint enterprise could have grown out existed), 
or with any industrial co-operation that could have led to the establish
ment of a joint enterprise. They serve for laying the foundation of future
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trade relations and production co-operations which, when further deve
loped, render it possible to establish new joint enterprises. A typical 
represenatative of this group of enterprises is the Asian Electrical and 
Mineral Industries Ltd. (Colombo).
A d v a n ta g e s  o f  e s ta b l is h in g  a j o in t  e n te r p r is e

The establishment of a joint enterprise should be preceded by a de
tailed analysis of the international market conditions. The aim of the 
analysis is to elaborate possible alternatives for the improvement of 
export activities.

Without any claim to completeness, the advantages of joint en
terprises over other forms of marketing and undertaking are:

— The joint enterprise ensures a permanent presence on the mar
ket, and makes it easier to acquire a better knowledge of mar
kets. An immediate and proper response to market impulses 
is rendered thereby possible.

— With commodities placed on the market under the name of the 
joint enterprise the market discrimination can be avoided. 
Enterprises settled in Common Market countries with Hungary 
holding an interest in theme.g. are considered within the integ
ration as national companies.

— With the joint enterprise market research and marketing activity 
can be increased. In the case of exporting consumption goods, 
constant and intensive market research is almost indispensable, 
and can be carried out better through joint enterprises than by 
agents. New relations can be initiated more powerfully, and a 
clientele formed properly.

— The joint enterprise may accelerate acclimatization to the mar
ket. because the well-established “good-will” or “image” of the 
partner is added to the co-operation. It renders the development, 
then protection of a standard quality possible.

— It simplifies the marketing channels of international trade: shor
tens the way of goods from producer to consumer, by eliminating 
the otherwise necessary intermediate links.

— As opposed to other channels and patterns of marketing, the 
joint enterprise is interested in developing a proper price-and 
market policy, as the founders are interested in the results.

— Through the joint enterprise the founders can organize the co
operation of various markets too. With the joint enterprises 
foreign trade possesses an operative mobility unimaginable in 
the case of a mere agent’s activity.

— Joint enterprises can perform an organizing activity which besi
des increasing the direct exports may widen the possibility of an 
indirect export too, and can take part in the actual work of im
port organization.

— The flow of information becomes simpler, quicker and more 
direct between producer, trader and final seller.
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— As a further advantage of the joint enterprise, purposeful acti
vity can he performed with smaller capitals contributed by the 
parties.

F o r m s  a n d  f u n d  io n s  o f  j o i n !  e n te r p r is e s

The most frequent forms of joint enterprises are: the limited liabi
lity company, the share company and the Limited Company.

Com pany form s of Ilunsrary’s foreign concerns

J O IN T  E N T E R P R IS E S  IN  C A P IT A L IS T  C O U N T R IE S  W IT H  H U N G A R Y  87

* In Anglo-Saxon territories t lie forms of association are different. The limited company as laid down 
in the Knglish law cannot he placed either in the category of share company or in that of limited liability 
company. The association form of company limited by shares has two types: the public company is closer 
to the share company, while the private company shows features similar to those of a limited liability com
pany.

The above variety of company form is due to the efforts made by 
the founders to adjust the joint enterprises to the legal systems, market 
conditions and conventions of the respective countries.

The major types of Hungary’s foreign concerns have already deve
loped in the practice. They can be grouped by different aspects. Γ11 the 
following classification the economic objective is considered, that is, tlie 
character of the activity the joint enterprise displays. There are accor
dingly:

a) Enterprises direi tip engaged in sellini/ and buying
They purchase goods for account of their own usually from the Hun

garian parent company, and sell them on their area of fuetioning or in a 
third country. Enterprises with the main task of ensuring the Hungarian 
import belong to the same category. Of course, the two activities usually 
run parallel, still the foreign concerns generally and mostly serve export 
purposes. A joint enterprise carrying on the above outlined commercial 
activity is e. g. the IGA (Vienna).

Hungarian founders (in the first place foreign trade companies, then 
producing enterprises authorized to carry on foreign trade activities) give 
preference to concerns with a commercial character. In the market 
policy considerations of Hungarian companies placing their goods on 
capitalist markets the question arises whether it would not be better to

num ber percentage

Share  c o m p a n y ............................... 23 2 7 .4
L im ited  l ia b ility  co m p an y  . . . . 31 3 0 .8
L im ited  C om pany*  ...................... 1« 2 2 .0
D eposit co m p an y  ........................ 5 0 .0
B ran ch  e s ta b lish m e n t................... 5 0 .0
Silent p a r t n e r .................................. I 1.2
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manage local marketing by themselves. For this strategy of trade poli
cy, naturally, business transactions ensuring or promising considerable 
returns are only taken into consideration.

h) Agency■ Tt has a mediatory role in placing the export goods of the 
Hungarian parent company on foreign markets. It performs, in 
fact, the task of a foreign agent or representative. Agencies are 
generally established by former agents who enter into partnership 
with the Hungarian company they were commissioned by and 
continue their earlier activity in the form of a joint enterprise. 
Among the joint enterprises in which Hungary has an interest 
those carrying on an agent’s activity are dominant.

c) Enterprises carrying on a producing activity. .Most of them perform 
industrial activities by processing raw material into finished 
products. It should be noted that they usually are established in 
developing countries and can be regarded as a separate category. 
Tt is in the first place a practice in manufacturing, the know-how, 
these countries expect from the Hungarian partner, further a 
skill in building up and equipping the factories, familiarity with 
the calculations, knowledge of sources of material- and machine 
purchase, of marketing possibilities as well as the supply of 
experts. Latter is perhaps the most important element of the 
partnership as far as the foreign partner is concerned.
The foreign partner, that is in this case the Hungarian company, 
contributes to the association in the form of supplying machines, 
licences, know-how documentations which can be best utilized. 
A representative of this type of joint enterprise is the cheese 
factory in Lebanon (Alimentaires, S. A. L. Beyrouth — Énfa, 
Lebanon).

d) A transition between commercial and producing activities is the 
form of functioning when besides a commercial activity operations 
connected with the production of goods and development of 
their '‘marketability" are gradually performed on the spot. In 
this case the industrial activity is aimed at facilitating the com
mercial activity, shortening the channels of goods and adjusting 
the production to the local requirements and marketing demands. 
E. g. in the foreign joint enterprises of Moni трех honey exported 
in barrels and cans is packaged and labelled etc. on the spot, and 
distribution is also carried out by the same enterprise.

e) Enterprise with a servicing character. To this category b e lo n g  the 
enterprises that perform construction work (Consulting Engi
neering). servicing activity, transportation, e. g. TESCO-KOZTI 
Consulting Engineers LTD Calabar (Nigeria).

f) In addition to these main types there are foreign enterprises of 
different character which also serve economic, foreign trade 
purposes. Such are the foreign banking concerns of Hungary, 
e. g. Hungarian International Bank Ltd (London).
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The above outlined economic objectives of foreign enterprises with 
Hungary holding an interest in determine at the same time their fields 
of activity.·

J O IN T  E N T E R P R IS E S  IN  C A P IT A L IS T  C O U N T R IE S  W IT H  H U N G A R Y  8 9

All in all. it can be said that most of the Hungarian companies estab
lish two main types of joint enterprise: marketing and producing enter
prises.

In developed capitalist countries enterprises with commercial acti
vities, while in developing countries production enterprises, or those 
with a mixed production-trade character are established in the first place.

The joint enterprises are of minor economic importance on a national 
scale as vet, but their activity proves that the idea of establishing joint 
enterprises as a means of promoting the economic objectives of the foun
dation companies was right. (In some big companies most of the exports 
to western countries are managed through joint enterprises.) Besides 
they have a part in strengthening the international relations of Hungary 
and tightening the links between East and West.
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Ficlil of aetixity Number Percentage

com m erc ial ..................................................... 38 45.2
c o m m e rc ia l-p ro d u c in g ............................... 14 Hi.7
d irec tin g  ......................................................... 0 7.1
com m ercial and  s e r v i c in g ........................ 5 6.0
b an k in g  ............................................................ 2 2.4
se rv ic in g  .........................................................

o f  w hich
1!) 22.6

c o m m u n ic a tio n ................................. 1 8.3
p lan n in g  ............................................. ■ 0 7.1
to u rism  ................................................ 5 6.0
c a t e r i n g ................................................ 1 1.2

84 100.0



РЕЗЮМЕ

СОВМЕСТНЫЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЯ ВЕНГЕРСКОЙ ЗАИНТЕРЕСОВАННОСТИ 
В КАПИТАЛИСТИЧЕСКИХ СТРАНАХ

С расширением и развитием экономических связей Востока и Запада появи
лись новые формы сотрудничества. Одним из представителей его является сов
местное предприятие, созданное на основах взаимной заинтересованности соци
алистических и капиталистических фирм. Целью подобных предприятий является 
изыскание и открытие таких возможностей, которых нельзя достигнуть 
другими способами, или же можно п о л у ч и т ь  только в ограниченных рамках. 
Совместное предприятие - это, таким образом, средство для достижения опре
делённых экономических целей. Венгерское народное хозяйство весьма заинтере
совано в том, чтобы стабилизировать свои внешнеэкономические связи на рынках 
развивающихся и развитых капиталистических стран. Совместные предприятия 
дают возможность постоянного присутствия на этих рынках, непосредственных 
связей с ними и гибкого приспособления к ним. Совместные предприятия обес
печиваю!· долгосрочное торговое сотрудничество, что ведёт к укреплению наших 
позиций на внешних рынках. Итак, они м о г у т  играть важную роль в дальнейшем 
формировании наших внешних экономических связей.
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ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF Rl'ILRING- AM) TRIM-STONE 
QUARRYING IN WESTERN HUNGARY

bv

ZOLTÁN ANTAL ami ISTVÁN КОбК-Н UTÁS

D e p artm en t o f  G enera l E conom ic G eography , E ö tv ö s  L o rám l U n iv e rsity , B u d a p es t,
Hungary

Received: 31. 13. 1970.

Western Hungary includes the counties Zala, Vas and Gvőr-Sopron. 
On the basis of the geological conditions of rocks suitable for use as build
ing- and trim-stones basalt, limestone, gneiss, conglomerate and green 
slate occur on this area.

The basalt- and trap-tuff occurrences found in the eastern part of 
county Vas (Celldömölk district) and north-western part of county 
Veszprém (Pápa district) belong to the youngest (Pliocene) rocks of 
volcanic origin in Hungary. Basalt can be found on the surface of Ság- 
hegy, a hill rising on the western side of Celldömölk, in the environs of 
the villages Gérce, Sitke and Kissomlyó. Trap-tuff is found in the neigh
bourhood of the villages Vásárosmiske. Gérce, Sitke and Szergény. Ba
saltic tuffites have accumulated, on the other hand, on the hill of Kis
somlyó and area of the village Egyházaskesző. The above mentioned 
rocks, especially tuffs, have been quarried for centuries for house building 
purposes., and the basalt mainly for the purpose of road construction. 
This is testified by the large number of often enormous pits found on the 
mentioned areas, a part of which can only be detected after a thorough 
search owing to a natural surface erosion and filling up.

The group of Lajta limestones includes rocks found on the surface 
on the area of Fertőrákos and Balf, Sopron district. The Lajta limestone 
occurrence reaches over to the area of Austria. Being easy to quarry and 
work the Lajta limestones have been utilized for thousand years as pro
ved also by the large Fertőrákos quarry, today a gotten placed under 
protection of nature.

In many places of the Sopron mountains gneiss emerges to the sur
face, of which the larger outcrops are suitable to open a quarry. The gneiss 
is rich in quartz and feldspar resembling thus a light colour granite, and 
due mainly to the glitter of muscovite is a fine building- and trim-stone. 
Gneiss is quarried at the western edge of the city of Sopron, in the area 
of Magyarfalva, as well as in the village Kópháza on the side facing Sop
ron, on the administrative area of Sopron.

In the paleozoic formations of the Kőszeg mountains conglomerate 
and green slate suitable for building- and decorative purposes occur. The



conglomerate found in the north-western part of the village Cák belongs 
to the oldest stones of Hungary; the ready to shape attractive rock has 
been quarried for centuries in large volumes in this place. A similar though 
more stratified rock occurs at the western edge of the village Velem. The 
third place of occurrence is in the southern part of the village Felsőcsatár 
where large quantities of green slate are found and have also been quarried 
for centuries.

The enumerated stones originating from building- and trim-stone 
occurrences are encountered as footing- and walling stones, fences, sup
porting walls, objects of art (monuments, roadside crucifixes etc.) in coun
ties Vas, Győr-Sopron and Veszprém for 20 — 30 km or more round the 
quarries. Most of the dwelling houses in the quarry districts in question 
(with the exception of gneiss) were once built of locally found building 
stones, and there are many villages even today where the overwhelming 
proportion of the dwelling houses have been and are being made of natu
ral building stones (Gérce, Sitke, К i ssom Ivó, Vásárosmiske, Egvházas- 
kesző, Szergény etc.). The building material of family houses, holiday 
homes and often even of public buildings (e. g. the culture centre at 
Gerce) on areas rich in tuff has only changed inasmuch as the inner par
tition walls are more and more frequently built of bricks. In this pheno
menon the supply of natural building stone plays a fundamental role. 
The gneiss, conglomerata, slate and tuff used as footing stones 
are at the same time representatives of the local character of the region, 
'fhe Lajta limestone is generally known as having played an important 
role in the building up of Sopron and other neighbouring settlements. 
'The stopping of Lajta limestone quarrying causes at present many prob
lems in the reconstruction of ancient monuments (Sopron, Fertőd etc.).

The acceleration of house building in the 20th century and parti
cularly after World War 11, has led to a shortage of natural building- and 
trim-stones in Western Hungary. While the local building stones are 
dominant especially in the mentioned districts of quarries, natural build
ing- and trim-stones delivered from greater distances find increasing 
utilization. For example, on the whole area of county Győr-Sopron as 
well as in county Vas Permian red limestone from the shores of Lake 
Balaton (footing stone), laminated limestone from BalatonfUred and 
Pecsely, and various limestones from the north-western quarries (LTgod, 
Tapolcait), Zirc etc.) of the Mountain Bakony are used remarkably often 
as footing stones, fences and for other decorative purposes. In this pheno
menon the lack of local supply, the presence of sound demand, a claim 
for aesthetic quality in building and the favourable building properties 
of stones are manifest.

In Zala, one of the three counties of Western Hungary, where quarry
ing has never existed, the traditions of natural building- and trim-stone 
utilization are mostly missing. Natural stones used for footing have be
gun to spread only recently on areas nearer to county Veszprém. The 
example of the nice cottages on the resort area of Lake Balaton has pro
bably some part in this, but even more important is the fact that the im-
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proved road conditions and the availability of transporting facilities 
make it possible to purchase building material at an acceptable cost.

Owing to the lack of natural building- and trim-stones and in con
sequence of a developing artificial stone production footings and fences 
covered with cast stones, and other uses of artificial stones (balustrades 
of balconies on public buildings and dwelling houses, slabs and
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other building elements) are seen in increasing numbers mainly in towns 
but also in villages. This is no exclusive characteristic of Western Hun
gary, as the state-owned building enterprises and even the larger building 
co-operatives usually organize prefabricated cast stone units. There is, 
however, no quarry in Western Hungary that would provide appropriate 
basic material for the stone fabricating unit of the three counties concer
ned. The necessary basic material has therefore to be purchased from 
greater distances (Leányvár, 30 km north-west of Budapest etc.).

In connection with the traditions of building- and trim-stone utili
zation we mention here that a large proportion of the coarse Lajta limes
tones quarried by the Romans and used in Savaria (Szombathely) and 
other settlements built up bv them were in the subsequent centuries 
carried away, and occasionally reshaped and used in new buildings. It 
has been pointed out e. g. that the material of the Iseum (church of the 
Roman Age) forms in a considerable part the building stones of the church 
of Ják. Innumerable variations of similar reuse have been encountered 
up to the present day giving evidence of the durability of the Lajta limes
tones.

Subsequently evaluation is given of the building- and trim-stone 
quarrying activity in Western Hungary as grouped above.

II.
a) Hasalt, trap-tuff

Sár/hegy
The basalt quarry on Sághegv, a hill in Western Hungary between 

the town of ('elldömöll· (Fig. 1. Bl)* and village of Mesteri was of national
* T he place ind ica ted  by  th e  key  n u m b e r o f  th e  figure  is a lw ays w ith in  th e  a rea  

o f  th e  v illage  u n derlined  in th e  t ext .

importance. Sághegv was mostly formed of olivine basalt with feldspar, 
though trap-tuff occurred in considerable amounts there mainly in the 
form of stratified rock. The large-scale basalt production between 1911 
and 1955 practically depleted the available reserves of basalt. On the 
area of the quarry the readily split material of the so called lower basalt 
was split into small and large blocks for kerb stone by 150—200 stone
cutters in the twenties and thirties. As cyclopic stone the Sághegv basalt 
did not become popular in the neighbourhood. To trap-tuff quarrying, 
on the other hand, no special attention was paid beside the production 
of basalt rubble. Workers’ houses and factory buildings were made of 
tuff. In Sághegv basalt production was carried on in six large pits until 
1955 when the once largest basalt quarry of Hungary was dismantled, 
and the workers were transferred to the basalt quarry of Uzsa opened up 
as the successor of the Sághegv quarry. Many of the members of traditio
nal stone-cutter families are living at Celldömölk and the neighbouring 
villages even today and take part in family house building as pensioners
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or active workers. To sum it up: our record of Sághegy is only of economic 
historical value.

T h e  h a sa lt a n d  t r a p - l u f f  q u a r r ie s  o f  th e  “B é k e ” C o -o p e r a tiv e  F a r m , 
G erce

The co-operative farm possesses functioning surface basalt- and trap- 
tuff quarries in the hill-lines around the villages Gérce, Sitke and Yásáros- 
miske. As a matter of fact there are two hill-lines there; one of them is 
called Nemes-hegy half of which belongs to Vásárosmiske, the other half 
to Gerce. On the hills of Nemes-hegy trap-tuff quarrying has been carried 
on for centuries as shown by the large pits both in the Vásárosmiske- and 
in the Gerce part of the hill-line. On the top of the 40 — 50 m high vol
canic hill-line having come up by a single effusion a 2 — 4 m thick tuff 
layer stratified to 20— 30 cm is found. Here and there ironstone is embedd
ed in the tuff. There is no fault, therefore in places where the ferreous 
belts are scarce and the tuff is notj too hard, the tuff layers are loosen
ed by explosion then ripped up bv hand. Parts richer in ironstone are 
avoided that is why the flats are close to one another.

The co-operative has two legally functioning quarries in the hill
line of Nemes-hegy, one at Vásárosmiske the other at Gerce; both are 
wal 1 i ngstone < pi arri es.

The Vásárosmiske walling stone quarry (Fig. 1. Bt 1) is found on the 
side of the Nemes-hill facing the village Vásárosmiske. The part of quarry 
today in operation amidst a large number of abandoned pits is divided 
itself into a number of flats. This is practically the only quarry that the 
co-operative operates with 10— 12 workers at a time. Owing to the deter
ioration of the quality of tuff in the walling stone quarry of Gerce the 
quarrvmen were transferred to this place. In the walling stone quarry 
of Vásárosmiske the production was 5 thousand in 1073. 4 [thousand in 
1374 and 3.5 thousand m3 in 1975. The decrease of production is connected 
with a labour shortage. Remains of the equipment (bogies, bogie-tracks 
etc.) seen in the flat suggest that production was earlier carried on at a 
much higher level. Quarrying takes place today without mechanical 
equipment, crowbars, wedges and hammers are the only tools used. The 
geological stock is some 149 thousand tons of which 121 thousand tons 
are available according to the registration of the Central Geological 
Office — though these figures are not based on boring results and are 
thus regarded as mere estimates (volume weight: 2.1). In fact a larger 
supply can be reckoned with. According to observations made on the 
spot quarrying can be continued for many years ahead even with a more 
intensive exploitation than so far. The co-operative has no plan for ex
tension. on the contrary, a slow decrease of production can be expected. 
In the figure the abandoned pits being close to each other are indicated 
by a single key number (Fig. I. Bt 2). Apart from this there is a large 
tuff quarry on the area towards Sitke (Fig. I. Bt 3).

The G érce  walling stone quarry (Fig. L. Bt 1) is found on the side of 
the Nemes-hill facing Gérce, where continuous and partly periodical
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basaltic tuff production was carried on until 1974. The material of the 
quarry excels in frost resistance, its compression strength is 1007 kp/cm2. 
This value which refers to an air-dry condition is reduced to nearly half 
after freezing in a state of water saturation. The same applies to the ma
terial of the Vásárosmiske walling stone quarry, in the early seventies 
production ranged in this quarry between 2 and 4 thousand m3. in 1973 
it was only 1000 in3. In 1974 it fell to a very low level to stop completely 
in 1975. Between 1950 and 1960 some basalt was also obtained from the 
2>it for the purpose of road construction. According to the registration of 
the Central Geological Office the geological stock of basalt is 68 thousand 
tons of which 53 thousand tons (volume weight: 2.45) are available. 
Apart from the labour shortage the decrease in tuff production can be 
explained by the unfavourable ratio of tuff to refuse. According to the 
registration of the Central Geological Office the geological stock of the 
quarry is 68 thousand tons of which 53 thousand tons (2.6 in volume 
weight) are available. These figures are based again on estimates; a survey 
made on the spot suggests a stock much larger than that. Quarrying was 
carried on in a way similar to that at Vásárosmiske. and would be carried 
on if the management of the co-operative saw it reasonable to continue 
the exploitation.

The third tuff quarry of the “Béke” Co-operative Farm is found in 
the environs of the village Sitke, on the so called Herceg-hill. There are, 
in fact, two pits here, an abandoned one nearer to Sitke (Fig. 1. Bt 1) 
which gave a poor quality tuff, and the periodically operated Sitke basalt 
quarry (Fig. I. В 2). In the latter the basalt occurs in columnar- and le
vel bedding with a front shaped to a height of about 6 m. Furthermore, 
on the left of the entrance of the quarry a 2 — 2.5 m thick trap-tuff layer 
is found. Thus, from the Sitke basalt quarry basalt and trap-tuff can be 
equally obtained. A part of the tuff is of pumice-stone quality; it can be 
sorted out by hand. The pit is accessible from both the village and the 
Celldömölk highway on a road motoraidé all the year round. At the be
ginning of the seventies 8— 10 quarrvmen produced here some 6 thousand 
m3 basalt and 1000 m3 trap-tuff, but owing to a labour short age the produc
tion practically stopped in 1974, or has si nee been of periodi cal nature only.

The Central Geological Office fixes the stock of tuff at 57 thousand 
tons with an available volume of 44 thousand tons (1.89 volume weight). 
The geological stock of the adjacent abandoned poor quality tuff quarry 
mentioned before is 10 thousand tons of which 2 thousand tons (1.89 
volume weight) are workable. As to the data just given the same is true 
as told in the case of the Vásárosmiske and Gerce quarries.

The Sitke quarries are, in fact, on the same elevation between the 
villages Gerce and Sitke. Besides them there are many larger or smaller 
abandoned basalt- and trap-tuff pits in the close vicinity. The basalt 
comes to the surface mainly in the middle of the elevation, while the tuff 
at the edges facing Sitke and Gerce, respectively. The abandoned basalt- 
and trap-tuff pits on the area of Gerce are indicated by a single key num
ber (Fig. I. Bt 2).
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On the hills discussed quarrying — mostly of trap-tuff — has been 
carried on for centuries. Its importance is shown by the fact that the 
dwelling houses of the villages in the region have been and are built almost 
without exception of this readv-to-shape rock from the base to the inner 
partition walls. The more solid tuff cut to brick-shape for footing is point
ed, while the walls are plastered. The pea-sized basalt grains in the tuff 
are caked and provide a solid, well aired, vet heat-preserving firm build
ing material. Besides the dwelling houses monuments, public buildings, 
fences are often made of trap-tuff which is always of an almost dark grey 
colour.

The prices of products in the quarries in question without loading- 
and transporting costs are: pumice-stone: 210 Ft/m3; tuff 140 Ft/m 3: 
basalt 60 Ft/m3.

The basalt has mostly been sold to water management organs for 
the purpose of river control, in a minor part for road construction and 
building foundation. The trap-tuff is not shaped in the quarry, only at 
the site of building. The tuff is transported even to greater distances 
(Sárvár etc.), and since the Tihanv-peninsula became an area of nature 
conservation a constant demand bas arisen on the part of the builders 
of public and private buildings built at Tihany. The material of the harder 
ferreous tuff layers was earlier bought by the Road Maintenance Enter
prise of Vas county to use it as kerb stone, but the prefabricated concrete 
border has frozen this business.

The demand for tuff has remained as high as it was before: the co
operative is only able to satisfy a small part of it. Since, however, the pro
duction cannot be mechanized (or only with great expenses and even 
then only in certain work phases), no special attention is paid to it in 
the course of the subsidiary enterprise activity. Quarrying is characteri
zed bv difficulties encountered in most co-operative quarries such as the 
problems of refuse disposal, rubble removal, social establishments, lack 
-of experts etc. The parts of quarries suitable to be worked are chosen by 
the quarrymen on the basis of their own experiences though not always 
successfully.

In the quarries in question, even in the abandoned ones, production 
could be renewed or developed with larger or smaller inputs. Owing to 
the adverse conditions of quarrying, however, development cannot be 
projected. Today even the winter occupation causes no problem to the 
co-operative unlike the period in the sixties, moreover, often the quarry- 
men themselves are engaged in agricultural work. The tuff quarrying is 
not suitable to utilize the transporting capacity of the co-operative in 
dead periods, while the periodical and uncertain basalt transportation, 
on the other hand, causes difficulties in marketing.

The overwhelming proportion of tuff obtained from the pits of the 
co-operative is bought by private builders, though it is often sold to 
public establishments, e. g. to the nature conservation area of Tihany, 
and in the neighbourhood of the quarry bus stops, culture centres, schools 
etc. are built of tuff.

7 ANXALKS — Sectio Geographica — Tomas X.
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‘ ‘ Magyar-bolgár barátság" Co-operative Farai, Jánonháza
The Kissomlyó-hill rises on the area of Kissomlyó and Borgata, 

two villages belonging to the co-operative farm; in its central part hasalt 
while at the edges volcanic tuffitee dipping towards the centre of the hill 
are found. The arangement of the tuffites at the edges have facilitated 
the quarrying work for centuries, as it is not mixed with basalt — ex
cept towards the centre of the hill. The tuffites of Kissomlyó-hill excel 
with their fine grains and light grey colour from the volcanic formations 
of the Marcal basin. Tuffites generally appear in thin layers as a rather 
solid rock. Owing to the thin slabs quarrying by hand from the top down
wards is essentially easier done than with the basaltic tuff at (lerce with its 
thicker layer and coarser structure. The finer granular structure is the 
consequence of a larger proportion of volcanic dust and absence of coarser 
basalt grains. The crushing strength of the less rough surface Kissomlyó 
tuffites is substantially lower than that of the basaltic tuff at (lerce, 
only 336 kp/cm2, which under the influence of repeated frost falls to a 
value of 200 kp/cm2. It is thus perfectly fit for building one-storied family 
houses and other similar character buildings, not to mention its 
excellent workability and high capacity for heat insolation due to its slight 
porosity.

During the geohistorieal development the tuff and tuffites surroun
ding the funnel and the surface basalt layer have become somewhat 
different in quality — depending on their situation. These differences 
render it necessary to make distinctions concerning the quality of tuff 
and tuffites. doing deeper or towards the lava bed the tuffites are replaced 
bv tuff with banked evolution and coarser structure.

In the past centuries at the edges of the Kissomlyó-hill more than 
ten larger tuff- and tuffite pits were opened. most of which — though 
abandoned — are well perceptible. Being close to each other they are 
indicated by the same symbol in the figure (Fig. Γ. Bt 2). The dirtied 
basalt of the pit named Hegytető” (hill-top) (Fig. I. 1 B) was used in 
the sixties for road construction; 2 — 3 thousand m3, and an additional 
2 thousand m3 tuff were quarried here. Some years ago basalt quarrying 
was discontinued, since then only tuff has been quarried. In HI73 the 
volume of tuff obtained from there was 1500 m3, and fell to half in the 
next year; in 1074 tuff was only occassionally quarried by not more than 
two workers. The decline is due partly to a labour shortage, partly to 
the accumulation of waste-rock in the large flat at the foot of the front 
which makes quarrying extremely difficult. The quarry-master carries 
out the orders with one or another aid by grouping several orders.

'l’lie pits of the Kissomlyó-hill played until recently the same role 
in the life of Káld, Borgata, Egyházashetve. Kissomlyó, Duka, dános
háza and other neighbouring settlements as mentioned in the case of the 
Gerce pits. In these villages the dwelling houses, fences, monuments were 
built of the tuff of the Kissomlyó-hill. For known reasons even in the near 
past a considerable volume of building material was transported to the
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Tihany peninsula. The stone was not shaped in the pits of the Kissomlyó- 
hill, only on the spot of building.

In spite of the ample reserves of and high demand for building- and 
trim-stone we cannot feel optimistic about the future of quarrying: 
production is projected to be several hundred m3. Owing to a labour 
shortage the co-operative management does not plan the extension of 
quarrying.

“Zrínyi” Co-operative Farm, Szergény
The co-operative runs a pit at the north-western edge of the village 

Szergény on the Kőfejtő-hill (Fig. ΙΓ. 1 Bt) with a material more or less 
equal to the tuff and tuffite of the neighbouring Egvházaskesző, though 
more thickly stratified and richer in basalt grains. The rather uniform 
annual volume of production is 4 — 5,000 tons. The conditions of operation 
are the same as at Gerce: after a loosening explosion the slabs are ripped 
up by hand. The average price of the quarried material is 110 Ft/ton, 
the uses are the same as for the Egvházaskesző stones, only the area of 
consumption changes inasmuch as it is used in the building work of 
settlements near Szergény (Fig. ΓΓ. 2 Bt).

Egyhdzasiceszfi is situated on the area of county Veszprém but here 
too the volcanic tuffs of the Marcal river-side are found on thesurface. 
Besides several abandoned pits (Fig. II. Bt 3) two 3 — 5 m deep pits of 
extremely large diameter are at present in work and give some tuff.
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F ig . I LI .  Building* an d  trim -stoni* (ju arry in g  in tLu* neighbourhood  o f th e  c ity  Sopron.
I -  frontier; 2 = district-, city- and suburb limits; 3 = village limits; 1 = road; 5 - railway; 
<» =  functioning pit; 7 - abandoned pit; 8 rock occurrence; Ó — Lajta limestone; 10 — gneiss;
II — slate; 12 = leucophillit. (No scale.)

h) “Lajta" limestones
The Sopron—Kismarton hollow is partly filled up by Tortonian and 

Sarmatian deposits of which the Tortonian coarse limestone is the most 
important as building- and trim-stone. Sandy limestones and highly 
calcarous sandstones belonging to the Sarmatian stage also occur in large 
volumes. All these were quarried on a large scale in the past.

At present there is no building- and trim-stone quarry which could 
be placed in this group. In a smaller pit at Fertőrákos the “Dózsa” Co
operative Farm of Sopron quarries 5—10,01)0 in3 dust-like breakage 
limestone a year which is used for plastering and in fodder mixtures 
(Fig. Iff. 2 Lm). Under the surface a hard, easy-to-saw layer follows.

The building- and trim-stone demands arising in the neighbourhood 
as well as the richness of Sopron, Fertőd etc. in monuments would make it 
reasonable to replace the exhausted quarry at the edge of Fertőrákos. 
now an area placed under protection of nature (Fig. TIT. Lm 1). Attila 
Szabó geologist has pointed out that the southern edge of the Sarmatian 
lime formations spreads near Half and under the surface typical oolitic 
Lajta limestone can be found (Fig. III. Lm). The presence of sufficiently 
thick Sarmatian-Tortonian formations in this area is suggested by the 
abandoned quarry of Szár-hil! (Fig. III. Lm 7) found half-way between 
the villages of Half and Fertőrákos.
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c) Pits opened on gneiss outcrops in the Sopron mountains
Going from Kópháza to Sopron, at a distance of some l km on the 

right we find the so called “Kőhegy” gneiss pit (Fig. III. G 1). The vast 
flat shows that quarrying has been carried on here for long decades. On the 
gneiss outcrops of the Sopron mountains broken folds are the dominant 
tectonic features. Of the 6,000 m3 material obtained at present a year 
from the Kőhegy pit only 20— 25 per cent. i. e. 1.200 — 1,500 m3 is of cyclo- 
pic quality. Harder stones suitable for house building are sorted out by 
hand. The price of the cyclopic stone without loading- and transporting 
costs is 150 Ft/m 3. The total volume of breakage material — 70—75 
per cent of the production — is sold for the purpose of road construction 
at a price of 90 Ft/m3.

The harder, selected cyclopic stones can be excellently shaped; they 
are much sought for as footing- and fence stones. The cyclopic stone is 
not shaped in the pit.

The rock is of pale greyish green colour, similar to a light colour gra
nite. When looked at from some distance it seems to be light brown.

On the area of the town Sopron, at the outer end of the Váriai road 
(Fig. I l I. G 2). in the immediate vicinity of Hotel Fenyves a gneiss pit is 
operated bv thePark (Management enterprise of the Cit y Council for a relati
vely short time. Intensive work in the pit (by explosion) only began in 
1962. earlier before World War ГГ — quarrying was there occasional. 
At the time of hand quarrying the material of the pit was used as buil
ding- and trim-stone, since 1962 it has been mainly produced for road 
construction in the city. After the flat had been developed the production 
attained an annual volume of 12 — 13 thousand m3of which 10—11 thou
sand m3 was regularly used for road construction. For the last two or 
three years the share of building- and trim-stones has increased due 
partly to a decreasing demand of stone for road construction, partly 
to the improved quality of the quarried stone (the proportion of hard 
block stone increases with depth). In 1975 2.7 thousand m3 cyclopic 
stones were already sold. As to the future of the pit. quarrying has reached 
the forest area, and the Forest Management does not allow to use more 
than a narrow stri)) for quarrying purposes. Consequently, the life of the 
pit is 8 — 10 years more.

'Idle price is 150 Ft/m3 for cyclopic stone and 90 Ft/m3 for road mate
rial.

Of the gneiss outcrops of the Sopron-mountains the western part 
of the village Magyarfalra belonging to the Ágfalva Co-operative Farm is 
another place where some stone is quarried at present (Fig. Г ГГ. G 1). 
The material of the pit being totally detritic cannot practically be used as 
building- and trim-stone.

The building- and trim-stones obtained from the three functioning 
gneiss pits are mostly bought by private builders all over the Sopron 
district, and particularly in villages along the Balf-Hegykő-Fertőd road. 
Important role is played in the consumption by the public institutions
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as well. They are used in the first place for holiday homes, health resorts 
and schools in the district of the city Sopron.

The centuries old traditions of gneiss quarrying are kept by many 
large abandoned pits in the Sopron district. These pits played an impor
tant role in building up the city of Sopron and establishing the health 
resort around Sopron as well as the houses and roads of the neighbouring 
villages (Pig. ΙΓΓ. (» 3. (1 4. (1 5. (1 (>. 1’ 8).

d) Building- and trim-stone pits of conglomerate and slate in the 
К őszeg - m ou n ta i n s
“Kôszeghegyalja" Co-operative Farm, Kőszegszerda heh/

The co-operative farm possesses building- and trim-stone quarries at 
Cák and Velem of the five villages belonging to it.

The material of the pit at the north-western edge of the village Cák 
belongs to the high quality trim-stones in the classic sense of the word. 
The easy-to-slnipe nature of the conglomerate, its favourable physical 
properties and aesthetic effect were recognised centuries ago, and it has 
since been quarried practically without a break, 'the grey conglomerate 
has excellent physical properties, high crushing strength and resistance 
to degradation, and is besides easy to trim.

Four large flats have been formed so far of which only the so called 
..Alsó-bánya” (Lower-pit) (Fig. IV. Ko 1) is now in work, a very old flat 
renewed, where at present the material of the earlier flat is quarried, that 
is. the flat is two-storied. In 1975 some 4 thousand m3 conglomerate was 
quarried here of which about 7(> per cent. i. e. 2800 m3 was footing- and 
walling stone. Fifty per cent of this volume was specifically trim-stone 
(for footings, fences, monuments etc.), the other half was walling stone. 
The remaining 30 per cent — impure and smaller stones — is used in 
road-bedsand building foundations (flotation concrete).

The cyclopic footing stone is 300 Ft/m3 which expresses the lugh 
value of the conglomerate as trim-stone. The price of the walling stone 
is 200 Ft/m3. and even the larger stones for road construction are 150 
Ft/m3, while the spall is sold at a price of 100 Ft/m3. 'The prices of road 
materials also show the good physical properties of the stones. The aban
doned pits are indicated in Fig. IV. Ko 2 and Ko 3.

The conglomerate is found in strini strata not being conti
nuous. Quarrying follows the better quality material. The latter is usually 
covered by a 3 — 10 m thick stratified impure brown material under which 
the fine grey solid conglomerate is found in a 2—15 m thick layer. The 
face of the pit will be the highest where both layers are thick like e. g. 
in the “Alsó-bánya” (Lower-pit); differences in level are up to 32 m. here. 
The economic efficiency of quarrying is also influenced by the distribution 
of the above ratios. Owing to the uneven development of the conglomerate 
no reliable stock-taking can be carried out.

The conglomerate of Cák has become known in the first place as 
building- and trim-stone, within a radius of 20 — 30 km, at Peresznye, 
Lukácsháza, Kőszeg, and even in the area of the city of Szombathely.
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The material of the quarry is everywhere seen here in the footings of 
buildings. It has recently been encountered more and more often in the 
buildings of the developing resort area of Velem-Cák too. The develop
ment of this resort district is based on the curative effect of the sub
alpine climate.
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Fig. IV . B uilding* a n d  tr im -s to n e  q u a rry  g in th e  ne igh b o u rh o o d  o f  th e  c ities S zo m b ath e ly  
a n d  K őszeg.

1 = frontier; 2 = city limits; 3 = ullage limits; I road; 5 - railway; 0 -  functioning pit;. 
7 = abandoned pit; 8 = conglomerate; 9 = slate; 10 green stone. (Xo scale.)



The principal buyers of the Cák conglomerate are private builders 
though public institutions also use stones for decorative purposes (physi
cian’s offices, schools, nurseries, co-operative buildings etc·.).

The co-operative farm has another pit at the western edge of the 
village Velem, but its material is not suitable for decorative purposes and 
is used first of all as walling stone, though footings have also been made 
of it (Fig. TV. P t). Quarrying stopped here in the early sixties.

“Határőr“ Co-operative Farm, Felsőcsatár
The green-stone pit of the co-operative farm is found at the southern 

edge of the village (Fig. IV. Zp 1). The sight of the vast pit immediately 
makes it obvious that quarrying has been taking place here for long 
decades. To our best knowledge this quarry was operated already in the 
last century. The Romans are known to have used green-stone in their 
building work (the garden with ancient ruins at Szombathely).

Quarrying of green-stone has always been facilitated by the stratified 
nature of the rock which makes it easy to split. Yet. the area of its use 
was rather small. I t was mainly used for road construction (due to its 
very high crushing strength),water construction (river-bed regulation), or 
as walling stone and flag stones in gardens and parks. Its application for 
decorative purposes did not occur. Some fifteen years ago. however, it 
appeared as a trim-stone in settlements between Szombathely and Kőszeg 
as well as in their neighbourhood (Yep. Bük etc.), and even in villages at 
considerable distances (Körmend) as far as on the shores of Lake Balaton 
(Ábrahámhegy). It finds application in the footings of public buildings 
and dwelling houses, as facing stone and a material offences.

The park building and managing enterprises have recently turned 
attention to the green-stone, as it is cheaper than the concrete and at the 
same time more attractive and sufficiently solid flag stones can be produ
ced from it.

At present the dirtied rock is split and broken by hand into various 
size cvelopie stones. The larger and thicker slabs are 45··. the thinner and 
smaller ones 250 and 140 Ft/nr1, respectively. Spall is sold at a price of 
30 Ft/m3.

The pit of the “ Határőr” Co-operative Farm belongs to the rare 
exceptions where some progress has been made for the last two or three 
vears. Tn 1075 eight persons worked in the pit and the production was as 
much as 4500 m3, compared to three persons working and 1,000 1,500 m3
produced in the early seventies. At present the output of the pit is in 
60 — 65 per cent sold as footing trim-stone to private builders in the 
first place. Among the buyers, however, building co-operatives are enco
untered in increasing numbers. A particularly large number of week-end 
houses have been built of green-stone by private builders at Bük-fürdő.

The geological stock of green-stone at Felsőcsatár is remarkably 
large compared to the quarries discussed so far; according to the registra
tion of the Central Geological Office 1.6 million tons of which 1.5 million
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tons are workable. In order to satisfy the increasing demand the co-opera
tive would like to extend the production.

Comprehensive evaluation of building- and trim-stones in Western
Hangary

а) Ласка of volcanic origin
From the listed occurrences basalt is not practically obtained any 

more; it was not even earlier applied as building trim-stone. The reason 
is that tuff has always been a cheaper and easier purchased building 
trim-stone. Its building technological aspects — readiness to shape and 
trim — and physical properties render it more suitable for construc
tion purposes.

The basaltic tuff is in every case used as a hewn stone. The extent of 
dressing changes with the purpose of utilization, though remains always 
within the possibilities of hand working. Γη this state the basaltic tuffs 
and tuffites are used for outer and inner decoration and as structural 
elements (main- and partition walls).

The tuffs and tuffites have no wide range of colour, are mostly low 
in key: the colour of tuffites shifts slightly towards yellow. They offer 
very limited possibilities of colour variation. It is known that by surface 
heat treatment the upper layer of truffs melts and assumes a glassy coa
ting. This procedure is at present of no practical importance, it is not 
even known in the region concerned. All in all. basaltic tuffs are excel
lently used for building purposes up to one or two levels: the aesthetic 
appearance of the rock is relatively modest, though a good architect may 
produce very attractive objects with it both in open and closed space 
(e. g. the summer residences in the Tihanv-peninsula).

The rock can lie sawn though this form of its application has not 
been introduced so far. According to the evidence of samples, polishing 
spoils the natural appearance of the broken surface, and the anyway low 
decorative value of the stone will thereby be lost.

The rock has been used for building for centuries, and owing to its 
mass application it has become an essential clement of the local character 
in the regions mentioned with the quarries.

In shaping out the local character a major role has been played by 
economic factors: the price of tuff, the presence of local experts, relatively 
low transporting costs and the fact that other natural sites of quarrying 
are found at a great distance from the regions concerned. On the nature 
conservation area of Tihanv-peninsula the purchase of traditional buil
ding materials is demanded by the prohibition of tuff quarrying on 
the spot and the preservation of the traditional building structure.

The decrease of quarrying in this area involves an increasing demand 
for other, partly energy intensive (brick, cement etc.) building materials. 
The development of tuff quarrying is thus not only a local, but also a 
national economic interest.
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b) Sarmatiaп and Tortonian limestone deposits
Quarrying of the sedimentary limestones in question lias practically 

stopped in the region. Being solid building materials they were used in 
large volumes during the past centuries. Their reduced application is 
connected partly with the exhaustion of the large Fertőrákos quarry, 
partly with the imperfect technology of quarrying this type of rock, and 
with the change in the styles of building.

The level of economy has radically changed both from the point of 
view of mechanization (working technology, transporting facilities etc.) 
and application. This explains that in other regions of Hungary the rock 
which gives more robust forms has reoccupied its former place in the 
building trim-stone industry, not only in monument restauration but also 
as a mass material for new buildings (the Sóskút and Zsámbék quarries 
in the environs of Budapest).

On such considerations we welcome the thorough investigations on the 
area of Balf. because in case of result the local demands were satisfied 
(monuments, co-operative buildings, dwelling houses etc.) and also a 
larger capacity building- and trim-stone source may be obtained.
c) Gneiss occurrences

It was some hundred years ago that the material of paleozoic gneiss 
occurrences in the Sopron-mountains was first used in larger quantities 
for decorative purposes in the modern sense of the word (dwelling houses, 
monuments etc.). Karlier it had been used first of all in building objects of 
defensive nature (town wall) and for road construction. When in the 
middle of the last century urban houses built of brick became general, 
the water absorbent Lajta limestones which involved, besides, high 
costs of transportation and dressing were more and more often replaced 
by the material of nearby gneiss pits as trim-stome — particularly for 
non-public buildings. Its spreading was promoted by the fact that the 
gneiss always had a wider scope of application (e. g. road construction, 
vineyard terrace building) due to the properties of the rock. The fact 
that the breakage material — which usually was of larger volume than 
the building- and trim-stone obtained — could be sold rendered the 
economical operation of the quarries possible. This applies to the present 
situation as well.

The mass application of gneiss as footing stone began some thirty 
of forty years ago (in essentials in the Sopron district). Since the gneiss 
was not able to satisfy the demands arising in the district, from the 
twenties on Permian red sandstone from the shores of Lake Balaton was 
transported in increasing volumes to the area. For the last 10—15 years, 
since the quarrying of Permian red sandstone for building-trimming 
purposes began to decrease and the application of footing became an 
architectural tradition, the demand for stones obtained from the gneiss 
pits has rapidly increased. The amount of gneiss used as trim-stone is not 
far from the level where it becomes the determinant of the local architec
tural character in the Sopron district.
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d) Conglomerate and .slate occurrences in the Kőszeg-mountains
In this group two occurrences of outstanding importance should be 

evaluated: the metaconglomerate at C'ák from the upper carboniferous 
period, and the paleozooic green-stone at Felsőcsatár.

The metaconglomerate quarried at Cák is one of the most interes
ting trim-stones used in the 19th and 20th century in Hungary. Besides 
its unique aesthetic appearance the rock has the outstanding quality 
of being suitable for decorative purposes in all known and applied forms. 
It has a good effect both as a stone hewn by hand for outer and inner 
decoration, and cut to slabs (of about 1 m2) in outdoor and inner spaces. 
In some properties it is a transition between the eruptive trim-stones 
and limestones at various stages of crystallization. K. g. as regards colour 
and light effect it is inferior to the granite, but superior by orders of 
magnitude to marbles. Facing and polishing disclose its real aesthetic 
values. As one of its best properties, when faced and polished it does not 
become slippery even when wet. because the components of the rock not 
being uniformly hard show slight differences when faced and form thus a 
rough though shiny surface. It keeps its extremely high resistance to 
abrasion in any form of application.

For the above characterization it is clear that the metaconglomerate 
of Cák satisfies every demand raised on quality. Being easy to shape, in 
addition to other good qualities mentioned so far. it is equally suitable 
for simple and complicated carvings, building elements (ledges, stairs, 
balusters etc.), special inner decorations. Considering the building techno
logies employed in the second half of the 18th and at the beginning of the 
19th century, and thinking of the country seats of noble men built in 
masses in Transdanubia we understand for what purposes the vast volumes 
of rock missing in the Cák quarry have been used up. We must not over
look the development of bourgeois mentality running parallel with the 
capitalist industrialization in the second half of the 19th century either, 
which manifested itself in the refined taste for building in the middle 
class too.

A large proportion of the readily available stocks of the quarries 
was used up until World War II. On the area of Alsó-bánva a stock suffi
cient for some 20 years is known to exist. According to our opinion the 
situation of the conglomerate in Alsó-bánya promises a possibility 
of quarrying extended towards south-east.

The economic importance of conglomerate obtained from Cák has 
increased again from the beginning of the sixties, in connection with the 
rising level of housing culture in the villages. Since World War II  the 
rock has not been shaped into slabs; it has become popular as natural 
building trim-stone. For the last 10—15 years its application as footing 
trim-stone has become so wide-spread that its role as a determinant of 
the local character of architecture is apparent.

Considering its being a popular walling stone, we should mention here 
that its compact structure makes it a good heat conductor, and cannot
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thus be ranked with those walling stones which satisfy the up-to-date 
requirements of sanitation. The economic value of the upper carboniferous 
greenstone forming a very large geological stock in the environs of Felső
csatár consists mainly of its being relatively easy to work and shape, 
giving thus a possibility of diversified application. The varied use is 
promoted bv the high crushing strength and consequent durability of the 
rock, which — on the other hand — does not prevent dressing either by 
hand or mechanically.

The seeming disadvantage — occurring when it is used as a trim- 
stone — that it oxidizes and becomes temporally coated by iron oxide 
which homogenizes its original colours is not, on the one hand, general 
and, on the other hand, the oxide coating later is washed off or wears 
off, and the original colours return.

The green-stone can be polished; in a dull polished state the decora
tive features inherent in the crude rock come into full display. It is in this 
form that it reaches the highest degreeofits aesthetic quality. Its chlorite 
content does not make glazing possible, but in a dull polished state it is 
more than sufficiently attractive. Considering the very large reserves we 
present here other properties of the rock too, which may influence its 
use. One of them is its reaction to cold weather, when the inner tension 
of the rock decreases, i. e. its crushing strength increases which may 
often be advantageous during its use. Its remarkable low absorption 
capacity renders its application possible in all cases when resistance to the 
immediate action of water is required (under-water structures, park 
objects, flag stones etc.). As a consequence of foliation, its figurai, orna
mental application is out of question. On the other hand, it can be sawn 
into regular parallelograms and excellently used for face-work in indoor- 
and outdoor spaces.

To sum it up. the green stone is equally suitable for use in road- and 
water construction work, landscape architecture, further for footing 
and other decorative purposes and as a walling stone, within the men
tioned limits. Owing to its high heat conductivity and price it is seldom 
used as a walling stone.

An upswing in the housing activity during the last 10- 15 years has 
led, particularly in the area of Szombathely, to the “re-discovery" of 
green-stone.

Trim-stone quarrying in Western Hungary is, as a whole, of local 
importance, and owing to the labour shortage has even slowed down for 
the last 5 — 0 years. Nevertheless, its special place in the regional labour 
division makes it worth being paid attention to in the economic-geograp
hic researches.
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РЕЗЮМЕ

ЭКОНОМИЧЕСКАЯ ОЦЕНКА ДОБЫЧИ СТРОИТЕЛЬНЫХ 
И ДЕКОРАТИВНО-ОТДЕЛОЧНЫХ МАТЕРИАЛОВ В ЗАПАДНОЙ ВЕНГРИИ

С повышением жизненного уровня и культуры строительства на передний 
план всё более выдвигаются используемые там декоративно отделочные материалы.

В Венгрии также из года в год растёт использование естественных- известняк, 
мрамор, гранит и т. и.- и искусственных .материалов.

Исследование оценивает положение с добычей отделочных стройматериалов 
в Западной Венгрии, которая имеет сравнительно малое значение в масштабах всей 
страны.

В районе г. Шопрона имеется гнейс, относящийся к нижнему палеозою; под
дающийся распиливанию грубый известняк миоцена; вблизи г. Кёссг -  палеозой
ский конгломерат; к западу от г. Сомбатхей -  зелёные сланцы палеозоя, в долине 
р. Марцал во многих местах встречаются месторождения базальта верхнего плио
цена и, главным образом, -  базальтового туфа. Эти полезные ископаемые добы
ваются здесь и и с п о л ь з у ю т с я  в радиусе 2 0 -4 0  км. от места добычи.
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Trend of tin» num ber of population

in 1870 five million inhabitants were living on the present area of 
Hungary. Since then the population of the country has redoubled; at the 
beginning of 1976 the number of population in Hungary was 10,572,000.

As to the population number of the European countries Hungary is 
placed 13th on the list -  between Holland and Belgium —, but with its 
population density of 115 perso ns/km- belongs to the relatively densely 
inhabited countries.

For the present area of Hungary the trend shown by the number of 
population present* between 1870 and 1976 is given in Fig. 1.

'I’he actual numerical and percentage increase (or decrease) of popu
lation is shown by decades in the table below.

·· Farti) a I number of population present on 1st January 1076.

* P o p u la tio n  present m eans th e  to ta l  n u m b er o f  persons s ta y in g  on th e  a rea  o f  th e  
co u n try  at a  g iven tim e. The n u m b er o f  p o p u la tio n  p resen t does no t co n ta in  th e  H u n g arian  
su b jec ts  s ta y in g  a b ro ad  a t  th e  g iven  tim e , b u t does include — ex cep t th e  m em bers o f  
d ip lo m atic  corps — th e  civil foreigners s ta y in g  in tin* co u n try .

Period

Actual increase (or decrease ( —))

between two census annual a\era«e
number 

(1.000 head)
number 

<1.000 head) percentage

1 8 7 0 -1 8 8 0  ........................................... 317.9 28.9 0.56
I S S I -  1890 ............................... 680.2 68.0 1.21
1891 - 1 9 0 0  .................................... 794.4 79.4 1.25
1 9 0 1 -1 9 1 0  ........................................... 757.7 75.7 1.05
1911 -  1920 ...................................... 374.S 37.5 0.48
1921 -  1930 .................................. 698.2 69.8 0.84
1 9 3 1 -1 9 4 0  ........................ 631.0 62.6 0.70
1941 -  1948 ............................... - 1 1 1 .3 -  14.0 - 0 .1 5
1 9 4 9 -1 9 3 9  .......................... 756.2 68.8 0.72
1960 — 1909 .......................... 361.0 36.1 0.36
1 9 7 0 -1 9 7 6 * * ................... 250.0 41.6 0.40
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Fig. Ì. P o p u la tio n  I rem is on th e  p resen t a rea  o f  H u n g a ry  1SÍ59— 197Г».

Tn the period of more than a century the growth of population was 
accelerated by mortality showing an improving tendency over ninety 
years, as well as by the fact that after the two world wars a relatively



large number of people moved from the disannexed territories to the 
present area of Hungary. Population growth was slowed down by the 
gradual decrease of birth rate, the destruction caused by the cholera 
epidemic in 1873. the mass emigration at the turn of the century and the 
considerable loss of people during the two world wars.

Tn the past (from 1870 to the outbreak of the first world war) the 
actual increase of population considered favourable was, on the average, 
over 1 per cent a year. Subsequently, up to I960 — with the data of the 
two world war periods left out of consideration — the average annual 
growth rate of population fell below 1 per cent (0.70 — 0.85 per cent). For 
the last fifteen years the annual rate of population increase has shown 
a further decrease (to 0.35 — 0.40 per cent) in spite of the demographic 
policy measures taken in 1974 and 1975. The actual growth rate of the 
population in Hungary (like in many other countries) has been and is even 
now determined, in fact, by the natural increase.

The natural increase ol' population

During the past hundred years the natural increase was the primary 
determinant of population growth in Hungary while migration had a 
negligible effect on the number of inhabitants.
Birth

Within this term we speak of live birth and still birth.
In the European countries the decrease of birth rate and improve

ment of mortality occurred at different times, parallel with the develop
ment of capitalism. At the turn of the century the gross rate of live birth* 
showed great differences in the European countries: it was 21 — 3o%0 
in France, the Г ni ted Kingdom, Belgium. Denmark, Ireland, Sweden: 
about 40%o in Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia, Romania, Bulgaria: and 
nearly 50%,, in Russia.

The trend of live birth rate from the turn of the century to this day 
is shown in Fig. 2.

The period of 75 years elapsed since the beginning of this century 
was generally characterized by a decreasing intensity of births. The rela
tively high birth rate of the years preceding World War I considerably 
decreased during the war (the 1C>.5%„- live birth rate of 1917- 18 was less 
than half of the prewar rate). After the war — first of all to make up for 
losses of birth — the proportion of live births rose to 30%„, then was 
gradually reduced to 20%„ by the outbreak of World War IT. In this 
period the decreasing tendency of the birth rate was made even more 
serious by the economic world crisis in the thirties. During World War II 
the loss of birth was not significant. In the subsequent years the number 
of births slightly increased. In the first half of the fifties — owing to a

* T h e  gross b ir th  ra te  is th e  m o st com m on index  used in  ex am in in g  th e  freq u e n c y  
o f  b ir th s . I t  expresses th e  pe r m ille ra tio  o f  live b irt hs to  th e  n u m b e r  o f  p o p u la tio n .

8  ANNALES — Sectio Geographica — Tomus X.
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restriction on induced abortion — the birth rate temporally rose again 
(with a peak of 223 thousand births — 23%„ — in 1054). After that it
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Fig. 2. T rend  o f  live b ir th  ra te  1900 107.).

gradually decreased; in 1062 the number of live births per 1.000 inhabi
tants was only 13. After the nadir at the end of the sixties the number 
and rate of birth showed a moderate (1 — 1.5%«,) increase, partly as a result 
of the children-eare aid system and other arrangements. Between 1068 
and 1073 an average of some 153 thousand children were born a year in 
Hungary, and the gross live birth rate was about 15%„.

Experiences obtained in the last several years have proved that any 
positive direction change in the women’s fertility* level can only be 
attained by complex measures taken. The living conditions of families 
with children should be appreciably improved. Society too has to under
take increasing burdens in the field of children’s care and education. 
According to the directives of the demographic policy introduced in 
1073 families with children should lie backed up in a proper social a t
mosphere so that the type of family with one or two children characteris
tic of the recent years should be widely replaced by one with two to three 
children.

Hungarian and international experiences equally suggest that of 
the socio-economic factors influencing the number of population the level 
of housing and of the network of children’s institutions belongs to the 
most important problems. In the capital as well as in other towns and 
settlements priority given to families with three or more children in the 
distribution of flats has had a favourable effect.

Arrangements made concerning monetary allowances to support 
the bringing up of children — first of all family allowance and ehildren-

* The fe rtility  ana ly sis  is aim ed a t e s tab lish in g  th e  n u m b er o f  eh iild ren  born  du ring  
a  w om an’s life, th a t  is, th e  frequency  o f deliveries. In  th e  H u n g a rian  p rac tice  th e  p ro p a g a 
tiv e  age o f  w om en is from  15 to  49.



care aid — have resulted in an increased social share from the families’ 
expenses of sustaining children. The allowances have at the same time 
diminished the income differences attributed to demographic causes. 
The problems of working women have been eased by the sick-pay and 
extra leave given for child nursing to mothers with small children. Coun
cils and enterprises provide various forms of support to families with 
many children.

In the middle of the seventies 180— 190 thousand children are born 
a year in Hungary, some 30 — 35 thousand more than the previous years 
average, due partly to a complex of demographic policy measures, partly 
to the increased number of women of reproductive age (the highly popu
lated age-groups — women born in 1953 — 55 — enter the most fertile 
period in these years). The higher number and proportion of live births 
in the mid-seventies is. however, of temporary nature only.

In comparison to the European countries the birth rate of Hungary’s 
population fell from the “high” (40 %,,) level of the early 1900*s to a 
“medium” (20%o) level bv World War Tl. lTp to the beginning of the 
sixties the 13%0 rate of Hungary meant a “very low" category, and even 
the sudden increase of birth rate in 1974 ensured only the “low" or “medi
um” category for Hungary.

Deviations in the regional birth rates are due to differences in the 
socio-economic composition and in the birth- and family planning ha
bits. It is a general tendency that — in accordance with the national 
indices — the birth rate has decreased in every settlement category. 
The extent of decrease, however, not being uniform, the proportions of 
the settlement categories have been modified, or interchanged. The birth 
rate of the population has always been, and is at present the lowest of all 
in the capital. The proportions of towns and villages have been inter
changed partly because of a change in the age composition. In the villa
ges the birth rate was earlier higher than in the towns. In 1974. however, 
live birth per 1,000 inhabitants was lower in the villages than in the urban 
population.

Considerable differences in the birth rate of the population have 
long been existing between the counties, and these differences have for 
many years been constant. In Szaboles-Szatmár county and in the 
north-eastern counties of Hungary the birth rate has always been high. 
Lower rates were and arc found in the counties of Csongrád. Békés, 
Heves, Somogy, Tolna, and the lowest of all is in Budapest, the capital 
of the country.

The demographic policy measures do not make distinctions by loca
tion, that is do not differentiate between Budapest, other towns and 
settlements, or between counties or regions etc. In spite of this — accor
ding to the evidence of the last several years — the birth rates generally 
change in a proper way being high where previously the level of repro
duction was lower (e. g. in Budapest and in the counties of Békés, Tolna, 
Heves), while on areas with a higher birth rate in the past (e. g. counties
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Szabolcs, Hajdú, Borsod) the extent of increase is somewhat lower than 
the average (Fig. 3.).
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Fig. 3. L ive  l>itih ra te  by  co u n ties 1074. {$',)

Fertility traditions surviving from the past no longer have any con
siderable influence on the regional trend of birth rate. In this question 
the present social and employment conditions of the parents become 
more and more determinative.
Morla lit)/

Under the influence of the great socio-economic changes in the 
second half of the 19th century the mortality of the population substan
tially decreased in Western- and Northern Europe. At the turn of the 
century e.g. 17 —22 of every 1,000 inhabitants of Sweden. United King
dom. Holland, Belgium, France and Germany died*.

In Hungary the mortality level of the population was 27%u in 1900. 
Subsequently, up to the early sixties — except the increased death 
rate of the periods of World War Г and Г I** — mortality fell below 10%o 
(in 1961 it was 9.6%0). Owing to the age composition of the population 
having become unfavourable, and in consequence of various other effects,

* G ross d e a th  ra te  =  p e r m ille n u m b er o f th e  d ead  d iv id ed  b y  th e  n u m b er o f p o p u 
la tio n .

** T h e  m ilita ry  loss o f  W orld  W a r 1 — ca lcu la ted  fo r th e  p re sen t a rea  — is consi 
de red  to  hav e  been  ab o u t 2 3 0 —250 th o u sa n d  persons, i n  W orld W ar I ]  few er soldiers 
d ied  th a n  in  th e  p rev io u s w orld  w ar, y e t w ith  th e  civil v ic tim s  (of bom bing , d e p o rtin g  
a n d  o th e r  w a r actions) in cluded  som e 420 th o u sa n d  people perished  in H u n g a ry .



however, the mortality level has ever since shown a gradual though mo
derate increase. In 1974 e. g. slightly more than 125 thousand people 
(12%„) died in Hungary (Fig. 4.).
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Fig. 4. T ivihI o f d e a th  ra te  1900 — 1975.

In comparison with the European countries Hungary has a medium 
level of mortality with a death rate of about 12%„. Countries with low' 
mortality levels at the beginning of the century, on the other hand, have 
now mostly high death rates, similar to or higher than the Hungarian 
mortality.

The death rates show differences even when grouped bv demogra
phic criteria (sex, age, family status, village-town, area etc.).

The death rate of boys and men is higher than that of girls and wo
men. This is influenced, in essentials, by the socio-economic conditions 
of man and woman. Tn most countries the prospective average life-span 
of women is a few years longer than that of the men. owing to the lower 
female mortality. In Hungary e.g.the average life-span expected at birth 
was in 1974 67 years for men and 73 years for women.

Even the age is affected by mortality in a differentiated manner. 
After a still very high infants death rate mortality decreases until 
the age of 10, then remains at a low level to show a slight increase about 
20, then — over 60 — in consequence of a reduced resistance of the orga
nism suddenly rises.

When examining the death rates according to the family status we 
find the value of the index to be the lowest for married people; mortality 
is high in unmarried people, and the highest — generally because of old 
age — among widowed persons.

Differences in mortality occur between settlement types — like 
village and town — and counties too. Mortality differences between 
villages, towns and Budapest have gradually decreased since the turn 
of the century. Their proportions to one another have radically changed.



The lowest death rate of the capital at the beginning of the century rose 
to the highest level by now; the once lower mortality level of villages is 
today much higher compared to the death rates of towns. There are 
considerable differences in mortality between the counties as well (Fig. 
5. ), but the ratios to one another have shown only a slight change.
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F ig. 5. D e a th  ra te  b y  co u n ties 1974. (%<,)

Comprehensive study on the demographic processes

The difference of births and deaths is the natural increase*. Its 
value is in most cases positive (the number of births exceeds that of 
deaths). In certain periods, however, a decrease of population may occur 
(in war e. g. the death cases outnumber the births) (Fig. 6.).

Natural increase, the balance of birth and death may be influenced 
bv changes in the level of either factor. Following the turn of the century 
the 11 — 12%o level of natural increase was, in essential, unchan
ged (since the rates of birth and death decreased nearly to the same ex
tent). In both world war periods population decrease occurred (in W orld 
War I the high loss of birth was coupled with a relatively low death 
rate, while in World War II the trends of the two components were 
similar to the former ones but of different extent). Between the two 
world wars the birth rate decreased somewhat faster than mortality, so 
that the natural increase showed a slightly decreasing tendency (at the 
beginning of the period it still exceeded 9%0> while at the end did not even

* T ho ab so lu te  n u m b er o f n a tu ra l  increase  p e r 1,000 in h a b ita n ts  e x p re ssed  \n  per 
m illage.
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Fig. 0. T ren d s  o f  th e  m ajo r ra te s  o f  n a tu ra l  dem ograph ic  changes 1900 — 1975.
1 =  naturai increase; 2 — natural decrease.

reach 6%„). Γη the decade following World War 1Γ acceleration in the 
natural increase was caused partly by the higher birth rate (postwar peri
od and restricted induced abortus), partly by the decreasing tendency 
of mortality. From the mid-fifties with a rapid decrease in the number of 
births natural increase gradually fell to 2.1 %„ by 1962, then ranged 
between 3 and 4%„ until 1974. By now, the middle of the seventies, the 
natural increase of the population has risen to 5 — 6%,, — as a response 
to the above mentioned demographic policy on the one hand, and in 
consequence of a higher proportion of women of reproductive age. on the 
other.

At the turn of the century the demographieal changes in Hungary 
were still relatively high compared to the European countries. Six deca
des later, however, with an index of about 2%„, Hungary was placed last. 
Tn the midlie of the seventies, however, the 5 — 6%,, index of Hungary 
corresponds to the international average.

The natural changes of population may produce various regional 
combinations (Fig. 7.). In thecounties of Szabolcs-Szatmár. Fejér. Veszp
rém and Komárom the high birth rate of the population coupled with 
a low mortality produces a high natural increase; in the capital and in 
counties Csongrád, Bács and Somogy the joint effect of the factors re
sults in lower demographic changes; in the counties of Vas and Nógrád 
the mean value of the factors produces an average natural increase.

The analysis of the factors of demographic changes is a relatively 
simple way of examining the demographieal processes. This does not 
properly show, however, whether the extent of natural increase is suffici-
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F  iff. 7. H a te  o f  n a tu ra l  increase by  coun ties 1974. (°fM1)

ent for the future reproduction of population*. Namely, changes in the 
structure of population (e.g. reduction in the number of births and longer 
than average lifetime) conceal the actual content of natural increase. 
From the early sixties to 1974 e.g. the natural increase was higher, vet 
the maintenance and reproduction of the population was not ensured 
(in 1973 the gross reproduction coefficient of Hungary’s population was
0.943. the net one 0.905). In county Szabolcs the value of the reproduction 
coefficient is above 1, while in Budapest it is far below I. Now. in the 
mid-seventies, a temporary rise in the birth-rate ensures again the repla
cement of the population.
M it/ration

Migration is the change of place of a part of the population based 
on individual decision. The migration is a demographical factor as it 
increases or decreases the population number of a country or region, 
and often has a considerable modifying effect on the composition of the 
population as well. Demographical changes reaching beyond the frontiers 
of countries are called international (outer) migration, while the term 
for any change of place within the borders of a country is inner migra
tion.

* T h e  gross rep ro d u c tio n  index  show s th e  av erag e  n u m b er o f  fem ale  ch ild ren  d e li
vered  by  a  w om an d u rin g  her life a t a  b i r th  frequency  correspond ing  to  th e  g iven year. 
T h e  n e t rep ro d u c tio n  index , on  th e  o th e r  h a n d , expresses th e  n u m b er o f fem ale ch ild ren  
p e r w om an reach ing  rep ro d u c tiv e  age a t th e  mor ta l i ty  level o f  th e  sam e year. W hen th e  
coefficient is 1 th e  p o p u la tio n  is s ta g n a n t;  v a lu es h igher th a n  th a t  m ean an  increase, and 
low er th a n  th a t  a  decrease  o f  popu la tio n .

♦



The international migration is now of no importance for Hungary, 
but the gain or l o s s  from a larger-scale migration in certain periods of 
the past made its effect felt for decades in the age composition of tlie 
population. The wave of emigration seriously affecting Western Europe 
in the middle of the 19th century reached Hungary in the last decades of 
the century. It became a mass movement between 1880 and 1914 when 
more than one and a half million Hungarian subjects left the country, and 
only 27 per cent of them came later back. The present area of Hungary 
was — according to the estimates — left by 390—400 thousand persons 
in the mentioned period.

The motive of emigration was in the first place the unfavourable 
economic situation, poverty that affected masses of people.

The more than 350 thousand inhabitants moving from the disan- 
nexed northern, eastern and southern parts of Hungary to the present 
area of the country - first of all to the capital and its environs in the 
years following World War I can be regarded as immigrants. Between 
the two world wars mainly in the period of the great economic crisis — 
outer migration was checked by restrictions imposed on emigrants bv both 
the receiving and the releasing countries. Consequently, between the 
two world wars emigration and repatriation were, in fact, balanced.

Summarization of estimated data on migrations of various directions 
during World War Π and immediately after shows a passive balance 
(unlike the positive character of residential changes after World War I). 
Namely, after the second world war more than 200 thousand persons 
moved again to the present territory of Hungary from areas reannexed 
to the neighbouring countries, but at the same time some 170 thousand 
Hermans were expatriated from Hungary. Of those leaving for west after 
the war nearly 100,000 persons have not returned. In that period the 
deficit from changes of place of forced migration character may thus have 
been more than 50 thousand persons.

Γη 1956 owing to a large-scale process of defection and smaller 
scale emigration at the time of the counter-revolution — the number of 
population decreased by some 160 thousand heads (1.8 per cent), with 
those returning until the I960 census taken into consideration.
inner inig ration*

With the abolition of serfdom the peasantry no longer bound to the 
soil was left either totally without land, or with such a small plot as

* In n e r  m ig ra tion  is no t an  in te rn a tio n a lly  e s tab lish ed  te rm . T h e  ch an g e  o f  th e  
residence is. in g enera l, one o f its  im p o rta n t c rite ria . C hanges in th e  p o p u la tio n  o f  a  c o u n try  
do  not affect th e  n u m b er o f in h a b ita n ts , but have a  g re a t effec t on the* regional d is tr ib u 
tion , com position , densit y , d em ograph iea l cond itions o f  th e  p o p u la tio n . R eg u la r  o b se rv a 
tions on th e  in n er m ig ra tion  w ere s ta r te d  by th e  C en tra l S ta tis t ic a l  O ffice s im u ltan eo u s ly  
w ith  t he in tro d u c tio n  o f  th e  id e n tity  ca rd . T he assessm ent o f  in n er m ig ra tio n  is based  on 
com pulso ry  n o tifica tio n  o f  change  o f  address . T h ere  a re  tw o  ty p e s  o f  m ig ra tio n : p e rm a 
nent and  te m p o ra ry  m ig ra tion . In th e  case o f p e rm an en t m ig ra tio n  people a rriv e  a t  th e ir  
new  p lace  o f residence w ith  th e  in ten tio n  o f se ttlin g  dow n. T e m p o ra ry  m ig ran ts , on th e  
o th e r  h a n d , do  not change th e ir  p laces o f  residence, on ly  m ove to  th e  new  p lace  to  s ta y  
th e re  fo r a  while w ith  som e pu rp o se  (do som e w ork, lea rn , etc .).
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unable to ensure living for the family. This compelled a large proportion 
of the village population to give up its immobility and either go beyond 
the borders of the country, even overseas, or move to industrial centres 
developing within the frontiers and to the formerly fallo«' grounds of 
Transdanubia, respectively. Γη that period a part of the people migrated 
with a seasonal character**.

The inner migration of the population in the early years of the cen
tury can only be concluded on from the birth place statistics. In 1900 
about 75 per cent of the village inhabitants lived in the same place 
where they had been born. In Budapest and other towns this proportion 
was 40 and 50 per cent, respectively, owing to the great extent of immig
ration. Towns in the process of industrialization, and particularly the 
capital, displayed an intensive growth. Between 1890 and 1910 — under the 
influence of industrialization — the number of inhabitants in Budapest 
and its environs rose 3.5-fold, due mainly to the concentration of the 
inland population.

In the middle of the 19th century, after the regulation of the river 
Tisza, the large reclaimed flood areas «ere gradually drawn into cultiva
tion. This resulted in a migration gain in the Danube—Tisza mid-region. 
People living in less fertile mountain areas with rough weather conditions 
were particularly attracted by the so far thinly populated cultivable 
areas. The population number of the Transdanubian villages, on the 
other hand, decreased as a result of the denser network of towns and 
intensive industrialization.

After World War I the economic life of Hungary overcame but 
gradually the crisis owing to production- and marketing problems, then 
because of difficulties caused by inflation. The restriction of emigration 
increased the extent of unemployment everywhere, but particularly in 
the villages. After the defeat of the 11 ungarian Soviet Republic in 1919 the 
land was returned to the big land-owners: in 192И the counter-revolu
tionary system carried out a mock land reform on a limited scale to 
strengthen its own position. At that time the landless agricultural earners 
and dependants as well as the poverty-stricken population of farms smal
ler than 7 acre justified the name "the country of three million beg
gars” given to Hungary.

In the villages life became more and more difficult . The first signs of 
the economic world crisis also appeared in the agriculture. The rural popu
lation began therefore to move into towns in increasing numbers. In the 
years preceding World War ΓΓ the process of migration into the town was 
accelerated bv the increasing rate of industrialization and upswing of

** L arg e r o r sm alle r g ro u p s o f  tb e  ru ra l p o p u latio n  m igrateti IVom one region o f th e  
c o u n try  to  a n o th e r  fo r th e  purpose  o f  do ing  som e w ork even a t th e  tu rn  o f th e  cen tu ry . 
Seasonal m ig ra tion  p layed an  im p o rta n t role in b a lan c in g  th e  lab o u r m ark e t. D ay-w orkers 
from  th e  n o rth e rn  coun ties o f  H u n g a ry  — SO th o u san d  people or so a  y e a r — did ag ricu l
tu ra l  w ork in th e  G reat H u n g a rian  P la in . N avvies from  tin* G reat H ungarian  P lain, on 
th e  o th e r  han d , were engaged in A ustria  and  S lovenia to  d o  river co n tro l-, channel- and 
ra ilw ay  co n stru c tio n  work.
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war industry to such an extent that labour force available for agricultural 
work became scarce — due partly to the large number of men called up 
for military service.

After World War II, in the decade following the economic restoration 
(up to 1960) labour force required to fill nearly 1.2 million new industrial 
and servicing posts — resulted by the development of industry — came 
in essentials from the villages, i. e. from agriculture.

Between 1949 and I960 the number of village inhabitants decreased 
in almost all districts of the country. The greatest extent migration took 
place from the villages of the counties of Szaboles-Szatmár, Hajdú- 
Bihar, Bács — Kiskun. Békés. Szolnok, Vas and Zala. (Γ11 that period almost 
70 per cent of the natural increase of village population moved off.)

For the last fifteen years the number and proportion of those chan
ging residence permanently or temporarily have gradually decreased. 
The total number of inland migrants in Hungary was nearly one million 
at the beginning of the sixties and fell below 700 thousand bv the mid
seventies. Γη 1973—1974 the number of permanent migrants was 23 — 24 
and that of temporary migrants 43 — 45 per 1.000 inhabitants. This was 
promoted by the decentralizing policy of regional development too. 
which reduced the differences in the level of economic development 
between the regions. With the reduction of differences in the employment 
and income conditions and level of infrastructure the population discharge 
of villages has also decreased. Apart from conditions of economic nature 
the motives of migration included — naturally — social and personal 
causes (e. g. marriage, learning, family affairs etc.) too.

The main direction of migration is from the villages to Budapest and 
to other towns and industrial centres, though migration between settle
ments of the same type (villages and towns, respectively) is not negligible 
either. Latter while leaving the population number of villages and towns 
unchanged causes a considerable exchange of population and alteration of 
age composition within the settlement categories.

Γη Hungary more than 23<> thousand people moved a year from the 
villages to the towns permanently or temporarily, on an average of 
1972 — 74. Nevertheless, the number of those moving back from town to 
village also amounts to 190 thousand. The migration gain of towns at the 
expense of the villages was in the period concerned more than 40 thousand 
persons (of which the share of the capital was 6 — 7, that of the other 
towns about 36 thousand people).

Simultaneously with a decrease in the mobility of the population the 
migration balance of regions and counties has also shown a decreasing 
tendency, namely on the major areas of population discharge the socio
economic motives of migration are gradually lessening.

Migration plays an important role in maintaining the balance of 
labour supply and demand. From areas with high natural population 
increase (e. g. the north-eastern part of Hungary) the surplus labour 
reaches the place of utilization through migration. On areas with a low 
natural increase — or even natural decrease — of population (e. g. in
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Budapest) actual population increase can only be ensured, and a part of 
the labour requirements covered by a migration gain (Fig. 8.).
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Fig. S. M igration  balance* o f counties, c o u n ty  sea ts  an  i o f  th e  c ap ita l (1072 -  1974 
average).

I -= permanent and temporary migration loss per 1.000 inhabitants; II = permanent am’ tem-
p nary  migrati m tr-ia per 1.000 Inhal liants.

A part of the inland migration is of local character and takes place 
w ithin small distances. In the earlier decades migration mainly tended 
towards the central area of the country. Γη Budapest and county Pest 
unlike the other parts of Hungary a migration surplus is realized. In the 
first half of the seventies, however, the dynamically developing country 
towns and industrial centres have received migrants in increasing num
bers. The majority of migrants come even today from the north-eastern 
region of the country mainly from county Szabolcs-Szatmár 
though relative to their population numbers a considerable number of 
people move from the counties of Békés, Somogy, Nógrád, Tolna and 
Zala as well.

Beside the decreasing tendency of demographical changes on these 
areas a further characteristic feature is the modified structure of migra-



tion. Migration to greater distances lias become less frequent while chan
ges within the counties are increasing. The growing number of urban 
population mostly comes from the villages of the same county.

Distribution of population by sex and age

Of the population living in Hungary in 11)75 18.5 per cent were men 
and 51.5 per cent women. Owing to a female surplus of 315 thousand 1061 
women fall to the share of 1.000 men* at present. After the two world 
wars in Hungary — like in other war-stricken countries — the difference 
between the proportions of male and female population became large. 
With the rising birth-rate, however, the postwar surplus of women slow
ly — over decades — diminished. It was thus that the female surplus 
of 81 in 11)40 fell in 25 years to 61 per 1,000 men.

There are differences between the individual age groups in the ratio 
of sexes. Due to the higher birth-rate of male children 1)55 girls fall to the 
share of 1,000 boys in the age group of 0 to 1) years. Subsequently the 
proportions of sexes become level. From adulthood on the female surplus 
increases, and at an advanced age becomes higher and higher (in 1070 it 
was 37 per 1,000 men in the age group of 50 — 54, while in the group of 
70—74 years old people more than 1.400 women fell to the share of
1,000 men).

After a maximum reached in 11)40 the female surplus showed a 
gradual decrease only in the capital. Although in 1070 the number of 
women per 1,000 men was smaller than in 1049. the 1960 data showed a 
trend opposite to the national ratio — due probably to the intensive 
demographical changes caused by the socialist reorganization of agri
culture.

In accordance with the overall trend the surplus of women has decre
ased in most counties, with the exception of Szolnok and Heves where it 
has become larger. On the occasion of the 1970 census the female surplus 
— generally in counties with favourable demographical conditions — was 
of minor extent. In the counties of Komárom, Zala and Veszprém the 
number of women per 1,000 men was below 1,010. The ratio in question 
was the highest in the counties of Somogy. Csongrád. Heves. Tolna. 
Békés and Bács.

The age composition** of Hungary’s population has changed almost 
incessantly for the last hundred years. Owing to a longer period of gradual 
decrease in the birth-rate the proportion of younger people has fallen 
from 37 to 21 per cent. The ratio of children has decreased substantially,

* Jn  th e  d em o g rap h ica l s ta tis t ic s  o f  H u n g a ry  th e  in d ica ted  fem ale ra tio  a n d  no t 
th e  n u m b er o f  m en p e r 1,000 w om en is reckoned. I f  th e  sex  ra tio  is b a lan ced , th e n  th e  
v a lu e  o f th e  ra tio  is ab o u t 1,000.

** M ajo r age-groups o f th e  p opu lation : y o u n g  people o r ch ild ren  below  15; younger 
people  o f  p ro d u c tiv e  age from  15 to  39; e lder people o f  p ro d u c tiv e  age from  40 to  59; old 
people  o f  60 a n d  over.
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particularly from 1960 when the large age-groups of those horn in 1952 — 
1953 left the age-group of 0 to 14 behind. Γη consequence of the favourable 
trend of mortality and higher average of lifetime the proportion of elder 
people has risen from 5 to 17 per cent. The proportion of the productive 
population between 15 and 59 years of age shows a much higher stability 
compared to the former two age-groups; it has increased from 58 to 61.8 per 
cent only. The trend of the age-groups of population is presented in the 
table below.

Changes in the size and proportion o! age-groups
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• .Vajor age-groups of the population: young people or children below lő; younger people of productive 
age front 1Ő to 89; elder people of productive age from 40 to 59; old people of 00 and over.

During a century the population number of Hungary has redoubled. 
Within the total number the number of people in the examined age-groups 
increased proportionately to the extension of life. The joint proportion 
of children and old people compared to people of productive age has 
decreased but slightly since 1870. Within this, however, the number of 
children per 100 productive-age people has almost been halved (from 
63 to 32), and the number of old people per 100 productive persons has 
risen — at a gradually increasing rate — from 9 to 30.

The process of senescence fundamentally characterizing the popula
tion’s distribution by age can be observed in all three types of settlement 

capital, towns and villages. The lower proportion of younger and 
higher proportion of older age-groups is most conspicuous in the capital. 
In the villages the proportion of persons of 60 and over increased from 
12 to 19 per cent between 1949 and 1975.

it is in Szabolcs-Szatnuvr. Hajdii-Bihar and Borsod-Abaúj- 
Zemplén of all counties that the proportion of old people is the highest 
(25 — 28%), while in Csongrád. Heves and Somogy hardly more than one- 
fifth of the population belong to this age-group. The percentage of old 
people to the total number of inhabitants has grown in all counties. It is 
the highest in Csongrád, Somogy and Békés, and the lowest in Komárom 
and Szabolcs-Szatmár; in the latter counties only every seventh inhabi
tant is 60 years old or older.

A wide-spread and expressive form of diagrammatic representation

Лее-group
(year)

Number of population 
(1.000 bead)

.Actual increase between 
1809 ami 1970

1809 1970 numerical percentage
(1.000 bead)

0 - 1 4  ............................................. 1,840 2.177 337 i s
15 39 ............................................. 2,016 3.S21 1,805 90
40 59 ............................................. 899 2,504 1,665 1S5
15 59 ............................................. 2,915 0,385 3.470 119
60 -  * ................................. 250 1,760 1,504 588

T o ta l ............................................. 5,011 10,322 5 ,3 1 1 106



for the age composition is the age pyramid* (Fig. 9.) which is highly 
suitable to illustrate the distribution of population bv sex, age and family 
status simultaneously.

85 and above
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F ig. !). D istrib u tio n  o f  popu l ation by  sex , age and  fam ily  s ta tu s .  1 J a n u a ry  197fi.
1 unmarried: 2 — married; :i = widowed: I = divorced.

* On th e  age p y ram id  th e  len g th  o f band  c h a r ts  s ta r tin g  on th e  right an d  left side o f  
th e  v e rtica l ax is  o f  th e  o rth o g o n al coord ina te  sy s tem  ex p resses th e  n u m b er o f  pe rso n s 
belonging  to  th e  age-groups ind ica ted  on th e  v e r tic a l ax is . T h e  youngest age-g roup  is 
placet! a t th e  base o f th e  p y ram id , and  th e  age increases u p w ard s.



Family status, size of family, number of children

The family status* belongs to the important demographieal characte- 
t ist ics of the population. It is closely connected with the age composition 
of the population, the change of the sex ratio, and its trend is influenced by 
the socio-economic conditions as well.

In the mid-seventies nearly 70 per cent of the men and about (54 per 
cent of the women of 15 and over were married. The number and propor
tion of divorced persons have gradually increased since the turn of the 
century. Their percentage proportion to the total number of inhabitants 
it not. however, significant (somewhat more than ‘5 per cent for men and 
about 4.5 per cent for women) because many of them have remarried. 
After the two world wars the proportion of widows rose, to settle at about 
15- 1(3 per cent. The proportion of widows is considerably higher than 
that of widowers which can be explained by the difference in mortality 
between the sexes and the earlier death of men. The distribution of Hun
gary’s population by family status in 1975 is shown by the former age 
pyramid (Fig. 9.).

Any significant difference between the types of settlement concer
ning the family status of inhabitants of 15 and over appears only in the 
percentage of divorced persons. The number of divorced men and women 
living in the capital is about twice as large as in the villages.

In the last decade the number of families increased due to the higher 
number of early marriages and of those contracted by elder people. The 
size of family, on the other hand, became smaller owing to the birth-rate 
declining until 1975 as well as in consequence of the lower number of 
relatives living together with the families.

The distribution of married women by the number of children chan
ged in the last two decades in the following wav.Simultaneously with a 
decrease in the proportion of childless women and those with 3 and more 
children the percentage of women giving birth to 1 and 2 children in
creased (Fig. 10.) Consequently, the number of children per 100 married 
women in 1949 was 257. a decade later, in I960 232. while in 1970 only 
201. There are great differences between the types of settlement in the 
fertility of married women. The average number of children per married 
woman in the villages is nearly (5(5 per cent higher than in Budapest, and 
exceeds by almost 25 per cent the average number of children born to 
married women in other towns.

Cultural conditions and native language of population

Hundred years ago hardly more than 30 per cent of the population 
over 7 wrote anti read in Hungary. The 1949 census found already 94 per

* T h e  d em ograph ica l fac to rs  o f  d is tr ib u tio n  by fam ily  s ta tu s  are: m arriage , d ivorce 
b ir th ,  d e a th  and  m ig ra tio n . T hese  facto rs e ith e r increase o r decrease  th e  basic categories 
by  w hich  d is tr ib u tio n  by  fam ily  s ta tu s  is stu d ied : un m arried , m arried , widowed and  d iv o r
ced persons.
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cent of the population over 7 writing and reading. Γη 1970 only 2.4 per 
cent of the population of the corresponding age was illiterate. When 
examining the question by age-group we find that the number of the 
illiterate is higher among elder people (in 1970 in the age-group of 10—30 
the percentage of those who had not even finished the first class of ele
mentary school — i. e. by the methodology of the census are regarded as 
illiterates — was below one, while in the case of persons over 75 this 
proportion was 0.5 per cent). The percentage of the illiterate — in accor
dance with the international data — is higher with women than with 
men.
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Fig. 10. D istribution of married women according to  the num ber of children horn alive.
1 = childless; 2 = 1 child; ‘ό  - 2 children; - 1=3  or more children.

From the last third of the 19th century no census data are available 
on the educational level of the population, but it is probable that in this 
field backwardness was still greater than in the knowledge of writing and 
reading. In this question reliable data are only available from the last 
fifty years, nevertheless, when making comparison difficulties may be 
caused by the changes of the educational system, the different method of 
surveying etc.

The educational level has substantially improved for the last fifty 
years. Of the inhabitants over 7 not even 10 per cent had a general school 
qualification — or finished 8 grades which is of the same value — in 
1920, while in 1970 their proportion was nearly 30 per cent. The percen
tage of those graduating from higher educational institutions has increased 
more than four-fold compared to their proportion fifty years ago.
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The gradual improvement in the cultural conditions of the popula
tion is shown particularly by the achievements of the last quarter of a 
century. There is, however, a considerable difference in cultural level 
between the sexes and the age-groups. In 1970 the percentage of those 
with general school education was four times, and of those with secondary 
school qualification three times higher in the 20 — 24 age-group than 
among 50 — 59 years old people.

'file educational level of women of 30 and over is at present lower 
than that of the men at the same age, in spite of a considerable improve
ment that has taken place in this field. This fact can be explained with 
the earlier disadvantageous social condition of women. At the beginning 
of the seventies among people between 15 and 29 years of age there were 
more women than men who had finished the 8th class of the general 
school, and the proportion of women with secondary school qualification 
was essentially higher than that of men. Of those with a university or 
college education first of ail the number of graduates in agriculture, 
economics, technics, medicine and pedagogy has grown.

At the turn of the century half of Hungary’s population gave Hun
garian as their mot her language*. Following the Peace Treaty of Trianon 
— after the disannexation of areas densely populated by nationalities — 
the proportion of those whose native language was Hungarian rose to 
88 per cent. Subsequently this percentage gradually increased. At present 
the question of native language is not so important in Hungary than it 
was in the past. From the point of view of language the population of 
Hungary is homogenous. On the occasion of the 1970 census 98.5 per 
cent of the population gave Hungarian as their mother language, the 
rest declared themselves Herman (0.4%), gipsy (0.3%), Slovakian (0.2%), 
Romanian (0.1%) etc. (We note here just for comparison that in 1870 
the mother language was Romanian in some 18 per cent. German and 
Slovakian each in about 14 per cent, and Ruthenian, Croatian, Serbian 
etc. in 7 per cent of the population.)

Distribution of population by economic activity

At the time of the first official Hungarian census 47 per cent of the 
population belonged to the category of earner*, while 53 per cent were 
dependants**.

* M other language, o r  n a tiv e  language  is th e  lan g u ag e  spoken  by  a person when a  
child  a t hom e, and  used lan g u ag e  is th e  one th a t  he/she sp eak s most o ften . A ccording to  th e  
H u n g a rian  p rac tice  o f  census m o th e r language  is th e  language th a t  a person sp eak s and 
th a t  he /she  declares o f h is /h er free will — h is /h e r m o th e r language.

** K arners a re  th e  persons w ho have  w ages, sa la ry , incom e o r o th e r  source o f  living, 
o f  th em  active earners are  those  who ca rry  on som e econom ic a c tiv ity , w hile inactive earners 
a re  th e  ones who do no t ta k e  p a r t  in p ro d u c tiv e  work (pensioners, w om en g iven  children· 
care  aid  e tc). P e rso n s who have  no incom e (children  u n d e r age, fam ily  m em bers, incom eless 
schoolboys and  -girls, u n iv e rs ity  and  college s tu d e n ts  and  o th e r  persons w ithout in 
com es).
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During the seven decades that elapsed from the beginning of the 
century the number of active earners increased by 75 per cent, and that 
of inactive earners grew thirteenfold (as a result of retirement, especially 
of old people working in agriculture, and due to the children-care aid 
provided for mothers with small children). The 57.5 per cent proportion 
of dependants, on the other hand, decreased to 38 per cent by 1970. 
Changes in the economic activity during 70 years are shown in Fig. 11.
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F ig . 11. D istrib u tio n  o f p o p u la tio n  by  econom ic a c tiv ity .
1 = active earner; 2 = inactive earner; 3 =  dependant.

'Phe radical transformation of the economic structure of Hungary 
is reflected by the changed number of active earners in the different 
sectors of national economi/* — particularly in industry and agriculture. 
A century long process observed in Hungary too is the decrease in the 
proportion of persons employed in agriculture and increase in the share of 
industrial workers. This process was already going on before the end of 
World War 11. but the rate of development accelerated after 1960.

The distribution of the population by occupational branches was 
already the subject of the first census. The data differ in details, but as 
regards the two main sectors: industry and agriculture, the direction 
of changes in the economic structure are clearly seen. A century ago 
nearly 70 per cent of Hungary’s earning population worked in primary

* In g ro u p in g  th e  p o p u la tio n  by  n a tio n a l econom ic sec to rs  th e  1970 census relied 
on th e  earlie r H u n g a rian  and  re levan t in te rn a tio n a l d irec tiv es. T h e  S large g ro u p s  o f 
econom ic life are: in d u s try , bu ild ing  in d u stry , ag ric u ltu re , fo res t m an ag em en t, w a te r  
m an ag em en t, tra n s p o r ta tio n  an d  co m m unica tion , tra d e , personal- an d  housing  services, 
s a n ita ry - and  c u ltu ra l serv ices, pub lic  ad m in is tra tio n  an d  o th e r  services.

9 *



production*, that is in agriculture; the proportion of those employed in 
industry, mining and metallurgy did not then reach 10 per cent; 16 per 
cent consisted of home servants, day-workers and persons engaged in 
other activities; more than 4 per cent worked in trade, communication, 
public service or were members of liberal occupations. Over hundred 
years the number and proportion of active earners employed in national 
economic sectors other than agriculture increased parallel with the dec
rease in the proportion then number of the active earners of agriculture. 
The structure of economy showed a particularly dynamic change after 
the end of \\ orld War II. In 1970 approximately 37 per cent of the active 
earners in the country worked in the industry and 26 per cent in the 
agriculture. Changes in the number of earners in the different sectors of 
national economy between the beginning of the century and 1970 are 
shown by Fig. 12.
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F vj. 12. D is tr ib u tio n  o f 'th e  e a rn in g  p o p u la tio n  b y  n a tio n a l econom ic sectors.

Simultaneously with the decreasing number and proportion of 
agricultural active earners the number of active earners employed in 
other sectors of national economy showed a dynamic increase, particu
larly after the liberation of the country in 1945. Between 1949 and 1970 
the number of active earners grew by more than one million in the in
dustry, became threefold in the building industry and redoubled in the 
transportation and communication.

* P ersons engaged in “ p rim ary  p ro d u c tio n ” included  th e  land-ow ners, leaseholders, 
fa rm  m anagers , fo res ters, y ea rly  se rv an ts , day -w orkers .



The number of active earners has become larger first of all because 
of the increasing number of women engaging themselves to work. The 
increasing tendency is shown by the following figures: the proportion of 
female workers to the total number of active earners was 26 per cent in 
1930, 29 per cent in 1949, 35.5 per cent in 1960 and 41 per cent in 1970.

In 1970 the level of industrialization was the highest in county Ko
márom (with a joint proportion of 58 per cent for active earners in in
dustry and building industry compared to the 44 per cent national ave
rage), though its level was higher than the national average in the coun
ties of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén. Győr-Sopron, Fejér, Veszprém, 
Nógrád and Pest too. The proportion of those employed in agriculture, 
on the other hand, was the highest in Hajdú-Bihar (49 per cent compa
red to the 37,6 per cent national average), but it was considerable in the 
counties of Bács-Kiskun and Csongrád too.

In the course of examining the social sector the active and inactive 
earners (and their dependants) are placed in state-, co-operative- or 
private sector according to whether the working place is in social- or 
private possession. The relation of the country’s workers to the means of 
production radically changed after World War I I  when the production 
means went over into social proprietorship.

In Hungary the earners were first surveyed by social sector in I960. 
Both the I960 and 1970 census indicate the further growth of the socialist 
sector with a simultaneous decrease in the proportion of the private 
sector. The proportion of active earners in the socialist sector increased 
from 75 per cent in I960 to 96 per cent by 1970.

Parallel to the development of the socialist sector the share of the 
private sector decreased in all branches of national economy. In the 
agriculture the private sector’s 54 per cent proportion in 1960 fell below 
Ю per cent by 1970. Γη the other branches the share of the socialist 
sector became established already at the time of the nationalization. 
For the last ten years the co-operative sector has made a particularly 
dynamic progress.

The grouping of active earners (and their dependants) bv employment 
conditions is carried out on the basis of the legally fixed relation of wor
kers to production means, and the following basic categories can be distin
guished: persons in employment, co-operative members*, self-employed 
persons and family assistance. Changes in these basic categories — due 
first of all to the economic structure of the country — truly characterize 
the social composition of population.

The differentiation of the earning population by employment con
ditions could already be observed with the first Hungarian census. At 
the turn of the century some 43 per cent of the active workers had a 
private income. Until World War II the proportion of the self-employed 
showed hardly any change, but later — as a result of nationalization,

* T h e  ca teg o ry  o f  “ co -opera tive  m em b ers” h a s  been  included  in th e  in te rn a tio n a l 
d irec tiv es o f  census a s  a  re su lt o f th e  econom ic tran s fo rm a tio n  o f  th e  socialist coun tries .
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switching over to socialist co-operative management, then the socialist 
transformation of agriculture — , by the early seventies fell to 3 per cent. 
Of the total number of active earners in 1970 3,880 thousand (78%) people 
were in employment, 940 thousand (19%) were members of co-operatives 
and the rest (3%) consisted of self-employed persons and family assis
tance.

Participation in the social labour division and economic life is deter
mined bv the occupation of the individual*. The occupational data of the 
first Hungarian census were a novelty at that time, there is, however, 
little possibility for comparing them with later data, because the content 
of surveying was different in every successive decade.

The 1970 census divided the active earners into physical and intel
lectual workers**. The changes in the individual occupations of active 
earners during the past hundred years cannot be satisfactorily followed 
either. Between 1960 and 1970 the number of physical workers fell by 
more than 200,000 from 3,920,000 (and their proportion to the total 
number of active earners from 82 to 74 per cent). Among the physical 
workers the greatest change occurred in agriculture (the share of this 
category was reduced from 45 to 25 per cent). Between the last two 
census the group of occupations of industrial character increased by more 
than 1,700,000 persons, and so its proportion rose from 23.5 to 33 per 
cent.

The number and proportion of intellectual workers showed a singu
larly dynamic growth between 1960 and 1970 (with a numerical increase 
of 230 thousand persons their proportion to the total number of employed 
persons rose from 18 to 26 per cent). The increase of this group was due 
mostly to the extension of the nursery- and accountancy staffs, and partly 
to the growing number of technical managers and professional workers. 
In 1970 almost 50 per cent of the total number of active earners engaged 
in intellectual work were clerks and accountancy workers (23.5 per cent 
worked in technical- and 21 per cent in sanitary- and cultural line).

Areal distribution and concentration of population

Areal differences in the extent and rate of natural increase as well as 
the effects of migration have a considerable influence on the number and 
density of population in the different regions.

As a consequence of the improved socio-economic conditions the 
decrease of the proportion of village population has been a permanent

* T h e  in d iv id u a l o ccu p a tio n  is th e  a c t iv ity  perfo rm ed  by  a person as fu ll-tim e jo b  
irresp ec tiv e  o f  th e  econom ic b ran ch  o r em ploym en t conditions.

** T h e  te rm  physical o ccu p a tio n  re fers to  th e  a c tiv ity  o f  in d u stria l- (e. g. p itm a n , 
c u tte r , m ech an ic ian  e tc .) , bu ild ing- (e. g. b rick -lay er, c a rp e n te r  e tc .) , a g ricu ltu ra l- (e. g. 
p lo u ghm an , g a rd en e r, an im al te n d e r  e tc .), com m ercial-, ca tering -, serv icing-, tra n s p o r
tin g -, s to rage- and  o th e r  w orkers. In te llec tu a l o ccupat ions include th e  ac tiv itie s  o f  te c h n i
cal- (e. g. m an ag er, designer, tech n ic ian  e tc .), a d m in is tra tiv e -, econom ic (w orkers o f  
m in istries , councils e tc .), sa n ita ry -, c u ltu ra l- (e. g. physic ian , chem ist, n u rse  e tc .) and  c leri
cal- and  acco u n tan cy  w orkers.
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tendency in the areal distribution of population for the last hundred 
years, due mainly to the extensive migration to towns — first of all to 
Budapest* (Fig. 13). In 1870 nearly three-quarters, while in 1970 hardly 
55 per cent of the country’s population lived in villages. In the years 
after 1960 not only the proportion of village inhabitants within the 
country but also the population number of the villages became smaller 
and smaller. In the decade preceding the sixties the population number 
of the villages grew by 2.5 per cent, while in the subsequent ten years 
decreased by about the same percentage.
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Fig. 1-3. D istribution of population by settlem ent types.
1 =  Budapest; 2 = cities without Budapest; '0 =  \illagc*s.

The proportion of the inhabitants of Budapest to the total number of 
Hungary’s population showed adynamic growth: from 6 to 19 per cent 
between 1870 and 1970, The population number of tli£ country towns, 
on the other hand, hardly changed until the middle of the century (it was 
20 per cent in 1870 and only 21 in 1949), but since then the rate of growth 
of the population has accelerated so much that at present more than 
26 per cent of Hungary’s population is living in country towns.

During the past hundred years the population number of Hungary 
has almost redoubled, the inhabitants of the capital have become six and a

* Réduction in the proportion of village inhab itan ts  and the grow th tendency of 
the tow n population were only in terrup ted  by the period between 1941 and 1949. During 
W orld W ar I I the num ber of inhabitan ts while growing in the villages decreased in the 
tow ns. Namely, in th a t period m any people moved from towns th reatened by the war 
activities (bom bing etc.) to  the safer villages.



Fig. N . Population density  per km- in big cities and counties 1970. B u d ap est 3704;
Debrecen 351; Miskolc 771; Pécs 1003, Szeged 1050; Győr; in counties according 
to  the key.

Owing to the uneven extent and rate of population increase the 
population is not uniformly distributed over the area of the country. 
During the past hundred years the difference in population density bet
ween settlements, counties and regions increased. The difference in popu
lation density between Budapest and the villages was 530 head in 1870 
and3.635 head in 1970. The difference between the lowest and highest 
density values of county population also increased. In hundred years the 
difference between the extreme density values for county population rose 
from 22 to 77 head. Of the counties of Hungary Pest and Komárom were 
the most densely (about 135 head), and Somogy, Baranya and Hajdu- 
Bihar the most scarelv (60 — 65 head) inhabited in 1970, as seen in Pig. 14.

half times, while those of the country towns more than two and a half 
times as many as they were before. In the villages, on the other hand, 
the number of population is only 53 per cent more than it was in 1870. 
The number of population present in the capital, country towns and 
villages as well as the population density in the three settlement categories 
in the period discussed are seen in the table below.
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Population number 
1.000 head

Population density 
per 1 knr

1 8 7 0 1 970 1 870 1070

B u d a p e s t ......................................... 302 1,940 575 3.704
C o u n try  to w n s ............................. 99<i 2,655 99 205
V illages ........................................... 3.713 5.721 45 69
C o u n try  to ta l  ............................... 5 ,0] 1 10,310 54 111



t

Of the different regions it was in the northern part of Hungary where 
the actual increase of population was the highest between 1960 and 1970, 
while in the Great Hungarian Plain the number of inhabitants slightly 
decreased. Consequently, the weight of the capital and the northern part 
of the country has further increased, that of Transdanubia has remained 
practically unchanged, while the share of the Great Hungarian Plain 
has been somewhat reduced.

Population projections

Various term projections underlying the objectives of economic 
policy are made necessary bv the concrete requirements of socio-economic 
development. It is indispensable to know the number and structure of 
population especially when preparing long-term plans; in a shorter period 
only minor changes occur in most cases in the population.

Population projections can be prepared by various methods. The 
results of short-term estimates made on the basis of earlier growth rates 
of the population can only be used in the case of steady demographical 
tendencies. Population projections for a longer period ahead — for five, 
fifteen or even twenty-five years —can only lie built on a thorough know
ledge of demographical changes. On the basis of the main trends of birth, 
death and migration, and knowing certain conditions connected with 
them projections for the number and structure of the population can be 
prepared with sufficient reliability.

Perspective calculations based on processes of reproduction are 
made in most countries with the so called “Component” method. This 
method calculates the number of population per age-group and the total 
population from the supposed future trends of age-specific mortality and 
fertility. Age-group reduced by mortality gives the number of the one- 
year older surviving population. Births expected in the future, on the 
other hand, can be concluded on from the number of female population 
of reproductive age. with fertility specific of the age taken into considera
tion. This method consists thus of shifting the age and establishing the 
number of the new generations.

Early investigations concentrated on the trend of mortality. The 
epidemics had a stronger effect on the number of popu'ation than the 
higher and less fluctuating rate of birth had. However, as soon as the 
death rate fell to a level corresponding to the biological standard of the 
given period, the possibility of social intervention decreased. Neverthe
less, the use of death statistics and mortality tables kept for a relatively 
long time renders it possible to calculate the number of the surviving 
population with an accuracy meeting the requirements of economic 
planning.

Accordingly, since of the two factors determining the growth rate 
of population the death rates — in conformity with the socio-economic 
level — are relatively low, they are regarded as practically constant 
when preparing the projections. The demographic policy lays therefore
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y  Ote: — N um ber o f population present as related to the present area  o f Hungary.
— The 1925 data were comluded from the results of the 1920 and 19:>o censuses; the 1975 data are 

estimates derived from the 1970 ( ensus and from the continuative data of 1975.

The table shows the low natural increase expected in the next quarter 
ofthis century compared to the population data of any of the past periods. 
It is surprising that the projected number is not even half of the popula
tion increase in the period covering the enormous loss of World War II.

Seeing the slight increase of Hungary’s population during 25 years 
the question may arise how the mentioned low level natural increase 
could be avoided, and whether a higher level population increase could

increasing emphasis on the observation and analysis of birth and fertility 
(and the economic, social, mental and sanitarian factors influencing 
them).

In the last fifteen years some ten national long-term population 
projections were made in H ungarv with the aid of the Component method, 
on the basis of mortality and fertility hypotheses and their combination, 
respectively. And since the prospective increase of population depends 
mostly on changes occurring in the field of fertility, more assumptions have 
been made for birth than for death, which is anyway of relatively low 
level and less susceptible to influence. Emigration and immigration — 
owing to their negligible extent — are left out of consideration in the 
estimates.

According to some estimates the number of Hungary’s population 
will only be 20 — 40 thousand more than in 1075 by the end of the century, 
while another assumption shows an increase of about one million until 
2,000. Under the present conditions a natural increase of about 350 — 400 
thousand head can be reasonably expected in the next quarter of a cen
tury. Beyond the sex- and age composition of the population these cal
culations are built on demographic policy objectives outlined in the 
foregoing — in essentials on 2 — 3 children per family —, and as to the 
age-specific mortality, they project it at a level developed in the mid- 
seventies. On the basis of these perspective calculations Hungary’s 
population is expeeted to be about 10,900 thousand in 2,000. The popula
tion data of Hungary in the past three quarters of a century as well as the 
estimated data are contained in the following table: the factual and 
projected development of the factors of natural increase are shown in 
Fig. 15.
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Poi lód
Actual ineiease A\ etneo annual 

inrlease Actual itici ease as a 
рек outage to the initial 
population of the peiiodof population

1.000 head

1 9 0 0 -1 9 2 6  ...................................... 1.480 59 21.0
1 9 2 5 -1 9 5 0  ...................................... S70 35 10.4
1 9 5 0 -  1975 ...................................... 1.325 53 14.4
1 9 7 5 -2 0 0 0  ...................................... 370 15 3.5



be reasonably reckoned with. However, in the next quarter of our century 
there is little possibility to attain the maximum of the mentioned interval 
of natural increase (about 400 thousand head), as parrallel with the 
decreased proportion of women of birth giving age the number of births is 
stagnating at a low level from the end of the seventies over almost two
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decades. The absence of women of reproductive age can be compensated 
for by the increased level of fertility only to a limited extent. It is. in 
fact, restricted by the possibilities connected with the way of life too. 
A continuous slight increase of the death rate is caused, on the one hand, 
by the age composition of the population, a process of senescence; on 
the other hand the mortality levels will not show a favourable tendency 
in the coming period either (urbanization, motorization, various conta
minations represent a considerable potential danger).

As to the accuracy of the estimates: the reality of the projections 
depends on whether the assumptions taken for basis will come true. 
Any change in the hypotheses will naturally influence the result. Con
sequently, the projection in question may contain an error. The error 
cannot, however, be too great. Thus the number of Hungary’s population 
may be about 10,900 thousand by 2,000. According to projections made 
on the basis of pessimistic hypotheses the number of inhabitants in 
Hungary will be 10,800 thousand in 2,000, but even an optimistic projec
tion puts it below 11 million.
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РЕЗЮМЕ
НАРОДОНАСЕЛЕНИЕ ВЕНГРИИ И ЕЕ ДЕМОГРАФИЧЕСКАЯ

ПОЛИТИКА
Авторы в своем исследовании суммируют демографические показатели наро

донаселения Венгрии, включая и его миграцию, а также и др. данные, связанные 
с населением страны, в их историческом развитии, и всегда относя их к современ
ной территории Венгрии.

На нынешней территории Венгрии с 1870 по 1976 гг. население выросло с 5 
до 10,57 млн. человек. Естественный прирост населения до I Мировой войны был 
несколько более 1 %, а затем постепенно снижался и в 60-х годах достиг .минималь
ной точки спада -  0 ,2 -0 ,3% . В 70-х гг. правительство приняло широкий круг 
постановлений, направленных на увеличение роста населения страны. Так, напри
мер, матери могут воспитывать своих детей дома, на работая и получая часть зар
платы до 3-хлетнего возраста ребенка. Многодетные семьи получают квартиры на 
льготных основаниях или же бесплатно и т. и. Под влиянием этих мероприятий ес
тественный прирост населения увеличился до 0,6%.

Исследование анализирует вопросы, связанные с ростом населения, также и в 
разбивке по медье (комитатам).

Население Венгрии к 2000 году прогнозируется в 11 млн. человек.
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ТНК HOLE OF (í KEEN AREAS IN PLANNING THE ATMOSPHERIC 
ENVIRONMENT OF CITIES
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1. Human biodimatological aspects of urban atmospheric environment

As a result of a world-wide process of urbanization an increasing 
proportion of the world population is living in big cities which makes it 
extremely important to acquire a better knowledge of the urban envi
ronment with a view to its systematic improvement. The current tasks 
of urban climatology include to give the directives and provide the right 
aids of settlement planning with an optimum atmospheric environment 
kept in sight. The concept of atmospheric environment covers both the 
quality of air and the other climatic features reflected in the values of 
“traditional” meteorological elements, it is, however, only with the 
latter aspect of atmospheric environment that this paper deals with in 
detail when seeking for the way of influencing the meso- and microcli
mates of cities.

I t  is a well-known fact that on the area of big cities the values of 
almost all meteorological elements change, and peculiar mesoelimates 
essentially different from the macroclimate of the natural environment 
develop, which can be regarded as being themselves complexes of highly 
diversified microclimates. It is generally agreed on that the develop
ment of a typical urban mesoclimate means an environmental change 
unfavourable for man. In fact, however, not all features of the urban 
climate are disadvantageus. On the other hand, the modification of the 
same meteorological element has various bioclimatologi cal aspects in 
the different climatic zones, and even at the same place in different sea
sons. A more, differentiated view of the urban effects is thus required as 
proved bv an analysis of the urban climate of Budapest (Table 1.).

The urban modification of meteorological elements essential from 
the point of view of comfort (radiation, temperature, humidity, wind) 
was appraised on the basis of 3 - 5  climatic indices at least partly inde
pendent from each other, and broken down according to half-year periods. 
Both the positive and negative effects were classified by three grades 
depending on the differences and biological importance of the examined



De\iation from natural conditions ])c\iation rharacte- Appraisal of the
Elemente of 

climate
(annual mean) ristic to cities in deviation

general summer winter total
Bp. downtown — I 

Pestlőrinc Period (estimation of
! Landsberg 1070) half-year

I. Hailration
sunsh ine  
d u ra tio n  
g lobal ra-

n . a. n . a. - 5 - 1 5 % 0 — - 3

(Hátion — 7%  (in w in
te r  -  15% )

liK ili- 0 8 — 15 — 20% + - 1

light - 9 %  (in w in
te r  - 3 2 % )

1907 -  OS* n. a. Д- — - 1

UV-rad ia - — 4%  (in win- 1905 — 00* in w in te r —30% 0 — - 3
tion te r  —23% )

+  2 -  10 - .8

11. Tem perature
su rface  tern-

— 2p e ra tu re  
a n n u a l m ean

η. a. n. a. n. a. +

te m p e ra tu re + 1 .2  °C 1905 -  68 +  0 .5 - 1 .0  C -  - + -  1
m ean te m p e 
ra tu re  m in. 
m ean  tem p e-

+  2 °C 1905 -  08 η. a. — + -  1

ra tu re  m ax . 4-0,7 °C 1905 — 08 n. a. — — + -  1
d iu rn a l range  
o f  tem p era - - 1 ,3  ° c 1 9 0 5 -0 8 n. a. H----- + +  1

tu re - 9 +  5 - 4

111. H u m id ity .
precipitation  
relat ive 
h u m id ity - 4 % 1 9 5 4 -0 3 * * in w in ter 

- 2 %
in sum m er
— 8°/ °  /0 + + +  2

v a p o r
p ressure 0.2 H gm m 1 9 5 4 -0 3 * * slig h tly  less + 0 +  1
frequency  ol 1 + 2 0 % 1901 -0 0 * * in w inter:
log
am o u n t o f

( je n :+  40% ) +  100% 0 - 3

p recip i
ta tio n

n. a. +  5 - 1 0 % 0 0 0

+  2 - 2 0

Tab. Ί.

The appraisa l ol urban  c lim ate  írom  the  v iew point »I h um an  bioclim atology
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Legend: -  =  slight unfa\ ntirnble effect
— — = unfa\ ourable effect 

— — — — strong unfa\ourable effet t 
+ = slight favourable effet t 

+ — = ambivalent effet t 
0  = indifferent
• = no complete observation series 

*· = calculated from data of other stations

climatic factors. It can be established that the features of the urban cli
mate, though as a whole unfavourable throughout the year, apart from 
air pollution cannot be regarded as harmful to health, since similar comp
lexes of atmospheric phenomena and processes occur at other geographi
cal places under natural conditions too. No doubt, however, that the ur
ban climate represents a greater stress than the natural climate, and has 
certain disagreeable features which affect the feeling of comfort. In winter 
it is the change of the radiation conditions, while in summer the altered 
temperature conditions, that are primarily considered unfavourable by 
the human bioclimatology. Modifications in the direction and speed of 
wind are disadvantageous all the year round. Local variations in humi
dity are of minor importance.

One of the important task of urban planning is to develop an opti
mum atmospheric environment in the residential areas of cities, which 
within the given frames of the macroclimate provides for the highest 
possible climatic comfort (over the longest possible period of the vear), 
and at the same time offers as much protection against aggravating me
teorological circumstances as possible. The different parts of the dav and 
the seasons are not of equal value from the point of view of staying in 
the open, so their significance regarding an optimum atmospheric en
vironment is also different. The summer period when the inner micro
climate of the buildings is more dependent on the environmental conditions, 
and even the appropriate clothes do not give protection from the aggrav
ating factors (heat, stuffiness) is particularly important.

In the summer period — the season most suitable for staying out
doors most part of the day — the trend of the temperature conditions is

Elements of
Deviation from natural conditions 

(annual mean)
Deviation eharat te

lteti«· to cities in 
«enei al

(estimation of 
Landsbcr« 1970)

Appraisal of the 
deviation

climate
lip. downtown — 

Pestlőrinc Period
summer winter

Imlf-yoar
total

IV . W in d
a n n u a l m ean 
w ind speed n. a. - 2 0 - 3 0 % +  - - 2
frequency  o f 
s tro n g  g u sts n. a. - 1 0 - 2 0 % a. + + 2
freq u en cy  of 
calm s n. a. +  5 — 20% - о

- 4

- 9

- 2

- 9

- e

-  IS
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the most unfavourable feature of the urban climate. The about 1 °C incre
ase of the average daily mean temperature does not apparently mean 
much difference; however, the difference between the city and its environs 
in radiation type weather characteristic of the heat periods is much gre
ater than that, occasionally even exceeds 8° ('. .Moreover, the unfavour
able effect of higher air temperatures is increased in the built-up envi
ronment by the long-wave radiation of the warmed up walls and road 
surfaces and the absence of air currents. According to the evidence of 
periodical measuring carried out in Budapest an actual 1 °C local diffe
rence in air temperature is equal to an average difference of 4 °C in tem
perature sensation (Oaj/.ágó, 1972).

In the work of urban planning the summer temperature regime of 
the urban environment can be most efficiently influenced with the right 
proportions, distribution and composition of green areas. This becomes 
obvious with the full knowledge of the physical bases of differences 
between urban and natural climate.

2. Atmospheric effects of green areas

2.1 Differences in heat and water regime between built-up and natu
ral surfaces

The physical basis for the development of urban climate is provided 
by the local modification of the energy and material turnover, which 
through complicated interactions involves changes in almost all climatic- 
elements. Differences in energy balance between thickly built-up urban 
surfaces and natural surfaces surrounding the cities were studied in detail 
with Budapest as a model (Probald 1971). The short-wave eomponensts 
of the radiative energy transfer were determined by measuring in the 
city centre and in Pestlőrinc, a south-eastern suburb of Budapest. Data 
on long-wave eomponensts are the results partly of measuring, partly 
of calculation. The heat amounts originating from energy consumption 
in industry, household and communication as well as from human meta
bolism were reckoned with on the basis of economic and demographic- 
statistics concerning the five central di stri est of the city. Evaporation 
— with the 7.5 per cent proportion of larger green areas, the scattered 
occurrence of smaller evaporative surfaces and a slight occasional eva
poration from impervious surfaces taken into consideration — was esti
mated to be 25 per cent of the natural value in the summer half-year. 
The turbulent heat transfer between surface and air was determined as 
the residual member of the basic- equation of energy balance.

The climatological model for the deviation of the energy budget (Table
2.) shows that in the growing season there is hardly any difference in 
total radiation balance between urban and natural surfaces. W hile the air 
polluted city receives less short-wave global radiation, the loss is compen
sated for bv the lower albedo of the built-up surface. There is no sub
stantial deviation in the long-wave radiation budget either. However, the
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10 ANNALES — Sectio Geographica — Tomus X.

proportions of the built-up surface 
and the high heat capacity of the 
covering- and building materials 
greatly increase the daily energy 
turnover; as a consequence the 
extreme values of temperature 
shift in time and the mean darilv 
ange of the temperature decreases.

In the summer half-year 
nearly 60 per cent of the radia
tive energy intake of natural sur
faces (green areas) is spent on 
évapotranspiration. In the case of 
densely built-up urban surfaces, 
however, evaporation only consu
mes some 15 per cent of the ra
diation balance. It is mainly due 
to this that the amount of heat 
transferred by the city to the a t
mosphere directly above is three 
times as much as that transferred 
by the natural surface; this is the 
basis of the development of an 
urban “heat island". in winter the 
antropogenic energy is the main 
factor of producing a heat island, 
while during the growing season it 
plays a secondary role.

As a matter of fact, when 
г breaking the urban surface —con- 
!  sisting of impervious covering and
= building materials almost totally
£ inactive as regards evapotranspi-
-  ration — with green areas, we
■f introduce a surface of natural or
<| next to natural energy turnover
я ' n the urban environment. The
s  larger the proportion of green
I  areas the less dominant the nega-
!  tive features of the urban cli-
;= mate. The greatest climatic diffe-
? rence between the two kinds of
£ surface is found in the capacity of
— évapotranspiration; the effect of
d green areas on temperature will

thus become higher if the amount 
of water transpired by them isinc-
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reased by the right composition of plants and a regular irrigation app
lied.

No matter how sharp the difference in climatic energv turnover 
between green areas and built-up surfaces is. the temperature differences 
arising between them are limited by the horizontal and vertical aii cur
rents. In calm clear weather the climatic effects of green areas are more 
intensive. The directives of urban planning can be laid down only after 
the stochastic correlations between the character of green areas (propor
tion, size, distribution, composition) and their local climatic effect — first 
of all the effect on temperature most important for the improvement of 
the urban climate — have been disclosed.

2.2 The proportion of green area* and their effect on temperature
One of the important tasks of urban green areas is to compensate for 

the “heat island” effect characteristic of the built-up surfaces. To de
scribe the intensity of the heat island-which at the same time gives the 
potential temperature decreasing effect expected from the green areas 
too — generally the difference in temperature between a nearby station 
representing the natural conditions and the city observatory is used. Nu
merous attempts are known from the relevant literature to study the 
stochastic correlations between this temperature difference and various 
quantitative indices characteristic of the settlement.

Some authors think the intensity of the heat island to be related 
with the size (population number or area) of the cities (Fukui 19(34. Oke 
1973, Ludwig and Dabberdt 1974). To such types of statistical models 
some theoretical and practical objections can be made. These models 
neglect the fact that the urban heat island is not homogeneous but consists 
of warmer and colder parts depending on the building density and on 
the ratio of green- to built-up areas. The data of the station taken for 
basis in characterizing the temperature surplus of the city are thus rep
resentative only for the homogeneous surroundings of the observatory 
and not for the whole city. Such correlations as found can mostly be ex
plained by the fact that building density is. as a rule, higher in the centres 
of larger cities than in the suburbs. Finally, from a practical point of 
view it is absolutely wrong to base correlation studies on such indepen
dent variables which cannot be changed by means available for city plan
ning.

The models in which the independent variable is represented by some 
index of building density, most often the ratio of green- to .stone surfaces, 
have a sounder theoretical basis and are of more practical use. In this 
type of research one of the most remarkable works was done by Rauner 
and Chernavskava (1972). According to the mentioned authors the micro
climatic efficiency of the green areas can be well characterized by the 
difference between the average temperature of the active surface and the 
air temperature measured at a heightoflőO cm above the ground. 1 he 
extent of temperature deviation can be brought into connection with 
the share of green area within the area of several housing blocks (Fig. 1·)·
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Fuj. 1. The re la tio n sh ip  betw een th e  sh a re  o f  th e  green a rea s  and  th e ir  te m p e ra tu re  e ffec t 
a t v a rio u s w eath e r co n d itio n s accord ing  to  H au n er an d  C h ern av sk ay a .
A: r i f a r  w eather, tem pera tu re  20 °C, relative hum idity 80 „
B: « loud> w eather, tem pera tu re  20 °C. relative hum idity  ö 0 "o 
Coefficient o f turbulent exchange: 2 =  1 rm /ser 8 =  2< in/sec
T = d r \ falion between the  a ir tem peratu re  a t 1.5 m height and the  mean tem pera tu re  o f the  active  
surface - share o f green area

The influence exercised on the temperature by the proportion of 
evaporating surfaces was studied by Myrup (1969), then by Oke (1972) 
on a computer model of the energy balance. According to Myrup the 
temperature-decreasing effect increases at the fastest rate when the pro
portion of the green areas is between 20 and 30 per cent. Somewhat dif
ferent conclusions were arrived at by Uke, who found that the tempera
ture could be sharply reduced even by very small green areas: that a 
30 per cent share of the evaporating surfaces resulted in 66 per cent of 
the maximum effect on temperature (Fig. 2.). However, the models of 
Myrup and Oke — as suggested by the authors themselves — require 
further improvementand empiri cal verification owing to the large number 
of simplifying conditions used in them and the uncertainty of the input 
data.

While the studies mentioned so far pointed out a non-linear corre
lation between the share of green areas and the effect exerted by them on 
the temperature, other research results suggest the quasi-linear or linear 
nature of the correlation. In Japanese cities it was pointed out that in 
clear weather a 10 per cent higher building density involved0.2 —0.4°C 
temperature surpluses (Takahashi 1964). Clarke and Peterson (1972) found

to*

According to the empirical model the change of the temperature diffe
rence is the most rapid in the case of a 20 — 50 per cent share of green areas. 
Under the summer weather conditions of the temperate zone a higher 
than 60 per cent green area proportion hardly increases the effect any 
more.
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Fiy. 2. R e la tio n sh ip  be tw een  th e  a rea l sh a re  o f  e v a p o tra n s p ira tin g  su rface  and  its 
cooling effect acco rd ing  to  Oke.

a very close and almost linear correlation between the structural density 
index of Saint Louis and the intensity· of the nocturnal heat island. Simi
lar conclusion was arrived at by Chandler (1970) who pointed out a higher 
than 0.9 correlation coefficient to characterize in the English cities the 
correlation between the building density of a 500 m radius area sur
rounding the observatory and the intensity of the nocturnal heat island.

In order to contribute to settling the question we processed the obser
vation results of traverses made in Budapest in the summer of 1960 in 
radiative type weather conditions (Popovics M. 1906). On these occa
sions the air temperature was measured with a nickel resistance thermo
meter at a height of 2 m, then the data referred to the same time. From 
the material of observations we took for basis the data of a total of 10 
traverses made in the evening hours, which were uniformly referred to 
7 p. m.; namely, at sun-set the phenomenon of urban heat island is more 
intensive than during the day, and the microclimatic differences arising 
from the varying degree of insolation are no longer marked. In the course 
of the work we chose 16 points at identical elevation along the line of 
the traverses, graded them by 5 per cent intervals, estimated the share 
of green areas characteristic of 500 m radius areas surrounding the mea
suring points, and determined the deviation of the measured temperature 
from the base station representing the natural conditions (Pestlőrinc 
observatory). Although the data reflecting the existing conditions of
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air motion showed a wide scatter, extremely close (r =  0.98) l in e a r  co rre 
la t io n  was found between the arithmetical mean of temperature devia
tions and tlie share of green areas. A 10 per cent increase in building den
sity was accompanied by a 0.25 °C increase of temperature (Fig. 3.).
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F ig . 'i. R e la tio n sh ip  b e tw een  th e  a rea l sh a re  o f  b u ilt-u p -su rface  an d  i ts  te m p e ra tu re  e ffec t 
in  B u d a p es t (average o f 10 c lear sum m er d ay s , 7 p . m .)

Our investigations support thus the conclusion that with the incre
ase of the share of green areas their effect on the temperature increases 
in direct proportion. The building density, the ratio of active to inactive 
evaporating surfaces is a more important factor of the trend of tempe
rature than the size of the city.

2.3 T h e  s iz e  o f  g re e n  a re a s  a n d  i ts  e f fe c t  o n  te m p e r a tu r e

Besides the green spots of the housing blocks, but in close connec
tion with them independent larger green areas are also needed in the big 
cities. Their size should be determined in such a way as to ensure the full 
display of the favourable atmospheric effects.

The correlation between the size of green areas and its effect on tem
perature was thoroughly studied by measuring carried out in Moscow 
parks in the summer months of 1969—71 between 1 and 6 p. m. (Kras- 
noshchekova et al. 1973). Between the mean temperature-decreasing 
effect compared to the paved urban squares ( Δ Τ )  and the size of the green 
area (S )  the following empirical relationship was found (Fig. 4.):
/ I T  =  a S b (1)



Fúj. 4. R e la tio n sh ip  betw een  th e  size an d  th e  cooling effec t o f  g reen  a rea s  accord ing  to  
K rasn o sh ch ek o v a  et a l. (c lear su m m er a fte rn o o n s).

When comparing the measuring results of Moscow to those presen
ted in 2.2 for Budapest we can establish that

a) in Budapest a 2.5 °C decrease of temperature was pointed out at 
the base station compared to tlie built-up surface, while in Moscow tlie 
temperature measured inside the 100 lia park was lower by 4 °C. Be
sides the different heights and times of measuring this difference is due 
to the fact that in Budapest the base station works on an open grassland 
area, while in Moscow the measurements were taken on a green area 
planted with trees. In the case of a base station located in a woody park 
a much sharper temperature contrast could have been pointed out in 
Budapest too:

b) in Budapest the linear correlation established between the ratio 
of green- to stone surfaces and its effect on the temperature means a 
slower increase of temperature in the case of lower, and a faster increase 
with higher green area proportions than indicated by equation (1). This 
can be explained by the fact that in Moscow the aim was todemonstrate the 
temperature-decreasing effect of parks, and measuring was accordingly

The values of constants characteristic to Moscow are: « = 2.1 and 
b = 0.134. With the increase of the green area the temperature-decrea
sing effect rises first rapidly, but above 100 ha only slowly, and above 
5 —600 hait hardly changes at all. This result fully agrees with the earlier 
statement (Chandler 1970) that the temperature conditions are prima
rily determined by the character of the 500 m radius area surrounding 
thè measuring point. Namely, a square park of 100 ha size fully covers 
the 500 m radius area surrounding the measuring point in the centre. 
The temperature-decreasi ng effect of larger green areas is felt in the neigh
bouring built-up areas generally up to a distance of several hundred me
ters; according to the conditions of air motion it often can be observed 
5—7 blocks of houses off (Oke 1972).
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Fig. 5. T he te m p e ra tu re  e ffec t o f  trees  on housing p ro jec t a rea s  o f  Szeged. B aseline: a ir  
te m p e ra tu re  a t  Szeged a irp o rt . Solid line: te m p e ra tu re  a t  housing  p ro jec t “ O dessa” . 
D ashed  line: te m p e ra tu re  a t housing p ro jec t “ T a r já n ” (average o f  10 su m m er 
days).

carried out inside the parks, while in Budapest temperatures were ta
ken in the surroundings of the parks. Another reason is that in Budapest 
the areas characterized l»y the high proportion of stone surfaces generally 
are found near the centre of the city, and the warming effect of built-up 
areas outside the immediate surroundings partly counterbalances the 
temperature-decreasing effect of the small green areas. On the peri
phery of the city farther surooundings have the opposite effect.

2.4 T h e  c o m p o s i t io n  o f  g re e n  u re a .·>· a n d  U s e ffe c t  o n  th e  te m p e r a t  are

The cooling effect of green areas is based on the évapotranspiration. 
Evapotranspiration can be increased by the plantation of trees and 
shrubs, for these plants, unlike the grass, are capable of water uptake and 
évapotranspiration even when the upper layers of soil have dried out. 
In the case of an abundant water supply the évapotranspiration of sur
faces covered by plants exceeds evaporation from free water tables. Thus 
the application of water surfaces in green areas is really advantageous 
only in case the volume of water is sufficiently large, so that its tempera
ture regime substantially differs from that of the environment, or when 
— with smaller amounts of water — the regular change of water increases 
the cooling effect.

In order to throw light upon the correlation between the composition 
of green areas and its effect on the temperature observations were made 
in August 1973 at standard system climatological stations established 
for this purpose in two housing projects of Szeged. The housing project 
Odessa built some 15—20 years earlier differs with its green areas spar
sely planted with well developed poplar and linden trees to a great
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Fig. Ü. Πιο d iu rn a l change o f  th e  cooling effect o f trees  on th e  housing p ro jec ts in Szeged.

a) In cloudy weather the temperature differences bet ween the va
rious type housing areas and green surfaces are very small, while in clear 
weather — when from a bioelimatologieal point of view the decrease of 
temperature is mostly advantageous — the differences are considerable.

b) \  developed stand greatly increases the cooling effect, and in the 
midday hours even produces lower temperatures in the housing area than 
those prevailing at the open-space base station. It is known that the stan
dard climatological stations located in forest stands are characterized 
in summer bv a 0.2 —0.5 °C lower mean temperature and a daily tempera
ture fluctuation less by 1 — 2.5°Cthan the observatories set up in open 
grassfields (Schnelle 1970). By planting the green areas with trees we can 
introduce some favourable features of the climate of forest stands in 
the housing area. Through alternating tree groups and grasslands we can 
achieve that on days with different weather conditions different parts 
of the green area will ensure the conditions of climatic comfort .

extent from the 4—5 years old Tarján housing project, where the micro
climatic effect of not long before transplanted young trees is negligible 
for the time being. The proportion of green areas is about 40 per cent in 
the Odessa — and 50 — 55 per cent in the Tarján housing project. When 
processing the material of the one month observation series we studied 
the temperature changes of clear days (mean cloudiness =s 0.2) and cloudy 
days (mean cloudiness < 0.8) separately (Figs. 5. and 6.). As a basis for 
comparison we used the data of a permanent climatological station wor
king at the Szeged airport. The results of investigations can lie summed 
up as follows:
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Besides the increased évapotranspiration the thorough modification 
of radiation also contributes to the temperature-decreasing effect of the 
tree stratum and can thus be regarded as another positive bioclimatologieal 
factor.

2.5 T h e  e ffe c t  o f  g re e n  a re a s  o n  r a d ia t io n

On green areas properly planted with trees the active surface absor
bing and emitting the short-wave radiation shifts at least partly from 
the ground to the canopy surface. In a closed forest stand only 4 —16 
per cent of the total radiation and 2 — 8 per cent of the light reach the 
ground depending on the thickness of the canopy. The screening effect 
of the canopy is much stronger in the ultraviolet range of solar radiation 
and weaker in the infrared than the average (Sauberer and Härtel 1959). 
The insolation-decreasing, shading effect of the woody plant stand of 
green areas in seasons rich in radiation is highly favourable from a bio- 
climatological point of view, and can be íveli utilized for protecting play
ground equipment, building facades, pavements (sidewalks, parking lots) 
readily overheated by the sunshine.

In an indirect way, by reducing the urban aerosol pollution, large 
green areas may even increase the intensity of the total radiation in their 
closer environment. In Moscow e. g. in the vicinity of a 500 ha green area 
a considerable — occasionally 15 — 20 per cent — increase of the ultra
violet- and visible radiation has been pointed out (Krasnoshehekova et al.
1973) . Even if an increased total radiation in summer is not in itself 
advantageous, it is obvious that the cleaner atmospheric environment 
is much more important. Measuring in Budapest has shown that at a 
distance of 50 metre from the border of a green area sufficiently planted 
with trees the 0.5 — 10 micron diameter dust pollution is reduced to half 
(Gajzágó 1970). According to other sources (Ruge 1972) this result can 
be attained even with a not more than 15 m wide green belt. The great 
deviation can be explained partly by the different measuring methods 
and weather conditions, partly by the fact that the active aerosol 
adsorption capacity highly varies with the plant species (Stieber
1974) , which also can be utilized e. g. when planting road side protecting 
belts.

2.3.2 L o n g -w a v e  r a d ia t io n

Under normal conditions 42 per cent of the heat produced by the 
human organism is emitted in the form of longwave radiation (Flach 1957); 
this shows the special importance of temperature radiation for the energy 
balance and feeling of comfort of man. The long-wave radiation energy 
balance of the human body is described the following equation (Ter- 
jung et al 1970):
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were σ is the Stefan- Boltzmann constant. Ç pind Ç 2 are the emissivity of man 
and environment, respectively, T m is the absolute temperature of human



Fig. 7. T he change  o f  th e  ra d ia tio n  b a la n ce  o f  th e  h u m an  body  a t d ifferen t d is tan ces  
from  an  insolateci w all (1) and  a line  o f  tree s  (2) accord ing  to  A izen sh ta t.

body and clothing, respectively, Te the mean environmental tempera
ture and Ar the effective radiating area of man (c. 1.45 m2). It can Ite seen 
that with tlie increase of the radiative temperature of environment heat 
emission from the human body rapidly decreases, and above 35 °C or so 
completely stops.

Under the influence of solar radiation the evapotranspirating green 
surfaces warm up to a much lower degree than the bare soil or the paving 
materials. If the temperature of air exceeds the equilibrium temperature 
(c. 30 — 31 °C) of the leaves, then in the case of a satisfactory water supply 
even the surface of leaves directly exposed to solar radiation remains 
cooler than the air (Linacre 1967, Kessler 1971). Although in the fore
ground of the insolated side of trees blocking out a part of the sky long
wave radiation increases, this increase is far below that observed in the 
vicinity of sunlit walls. The effect exerted by a wall or line of trees on the 
radiation budget of a sphere representing the human body is reduced to 
40 per cent at H. and to about 10 per cent at 4 H distance (Aizenshtat 
1971; Fig. 7. ).

The temperature radiation of insolated walls may spoil the feeling 
of thermal comfort. In Budapest the average intensity of the incoming 
long-wave radiation is 509 mcal/cm2 min. in July (Bacsó 1959), which
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corresponds to an average sky temperature of 7.2 °C. If a nearby high 
ribbon house with a wall of 0.95 emissivitv and 40 °C surface 
temperature blocks out 40 per cent of the sky, then this change means ' 
a 5.7 °C increase in the total environmental radiation temperature. Accor
ding to Olgyav (1967) in closed space a 1 °0 change of the air temperature 
affects the comfort in a degree indentical with a 0.8 (' change in the ave
rage radiation temperature of the environment. (This follows from the 
definition o{ operative temperature determined for lightly dressed persons 
in a state of rest.) Thus, in the given example the increase of long wave 
radiation as a response to the effect of wall is from the point of view of 
human temperature sensation equal to a 7.2 °C increase of the air tempe
rature. If the wall surface is covered with runners or shaded by trees plan
ted in front of it, then — since the foliage warms up to a lower extent -  
the stress flue to the temperature radiation can be considerable decreased. 
Again, the radiation temperature shows a much more favourably trend 
above grassy areas than above asphalted or paved roads and side-walks; 
this statement is supported by the measuring data of Clarke and Bach 
(1971) among others.

2.6 Effect off/reen areas on humidity]
High building density causes a 5 -1 0  per cent decrease of relative 

humidity in summer, but as to the vapour pressure which determines 
the degree of stuffiness there is hardly any difference between the city 
and the surrounding green areas (Kratzer 1956, Landsberg 1970, Próbáld 
1974). Some authors consider the drier urban atmosphere unfavourable 
and, accordingly, regard the evaporative, humidity-increasing effect of 
green areas as a positive feature (e. g. Brahe 1974). As a matter of fact, 
from the point of view of comfort this effect is rather unfavourable, since 
a higher relative humidity makes the heat more difficult to stand. [ I oo 
dry air of less than 20 per cent humidity occurs in Budapest at a negli
gible frequency — 0.06 per cent of the total summer hour intervals 
-according to the data of 35 years observations ( Bacsó 1959) ]. The tempe
rature differences, on the other hand, are much more significant; there
fore the comfort conditions of green areas are found to be more favourable 
even when indices like the effective temperature (Clarkeand Bach 1974) 
or the discomfort index (Eagleman 1974) which overvalue the importance 
of humiditv are taken into consideration. There is an exponential corre
lation similar to equation (1) between the size of the green area and the 
increase of relative humidity (Krasnoshchekova et al. 1974).

2.7 The effect of y reçu areas on atmospheric motion
The effect of green areas on atmospherical motions is determined 

by the character of the plant stand. A closed, forest-like stand greatly 
reduces both the horizontal and vertical air currents, which is mostly 
unfavourable for the comfort conditions. Larger groups of trees should 
t herefore consist of species developing a conic crown and forming a canopy 
of 0.7 to 0.8 closeness (Krasnoshchekovaet al. 1973). The alternation of
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grove-like groups of trees and large open green surfaces results in consi
derable local temperature differences and local air currents. Green pas
sages of loose structure including large open grasslands represent smaller 
aerodynamical obstacles than built-up surfaces and are therefore suitable 
to increase the ventilation and promote an exchange of air between the 
city and its environment (Brahe 1074). Alleys and thickets can be plan
ted within the housing area as wind breaks in places where protection 
from unfavourable — too strong and cold — winds is justified. Accor
ding to the evidence of model experiments rows of trees decrease the 
velocity of wind within a greater distance than buildings of the same 
height or fences do (Olgvay 1067).

3. Principles of planning green] areas with regard to the aspects of 
atmospheric environment

We have surveyed in the foregoing the manifold effect of green areas 
on meteorological elements contributing to the conditions of climatic 
comfort. When evaluating the opposing effects of urban- and green surfa
ces we started from the climatic data of Budapest, but the conclusions 
can be extended to include regions with hoi summers in the temperate, 
zone (in Koppen’s classification the 0a- and Da-type macroclimatic re
gions*) as well as adjacent regions where protection against the stress 
arising on the hot side of the comfort zone in the summer period is given 
a reasonable priority. Some major principles of developing green areas 
are given below.

a) 'The urban green areas should form a uniform, continuous system 
connected by green wedges and passages with the natural green areas 
surrounding the city.

b) As a part of the green area system parks with a total area of at 
least 50— 100 ha are needed in the big cities, which are sufficiently large 
to enable the full display of favourable atmospheric conditions (climatic 
and acustic comfort, clean air) within them. Maintenance costs per unit 
area are much lower for large parks of extensive cultivation than for the 
small green patches of housing estates, which can be regarded as an addi
tional advantage.

c.) Whichever model of the correlation between the proportion of 
green areas and its effect on the temperature is accepted, it is in any case 
desirable that the share of active evaporative surfaces (green areas and 
water tables) within the residential area should be at least 50 per cent. To 
establish green patches in densely built-up old parts of cities a maxi
mum exploitation of the limited possibilities should be urged (rows of

* In H u n g a ry  o n ly  a  m in o r a rea  belongs to  th e  C a-type  (Ju ly  m ean te m p e ra tu re  
> 2 2  C), b u t m an y  to w n s in o th e r  p a r ts  o f th e  co u n try , includ ing  th e  c en tre  o f  B u d ap es t, 
can  be p laced  in th is  ra th e r  th a n  in th e  t 'b - ty p e , ow ing to  th e  local c lim atic  e ffe c ts  o f  th e  
high bu ild in g  d en sity . In m ed ium  bu ild ing  d e n sity  d is tr ic ts  o f  B u d a p e s t th e  freq u en cy  of 
sum m er d a y s  (Oaax s ' 25 °C) is on a y ea rly  av erage  S3, while in  th e  cen tre  o f  th e  c ity  a t  
lea s t 90.
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trees planted along the roads, gardens formed in courtyards and vacant 
lots, walls planted with runners).

d) By determining the right composition of plants within the green 
areas — alternating groups of trees and open grass plots — a mosaic 
of different microclimatic spaces is optimally produced, one or another 
of which will always be favourable from the point of view of thermal com
fort under the given weather conditions.

e) The adequate water supply (irrigation) and the age of the trees 
are decisive factors of the efficiency of green areas. In building new hou
sing projects the existing trees should be saved. Afforestation by trans
planting older or rapidly growing trees should be carried out as soon as 
possible.

f )  Sandy playgrounds, playground equipment, parking lots which 
are easily overheated by the insolation and emit then intensive long-wave 
radiation, furthermore, building facades oriented to the southern half of 
squares as well as sidewalks running in front of them should be shaded 
by planting trees.

g) Owing to their effect on the atmospheric environment special 
attention should be paid to green stripes planted between busy public 
roads and residential buildings, which with a right composition of stand 
and variety efficiently reduce the immission of dust and noise.

4. Further tasks in studying the environmental effect of green areas

In studying the effect of green areas on the atmospheric environ
ment climatology is still confronted with numerous tasks. One of the most 
important of them is the analysis of comfort-relevant meteorological 
elements as reflected by complex indices obtained from long measuring 
series suitable to establish climatological regularities. (The main defi
ciency of the first attempts in this field — e. g. Clarke and Bach (1071), 
Morgan and Baskett (1074) —was the scarce material of measuring which 
made the conclusions difficult to generalize.) Similar importance can be 
attached to investigations into the long-wave radiation which, though 
highly significant in the energy budget of the human body, has so 
far been considerably neglected. The results of investigations in this 
direction will provide a wider knowledge of the macro- and meso- 
climatic differences for the work of settlement planning.
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РЕЗЮМЕ

РОЛЬ ЗЕЛЕНЫХ НАСАЖДЕНИЙ В ПЛАНИРОВАНИИ 
ГОРОДСКОГО ВОЗДУШНОГО ОКРУЖЕНИЯ

Исследование -  на примере гор. Будапешта -  даёт опенку положительных 
п отрицательных черт в изменении городского микроклимата с точки зрения омо- 
логин.

Далее статья занимается влиянием, которое оказывают зелёные насаждения 
на отдельные элементы климата. Наиболее полно показаны: доля площадей под 
зелёными насаждениями, их размеры и породный состав, а также количественная 
зависимость между ними и сокращением температуры воздуха. Наконец, автор 
формулирует оптимальные принципы планирования территорий под городские 
зелёные насаждения с точки зрения биоклиматологии.
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